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Abstract
Established paradigms in materials science and experimentation were used to generate
models of several well-known aspects of zircon consitutive behavior: (1) plastic deformation
through twinning, (2) slip and (3) a phase transformation to reidite. (1) The shear stresses to
homogeneously nucleate a (112)[1̄1̄1] twin were modeled for a variety of grain sizes, in or-
der to re-evaluate this microstructure’s use as an indicator of shock deformation on Earth and
other planetary bodies. The minimum stress is between 0.3 and 2.0 GPa for the range of grain
sizes observed in a natural sample of twinned zircon from the Vredefort impact structure. The
stress is largely pressure-independent and it is likely that twins can form over a wider range of
shock pressures than currently estimated, as shown by the occurrence of twins in shocked zir-
con from distal regions of the impact basin. (2) The yield of zircon during plastic deformation
by slip was measured by nanoindentation hardness testing at room temperature and 450 ◦C,
with the intention of characterizing the necessary stresses for significant plastic deformation
in zircon. The hardness of zircon is 13 ± 0.5 GPa. Using the hardness as a measure of com-
petence, comparison with other rock-forming minerals suggests that typical lower-crustal host
rocks are most likely to promote deformation in zircon. (3) The martensitic transformation of
zircon to reidite was modeled using the Eshelby formalism, with the intention of evaluating its
use as a indicator of shock pressure. A typical martensitic mechanism predicts observed habit
planes, especially (512), and internal deformation. A representiative elastic strain energy is
between 3 and 5 GJ m−3. Since a total conceivable activation energy has relatively comparable
elastic strain energy and inelastic energies, transition pressures for shear-based mechanisms
are expected to decrease significantly with temperature. Reconstructions of shock deformation
pressures based on reidite and relying on temperature-insensitive boundaries should therefore
be used with caution. This work can be extended to explain the material behavior of zircon
in a more comprehensive way, and achieve direct strain chronometry and more precise impact
pressure reconstruction.
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i
Summary for Lay Audience
The amount and kind of deformation experienced by the mineral zircon in various settings
in the crust are re-evaluated using established methods from materials science such as hardness
testing and micromehcanical modeling. It is shown that many of the key observations of the
consitutive behavior of zircon, relating to its other uses as a mineral used in geochronology and
recording the effects of meteorite impact, can be explained and quantified with these methods.
It is also shown that some of the previous methods tend to underestimate the proportion of
zircon grains in a rock which may be deformed in a way of interest to geochronology or impact
reconstruction. Although the range of modeled behaviors is relatively narrow, the methods
are laid out in such a way that they can be developed further for use in evaluating zircon
deformation more comprehensively. The ultimate goal of such research is to use zircon to
precisely reconstruct the deformation conditions of meteorite impact or directly date strain
events experienced by Earth’s crust.
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Zircon (ZrSiO4) is a tetragonal, orthosilicate mineral, belonging to point group 4/mmm and
space group number 141 (I41/amd). It has a polymorph, reidite, which is also tetragonal, but
belongs to the point group 4/m and has a more pronounced tetragonality (Glass and Liu, 2002).
Zircon is stable at ambient pressure and temperature and the transition to reidite occurs at
elevated pressure. Measures of the transition pressure in theory and experiment span the orders
of 1–10 GPa (Crocombette and Ghaleb, 1998; Farnan et al., 2003; Chaplot et al., 2006; Marqués
et al., 2006; Stangarone et al., 2019). A notable study by Leroux et al. (1999) puts the transition
at approximately 40 GPa, an often-quoted value. Zircon has the distinction of being the oldest
known crystalline phase of planets such as Earth and Mars. It is a benchmark geochronometer,
widely used in geochronology for the dating of igneous and metamorphic events, underpinning
much of the geological timescale. It also contains a wealth of other chemical, isotopic and
textural information that forms the basis of many current models of planetary evolution. In
industry, zircon is a useful refractory and the principal stock material for the refinement of
zirconia ZrO. Nevertheless, much remains to be determined with regard to its mechanical
properties.
1
2 Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1.1 Geochronology and deformation
Zircon’s use as a geochronometer stems from ready substitution of U for Zr in the crystal lat-
tice, owing to a similar atomic size. Substitution of Pb into zircon, however, is not energetically
favoured, and observed Pb is dominantly radiogenic. The diffusion coefficients of these species
do not change appreciably below approximately 900 ◦C, which is an effective closure temper-
ature for zircon at typical sizes in the crust, 10–100 µm. Igneous and metamorphic growth
can therefore be dated with high precision, based on the relative abundance of U-Pb and also
U-Th -Pb isotopes, provided the measured parts of the crystal maintain a the integrity of a
closed system (Krogh, 1988).
Zircon is commonly known as both a hard and refractory material, and the premise of a
closed system typically holds. It has long been recognized, however, that there are certain de-
formed zircon crystals, or deformed parts of zircon crystals, whose radiometric dates require
interpretation beyond times of simple igneous crystallization or metamorphic growth. Zircon
contains 238U and 235U isotopes and both decay at different rates into different products, respec-




at any given defines a curve called a concordia (Wetherill, 1956). It is therefore possible to de-
tect deviations from an ideal closed system, notably Pb, loss by deviation from this relationship
and such isotopic ratios are said to be discordant. Pioneering work by Wayne and Sinha (1988)
suggested that discordance may be caused by the physical conditions involved in the deforma-
tion itself, although they were not able to distinguish it from more typical discordance due to
ancient fluid alteration of their sample. In other words, it is possible that the deformation is
the cause of Pb loss from the crystal, resulting in a radiometric age somewhere between the
igneous or metamorphic age and the time of deformation. These phenomena are clearly of
great interest in dating deformation of Earth’s crust.
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1.1.2 Recent Advances
Longstanding practice in geochronology of microscale imaging of zircon has evolved to novel
techniques in an attempt to find these features and any attendent Pb loss. Recently, it has been
shown that disturbed ages are related to plastic deformation in particular, since there is a spa-
tial relationship between zones of U-Pb discordance and Pb loss and microstructures that are
the result of creep (Moser et al., 2009) (Figure 1.1. Previous work Reddy et al. (2006) and
Timms et al. (2006) suggested that trace element concentrations are affected by the presence
of subgrain boundaries, though the work was inconclusive with respect to Pb. Pb mobility has
also been investigated with the as atom-probe tomography (APT), where the position of some
individual atoms can be observed, to try and clarify the relationship between substructures
and diffusion mechanisms (Piazolo et al., 2016). More often, the search for deformation fea-
tures is undertaken using electron-backscatter diffraction (EBSD), based on some early work
by Reddy et al. (2007). Notably, EBSD involves a sample preparation much less involved
than traditional investigation of sub-microscale deformation features by transmission-electron
microscope (TEM), allowing for a proliferation of such studies. While the brittle behavior of
zircon in greenschist facies conditions is well known (Boullier, 1980; Lancelot et al., 1983;
Sturm, 1999; Steyrer and Sturm, 2002; Sturm and Steyrer, 2003; Klimas et al., 2003) and well
characterized (Lee and Tromp, 1995), these techniques have allowed for a proliferation of ob-
servations of plastic behavior, when zircon is deformed at higher teperatures (Reddy et al.,
2006; Moser et al., 2009; Piazolo et al., 2012; MacDonald et al., 2013; Kovaleva et al., 2014).
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Figure 1.1: Various observations of deformation in a zircon crystal determined to have experi-
enced Pb loss by Moser et al. (2009).
(a) Cathodoluminescence (CL) image showing
fine traces related to subgrains (b) Outline of subgrains as calcluated based on
EBSD orientations
(c) Calculated average subgrain boundary mis-
orientation from subfigure (b)
(d) Calculated subgrain sizes from subfigure
(b)
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1.1.3 Shock deformation
Advances in the field of geochronology lead to the realization that, while it is difficult to de-
form, zircon is not entirely rigid during tectonic processes. This might therefore also apply
to impact-related processes, i.e. shock deformation. Similar techniques have been adopted
to investigation of microstructure in impact-deformed zircon. In addition, these processes are
likely to occur in samples of zircon from beyond Earth, whose isotopic ratisos have bearing on
the broader evolution of the solar system and are potentially affected by deformation. Many
studies have confirmed, building on the work of Krogh et al. (1984), that distinct, shock-related
features do exist and can be used qualitatively to infer the presence of shock deformation. Fur-
thermore these features also persist through geologic time. Deformation features generated in
the 2.020 Ga Vredefort impact survive to this day despite rapidly changing temperatures and
stress states during impact and rebound, followed by long periods of residence in the upper
crust (Moser et al., 2011). It has been demonstrated that the microstuctures in shocked zir-
con survive equally well in modern fluvial and glacial settings (Thomson et al., 2014) and in
ultrahigh-temperature metamorphic aureoles (Moser, 1997).
A quantitative interpretation of the magnitude of the impact event is a logical next step in
the interpretation of microstruture that has been attempted by some (Timms et al., 2012, 2017).
The high-pressure polymorph reidite and its transformation pressure also factor in to these
intepretations. The material properties must first be well-established, hoewever, before any
such interpretation of zircon microstructure, in terms of both age and deformation conditions
can be considered precise. Yet the wealth of recent microstructure observations remains to be
fully reconciled with existing paradigms for the mechanical behavior of crystals. To evaluate
these paradigms, and how they apply to various problems in zircon rheology it will be helpful
to organize the mechanical behavior of zircon into various regimes, which are characterized
by conditions of stress, strain rate and temperature (Frost and Ashby, 1982). A discussion of
deformation regimes follows.
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1.2 Deformation regimes in general
1.2.1 Premise
The microstructures generated in tectonism and shock deformation are permanent, and thus
inelastic in nature. The two sets are also distinct, arising from different mechanical conditions.
To reconcile the differences, it is useful to introduce a deformation mechanism map, which ar-
ranges empirical deformation relationships for inelastic behaviors into various regimes, based
in temperature T and strain rate (Frost and Ashby, 1982). In each of these regimes, different
deformation mechanisms are said to act, with various activation energies ∆G. These mecha-
nisms are mostly dislocation-based, concerning the motion of a limited arrangement of atoms
to acheive a strain rate, as opposed to the throughgoing shear of an entire lattice row of atoms
in a crystal. They are therefore set in motion by deviatoric stresses. This can be a critical
shear stress τc, or a more general triaxial stress state σi j with a deviatoric component σ′i j. The
magnitude of τ is less than the ideal shear strenth, i.e. the stress required to translate a row of
atoms. It is the action of these various mechanisms that is directly observed using the various
techniques described previously.
1.2.2 Von Mises Criterion
In macroscopic problems where a triaxial stress state might be appropriate, it is sometimes
useful to use the Von Mises criterion to valuate a yield stress Y which is said to occur when the










An experiment in uniaxial tension, where σi j = 0 for i, j , 1, 1 can be used to determine C,
which can be refomulated as the more convenient yield stress Y = 2C2. Because uniaxial tests
are common for many materials, it is the value Y which often appears for the measure of critical
stress. It follows that the yield stress in shear is τc =
√
2/3Y .
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1.2.3 Typical deformation regimes
Figure 1.2: Deformation regimes and generalized empirical stress relationships at various strain
rates, for a typical non metal, after (Langdon and Pask, 1970).
ε3 > ε2 > ε1 ε3 > ε2 > ε1
ε4 >> ε3





















Langdon and Pask (1970) divide the deformation of a typical oxide, MgO, into four regimes.
These are shown in Figure 1.2. The first regime (Regime 1) is characterized by a near-linear
temperature dependence of the τc on T . τc is moderately dependent on ε̇. This is sometimes
called low-temperature plasticity (Frost and Ashby, 1982). The mechanism involved is dislo-
cation glide. In a perfect crystal, the temperature dependence relates to thermal fluctuations
supplying the necessary activation energy to overcome lattice friction. The lattice friction is
the resistance of the lattice to the glide of the dislocation (Nabarro, 1997). The strain rate of
such a process is shown to be affected by temperature as follows (Frost and Ashby, 1982):
ε̇ ∝ (τ/µ) exp−{∆G/kT } (1.2)
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∆G is, after Frost and Ashby (1982):
∆G ∝ [1 − (τ/τ0)p]q (1.3)
Where τ is the applied stress, τc0 is the yield at 0 K, µ is the shear modulus and 0 ≤ p,≤ 1
and 1 ≤ q ≤ 2 are empirically-derived constants. In an imperfect crystal, other obstacles to
glide overcome by the increased temperature can include other dislocations In particular, the
interaction between dislocations is an important consideration for many natural processes and
has bearing on both the resultant microstructure and the value of the stress. Some important
theory is outlined by Shimizu (2008).
Regime 2 is encountered by increasing the temperature and is characterized by a much
diminished dependence of Y on T and ε̇ (Langdon and Pask, 1970). In this case T is sufficient
to supply the energy to overcome lattice friction, i.e. exp−(∆G/kT ) in Equation 1.2 approaches
1. The minor temperature dependence which remains relates only to the change in the elastic
constant µ.
egime 2 is encountered by further increasing the temperature, and is defined by a tempera-
ture dependence of τ that is exponential (Langdon and Pask, 1970). The mechanism involved
is no longer glide, but a diffusion-assisted process. In this case the dependence of ε̇ on 1/T is
becomes linear. Equation 1.2 becomes
ε̇ ∝ (τ/µ)n{∆G/kT } (1.4)
A fourth regime (Regime 4) exists, at an upper limit of ε̇, where τc remains relatively
constant at a wide range of T and further ε̇. In this case, glide is the mechanism, however
there is the addition of a viscous drag. This is sometimes called drag-limited glide (Frost and
Ashby, 1982). It is termed viscous, because the stress becomes proportional to the velocity of
the dislocation. Equation 1.2 becomes:
ε̇ ∝ (τ/µ)(1/C) (1.5)
Where C is the viscous damping parameter.
A discussion of the mechanical behaviors observed in zircon and their ideal (or constitutive)
relationships, as they pertain to these regimes follows.
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1.2.4 Tectonic regime
In tectonism, strain rates are not sufficient to reach Regime 4. Regimes 1-3 may be appro-
priate depending on the depth in the crust or mantle. Among these regimes, there are several
types possible types of intrinsic microstrures. These have been categorized by Piazolo et al.
(2012). A scheme was developed, by visual inspection of the arrangement of subgrain bound-
aries within the crystal, as inferred from EBSD measurements of misorientation, and has been
applied in comprehensive studies of deformed zircon (Kovaleva et al., 2014). Zircon is dis-
criminated into various types, shown in Figure 1.3.
The intracrystalline microstructures described by these types are broadly similar to the
various stages of subgrain development in single crystals with increasing strain during creep
(Takeuchi and Argon, 1976). There has therefore been some attempt to use dislocation theory
to evaluate the microstructure in a qualitative way (Kovaleva et al., 2014). Type I corresponds
to a microstructure typical of instantaneous strain and Type III, one after prolonged, steady-
state creep. Of relevance to geochronology, Type III crystals are associated with Pb loss in the
initial work (Piazolo et al., 2012). It can also be shown that many other examples of deformed
crystals with Pb loss fit the criteria in Figure 1.1 (Moser et al., 2009; Flowers et al., 2010;
Piazolo et al., 2012; MacDonald et al., 2013; Piazolo et al., 2016). However, zircon dislocation
behavior has not been determined to the point where it is possible to derive a relationship
between stress, strain rate and temperature for the observed microstructure.
In general, the overall dislocation density ρ increases with creep strain up to a certain max-
imum when steady-state is acheived (Takeuchi and Argon, 1976). When subgrain boundaries
are developed, this increase is mostly but not completely partitioned into those boundaries.
We can calculate the total dislocation density as the sum of the density within the subgrain












Where θ is the misorientation across the subgrain boundary, C is a constant and α is a stress
dependence on dislocation density ρ Current knowledge of zircon mechanical behavior is in-
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sufficient to evaluate Equation 1.2.4. Notably the parameter α is missing. The classification
scheme can only therefore used on a comparative basis and fails to explain some less clear-cut
examples (Flowers et al., 2010; Piazolo et al., 2012; MacDonald et al., 2013).
The experimental data to give an empirical basis to the scheme, even to the point of de-
termining the boundaries of the deformation regimes is also lacking. Experimental studies of
zircon creep are primarily targeted towards the high-temperature regime, relevant to its use
as an industrial refractory material (Figure 1.4) above its bulk creep temperature, ∼ 900 ◦C
(Wygant, 1951). The empirical models developed for this regime have therefore few applica-
tions to the crust, but may be relevant for the mantle. In addition these studies typically lack
observations of the intracrystalline microstructure.
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Figure 1.3: Types of misorientation observed in zircon, classified by (Piazolo et al., 2012) and
arranged in order of increasing subgrain development. An arrow shows an increasing amount
of strain and dislocation density.
   Localized Subgrain Walls Subgrains
Type II Type I Type III
, ε
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Figure 1.4: Experimental observations of zircon yield stress Y as a function of absolute tem-
perature T (Wygant, 1951; Mashimo et al., 1983; Giminez et al., 1992; Goretta et al., 2001),
showing a large gap in measurements. A solid line indicates the high-temperature regime
boundary based on observed transition to creep. Dashed lines are estimates of the boundaries
of other regimes.













Mashimo et al. (1983)
Wygant (1951)
Goretta et al. (2001)
Giminez et al. (1992)
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1.2.5 Impact regime
The conditions experienced during shock deformation correspond to the high strain-rate regime,
Regime 4. Relative to the tectonic regime, there is more experimental and theoretical work tar-
geting the observed deformation as well as direct observation of the deformation mechanisms
in some cases. This is possibly because the conditions are is easier to simulate, notably the
timescale. These relevant microstructures include disclocation walls (Timms et al., 2012),
twinning (Figure 1.5) (Moser et al., 2011; Timms et al., 2012; Erickson et al., 2013) and, as
mentioned previously, a phase transformation to reidite (Glass and Liu, 2002). Impact-related
deformation also includes more obscure features known as planar-deformation features (PDFs)
and curviplanar deformation features but the nature of these is unclear (Austrheim and Corfu,
2009).
Figure 1.5: Observations of twins in shocked zircon
(a) Microscope image of zircon in section, un-
der crossed polars with twins revealed by an
interference pattern





















(b) 65◦ misorientations in the twinned crystal,
determined using EBSD
Empirically, an experiment by Mashimo et al. (1983), measures the yield stress Y in the
shock regime at 2 GPa. Observations of dislocation glide in the basal system, have been made
by Leroux et al. (1999) also in experiment, however the complete stress state was not recorded.
Calculating the stress using the formula for lattice friction, using a formula from Nabarro
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(1997), and inputing average values for zircon yields a result in reasonable agreement with the












where µ is the shear modulus, ν is Poisson’s ratio, d is the natural spacing of atomic planes
parallel to the slip plane and |b| is the magnitude of the Burgers vector. The difference in these
two values is likely due to the interaction of dislocations as mentioned previously.
Twinning, another kind of plasticity, has been observed in lunar and terrestrial shocked
zircon (Moser et al., 2011; Timms et al., 2012; Erickson et al., 2013). A dislocation based
mechanism for twinning is more complex than simple models of slip caused by dislocation
glide (Christian and Mahajan, 1995). Twins have only been generated experimentally by Mo-
rozova (Morozova et al., 2017), in diamond-anvil-cell experiments, but the differential stress
was not recorded. This leaves the phenomenon of twinning in zircon without both an empirical
nor suggested mechanism to determine the critical conditions of formation. Twins are some-
times erroneously ascribed a critical pressure of formation of approximately 20 GPa and put on
a phase map with other microstructures (Timms et al., 2012), but pressure is not a critical quan-
tity in plasticity in general, which is driven by deviatoric stress. The source of this value seems
to be the occurrence of twins within the high-pressure polymorph reidite in the observations of
Leroux (Leroux et al., 1999). These twins may be some necessary plastic deformation involved
with with the relaxation of the strain energy for a martensitic phase tranformation (Wayman,
1964; Christian, 2002). Therefore interpretation of impact intensity based on the appareance
of twins needed to be revisited.
The phase transformation to reidite does not fit in the deformation mechanism map (Fig-
ure 1.2 however it may involve some analogous mechanisms at the microscale, for example in
the case of a martensitic transformation. Precise conditions of the transition are useful, since
the appearance of reidite has been used to measure impact severity, as a sort of shock ther-
mobarometer (Timms et al., 2012, 2017; Cox et al., 2018). The phase transition was initially
observed in shock deformation at 30 GPa (Mashimo et al., 1983; Kusaba et al., 1985). It was
subsequently measured in a landmark study by Leroux (Leroux et al., 1999), which forms the
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basis of much interpretation of impact pressure, at 40 GPa. More recently, several studies with
non-shock loading have measured the phase transformation at lower pressures, 20 GPa at com-
parable temperatures (Knittle and Williams, 1993; Van Westrenen et al., 2004; Morozova et al.,
2017). Theoretical predictions, calculated using various quantum methods put the transforma-
tion pressure at less than 20 GPa (Crocombette and Ghaleb, 1998; Farnan et al., 2003; Chaplot
et al., 2006; Marqués et al., 2006; Stangarone et al., 2019). The variation in this value, calls the
validity of an often-quoted number for the transition pressure, 40 GPa, into question (Timms
et al., 2012; Erickson et al., 2017; Timms et al., 2017; Cox et al., 2018).
1.2.6 Summary
In summary, the picture of zircon rheology is incomplete. Several values needed for evaluation
of material properties based on dislocation motion are missing, in particular those required for
subgrain boundary formation. Current estimates of conditions for microstructure development
with more complicated ties to dislocation motion are vague. The relevant experimental data,
both for boundaries of regimes and for intrinsic values related to dislocation motion, are scarce.
To improve the precision of interpretations involving deformation conditions in impact, and to
determine those conditions that lead to microstructure conducive to Pb loss, a better under-
standing of zircon constitutive behavior is required.
1.3 Experimental techniques
In general, there is little experimental deformation of zircon outside the high-temperature tests
mentioned previously. This may be due in part to the highly brittle nature of zircon (Lee and
Tromp, 1995; Jandačka et al., 2011), which precludes many of the established testing methods
for ductile materials, as it does in all silicates. Zircon is also excluded from testing by many
of the macroscopic methods in general, due to the great temperatures involved with, and the
overall difficulty in, sintering large samples of sufficiently dense polycrystal (Wygant, 1951;
Giminez et al., 1992; Shi et al., 1997; Goretta et al., 2001). What remains are indentation
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techniques, which are capable of generating significant confining pressures and can be applied
to single crystals (Fischer-Cripps, 2004). These are some of the earliest mechanical tests on
zircon (Rice, 1970).
Indentation involves making an impression in the test material in a controlled way by ad-
vancing the indenter into the sample surface and measuring the load P. The area of contact
between the indenter and the sample is determined in some way and thereby the average con-
tact pressure pm, which is also called the hardness H. In brittle materials, plastic deformation
can be induced using a sharp indenter, such as Vickers or a Berkovich indenter (Fischer-Cripps,
2004). In elastic indentation, when the indenter is axissymmetric and the stress distribution is
symmetrical, Fischer-Cripps (2004) shows that stresses acting in axis of symmetry are com-
pressive. In the region beneath the indent, these are the largest stresses, causing the hydrostatic
stress to be largely compressive. An average contact pressure pm ≥ 10 GPa is possible in
typical nanoindentation, getting a correspondingly large amount of compressive stress in the
sample is possible. The other principle stresses are tensile in in the radial direction and variable
tensile or compressive in the hoop (circumferential) direction. Thus stress state is not entirely
compressive, and samples can and do behave in a brittle fashion during indentation, adding
some complexity to the results. For example, when the regime is elastic-plastic, the hoop stress
is up to 10 times larger than in pure elastic deformation and cracks can be expected (Chiang
et al., 1982).
To obtain empirical results on zircon material behavior, indentation therefore seems a prime
candidate. Although this may soon be superseded by novel techniques such as the deformation
of “micropillars,” where the stress state is less complex and problems with brittleness are also
avoided (Williams et al., 2012).
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1.4 Thesis Overview
1.4.1 Topics
This research addresses some of the gaps in zircon rheology listed above by (1) applying es-
tablished methods in materials science to generate models of zircon mechanical behavior and
(2) experimental, controlled deformation of zircon where the stress state can be measured and
(3) comparison of these results with natural samples. In the first chapter, the high strain-rate
Regime 1 is considered. This chapter contains a calculation for the critical nucleation stress
for a twin. In the second chapter, the tectonic-like Regime 2 is treated. This chapter con-
tains the measurement of the yield and the relative amount of plastic deformation of zircon
in an elastic-plastic-brittle regime, and comparisons with that of rock-forming minerals to de-
termine lithologies favourable to zircon deformation. The final chapter is a return to the high
strain-rate reigime. This chapter contains a model of the phase transformation to reidite based
on a martensitic transformation and its bearing on the observed habit of reidite and both the
precision and accuracy of shock deformation reconstructions relying on its occurrence.
1.4.2 Methods
Nanoindentation was used to measure the hardness of zircon single crystals and interpreted
in terms of established models for elastic, plastic and brittle deformation (Sneddon, 1995;
Nabarro, 1997; Zhang and Subhash, 2001). Nanoindentation testing (Fischer-Cripps, 2004) is
a useful technique to characterize plastic deformation of brittle material such as zircon since
it generates the necessary confining pressures to mitigate fracture, allowing measurable plas-
ticity to be developed. This work builds on existing data (Rice, 1970; Chakoumatos et al.,
1991; Shi et al., 1997; Rendtorff et al., 2012; Suarez et al., 2015; Beirau et al., 2016; Nakamori
et al., 2017; Beirau et al., 2018) and extends it to higher temperatures. The harndesses derived
are ideal for use in models pertaining to the composite behavior of zircon in its host. As a
qualitative exercise, however, they were compared with hardnesses of other materials to de-
scribe a relative competence between zircon and its host, which describes the amount of plastic
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deformation observed in the reported samples.
Micromechanical methods (Mura, 1982) were used to model composite behavior quanti-
tavely, with regards to zircon twinning (Lebensohn and Tomé, 1993) and the phase transfor-
mation (Ledbetter and Dunn, 2000) to reidite. The elastic energy and stresses involved in
both were calculated for a range of grain sizes, orientations and aspect ratios and compared
with natural observations These models were programmed in MATLAB and the source code is
available in the Appendix.
EBSD was used to measure the microstructure of the samples in this work. Diffraction is
acheived using an electron beam in an scannin-electron microscope (SEM). Patterns are cap-
tured on a charge-coupled device (CCD) designed for the energy of the beam. The sample is
kept in a fixed orientation and the patterns are used to derive this orientation. This is automated
through image analysis using either a Hough transform or by comparison against a library of
simulated patterns. Zircon is an excellent insulator and samples are typically carbon coated
to improve conduction. Where this is not sufficient, and on SEMs which have the capability,
it is sometimes necessary to introduce a small amount of air into the chamber. Usage in the
SEM allows rastering of the diffraction across the sample surface creating maps of orientation
and other related quantities. Diffraction was acheieved for the analyses in this work on a Hi-
tachi SU-6600 SEM, with a Channel5 CCD using a beam potential of approximately 30 kV
and current of approximately 4.3 nA. Oxford Instruments sofware was used to return the ori-
entations and their positions and further data reduction was performed using the MTEX toolkit
for MATLAB (Bachmann et al., 2010).
1.4.3 Conventions
Throughout the text and in the programw, the engineering stress tensor convention is used for
stress components. That is, tensile stresses are indicated as positive and shear traction compo-
nents on the positive side of a coordinate surface, pointing in a positive coordinate direction
are indicated as positive. This is the typical choice in continuum mechanics and allows com-
pressive stress and constriction, as well as tensile stress and elongation, to share the same sign.
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1.4.4 Einstein notation
Throughout the text, the Einstein summation convention is used. A repeated index in any one
term indicates a sum of that term over that index, e.g. AikBk j =
∑n
k=1 AikBk j. In the calculations
performed, n = 3, owing to a 3-dimensional frame of reference.
1.5 Impact Statement
The impact of this research is the direct measurement or modeling of zircon material properties
missing from the literature. These values highlight the necessary improvements to the current
knowledge of zircon deformation required for more robust interpretations of microstructure and
predictions of Pb loss. This appears to be the first attempt to apply existing materials science
paradigms to these quantities for zircon and the models generated in this work were used to
explain the deformation of several notable deformed zircon grains. Methods are also included
for evaluating more generic deformation as future work by researchers in the field. These mod-
els can be extended to explain the constitutive behavior in other environments and in a more
comprehensive way, with the ultimate goal being targeting host rocks with correct conditions
for the direct dating of deformation in any given regime and precise impact reconstructions.
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Mechanical (or deformation) twins are a notable feature in zircon grains affected by meteor
impact. Zircon twins have been found in rocks from impact craters on Earth (Moser et al., 2011)
and their associated detrital sediments (Erickson et al., 2013). Zircon twins have also been
found in lunar impact settings (Timms et al., 2012). Mechanical twins should be distinguished
from growth twins, which are also found in zircon, but are rather obscure (Jocelyn and Pidgeon,
1974). The latter form, not as a result of stress-induced instability in the lattice, but rather
interruption during crystallization from melt. In addition the most common growth twin has a
different mirror plane (101) than the most common mechanical twin (112).
There is a lack of mechanical testing targeting deformation twinning in zircon and little is
known about the exact conditions at which it occurs. A notable and widely-cited shock com-
pression experiment by Leroux et al. (1999), aimed at generating typical shock microstructures
in zircon, did not report twins. The only example of experimentally-generated zircon twins
is from Morozova et al. (2017), who performed diamond-anvil cell (DAC) compression tests
targeting bulk elastic properties. On the other hand, no theoretical models of twinning in zircon
have surfaced that might otherwise establish the conditions of twin formation.
Twinning is a mode of plastic deformation in crystalline solids which is relatively sensitive
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to the strain rate and temperature of the deformation (Christian and Mahajan, 1995). Twinning
acheives a finite amount of shear, on which it is often contrasted with slip which may acheive
any amount of shear. Both are orientation-dependent and may act in conjuction to lead to
general ductility of the body. In particular, the ductility of crystals with lower symmetry, or
with othewise limited slip, systems may involve significant twinning. Very high strain rates,
as might be acheived in shock loading often lead to twinning, even when slip systems are
available.
Shock microstructures in zircon have therefore been used qualitatively to infer the presence
of shock metamorphism following the work of Krogh et al. (1984). The lack of quantified limits
on twinning, however, makes it difficult to interpret this particular microstructure further with
regards to impact reconstruction. Concerns over whether the microstructure is in fact unique to
impact settings might also be raised since some other microstructures thought to be diagnostic
of impact have been found in tectonic settings (Austrheim and Corfu, 2009). Currently, the
generation of twins in shocked zircon is ascribed to a shock pressure, based on an independent
reconstruction of the impact (Timms et al., 2017)
Pressure, while its use is widespread in impact reconstruction, is a problematic choice as a
twinning yield criterion. Twinning, like all other plastic behaviors, is dominated by shear, even
if no dislocations are involved (Christian and Mahajan, 1995). Experimentation has demon-
strated the importance of shear stress for geologically-relevant materials such as quartz, in
which twins are also observed after shock deformation (McLaren et al., 1967). To some extent
the problem of using pressure versus shear stress has been circumvented since shock deforma-
tion gives rise to a state of uniaxial strain. In uniaxial strain, the stress state is not hydrostatic,
but more generally triaxial. Therefore, shear stress is introduced and has a definite relationship
with the shock pressure (Scheidler, 1996). Shear stresses in impact reconstructions, however,
are rarely reported. Pressure is still relevant in the study of twinning, however. It may affect the
twinning stress through the effects of a normal stress on the twin plane itself (Hosford and Cad-
dell, 1993). A pressure dependence of the second order may also exist through the variation in
shear moduli with pressure. This is discussed qualitatively by Timms et al. (2017).
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Among the existing models for twinning in materials science, which could be used to infer
the necessary conditions of formation, the simplest is homogeneous twinning, first proposed
by Orowan (1954). Homogeneous nucleation refers to the absence of dislocation activity. In
essence, a mechanical instability occurs in the otherwise perfect lattice, by reaching the theo-
retical strength on what becomes the mirror plane for a metastable twin embryo. Depending
on the available energy, embryos of a certain shape may become stable. The stresses involved
with homogeneous nucleation are necessarily quite high and the source of activation energy is
unknown (Christian and Mahajan, 1995). The latter is often overlooked since, for readily twin-
ning metals such as Ti, the activation energy is quite small (Yoo and Lee, 1991). Nevertheless,
homogeneous nucleation is not typically considered as a mechanism in the typical range of
metallurgical deformation outside of perfect crystals.
Because it treats the nucleation process from a more macroscopic perspective, derivation of
the bulk nucleation stress (with respect to a grain size) in homogeneous twinning is relatively
straightforward. It is this shear stress that is most readily applicable to the field of geology.
It suffices to minimize the free energy change of the homogeneous nucleation process with
respect to the twin embryo shape and stress. This does, however, requires require the calcu-
lation of some quantities with a microscopic basis, notably the elastic strain energy resulting
from the twin deformation. Evaluation is typically achieved using micromechanical methods.
In particular, the solution for the stress field within an ellipsoidal inclusion in a linear-elastic
medium, developed by Eshelby (1957), has been used to treat the problem (Yoo and Lee, 1991;
Lebensohn and Tomé, 1993; Christian and Mahajan, 1995).
We will consider homogeneous nucleation of twins in this paper for two reasons. Firstly,
it is the simplest to treat. An estimate of the shear stress can be obtained without observation
of the faulted structures required to properly describe heterogeneous nucleation. These obser-
vations have not emerged for zircon. In addition, shear stress is an intrinsic element of the
homogeneous model, whereas heterogeneous models rely upon additional, empirical parame-
ters in determining it. These parameters require mechanical testing which is also lacking for
zircon. Some novel approaches, however, have calculated shear stress directly for some FCC
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metals (Kibey et al., 2007). Secondly, despite being an improbable mechanism in general, ho-
mogeneous nucleation may be relevant in the current context. Observed twins in zircon are
highly-flattened, oblate ellipsoids. A twin embryo modeled as such would have a relatively
low elastic strain energy. In an impact setting, the crystals would also be subject to very high
stresses. Both are criteria which would be required for homogeneous nucleation to be acheived
at reasonable activation energies (Christian and Mahajan, 1995).
2.2 Methods and Materials
2.2.1 Outline of calculations
The energy and stresses involved with homogeneous nucleation of a twin in zircon were calcu-
lated. The calculation was has 3 parts:
1. Calculation of the elastic strain energy is done by treating a twin embryo as an inho-
mogeneous inclusion in a linear-elastic infinite medium, with elastic constants rotated
relative to that of its host and an eigenstrain equal to the twin shear strain.
2. Calculation of the surface energy is done by counting the broken Zr-O and Si-O bonds
across the (112) plane in one unit cell and thereafter, the inelastic interface energy is
calculated by applying this surface energy to the calculated surface of the ellipsoid.
3. Calculating the ratio of shear stress to grain size is done by determining the change in
free energy for a variety of embryo shapes at a given shear stress and finding the saddle
point in the resulting surface.
These methods largely follow the work of Lee and Yoo (1990) and Lebensohn and Tomé
(1993).
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2.2.2 Classical twinning theory
Classical twinning theory proposes that a crystal lattice is distorted by simple shear of its lattice
points, i.e. by displacement of its atoms. The plane of shear P in a twinned crystal is defined
by two vectors, one lying in the direction of shear η1 and one normal to the twinning plane
κ1 (Christian and Mahajan, 1995). κ1 is an invariant plane and is commonly referred to as the
mirror plane or the twinning plane since it appears to reflect the lattice. P could be equivalently
defined by the conjugate direction of shear and the conjugate (or reciprocal) twinning plane, η2
and κ2. The set of these 4 vectors is called a twin more, or a twin law.
The commonly observed mirror plane for zircon is in the family {112} (Moser et al., 2011).
Owing to zircon’s tetragonal symmetry, this family contains 4 planes, (112), (1̄12), (1̄1̄2) and
(11̄2). The elements of the full twin mode are listed in Table 2.1. [1̄1̄1](112) is one of four
predicted modes of twinning for a body-centered tetragonal Bravais lattice (Christian and Ma-
hajan, 1995). The other modes, however, have not been observed in zircon.
Table 2.1: Crystallographic elements of twinning in zircon
κ1 = {112} η1 = 〈1̄1̄1〉 P = {110}
κ2 = {112̄} η2 = 〈111̄〉
An amount of shear s associated with twinning will reorient any direction not lying in κ1.
The amount of reorientation θr is at maximum for any direction lying in the plane of shear.
For zircon, the angle of reorientation of the [001] direction, or the c axis, is θr = 65.11◦, as
seen in Figure 2.1. In this figure, the original unit cell is outlined in bold. The twinned part of
the cell is shaded in yellow. Red arrows indicate the direction of shear, η1 and the displacement
of individual Zr atoms and SiO4 tetrahedra.
θr = 65.11◦ is the property used to detect twinning in electron-backscatter diffraction
(EBSD). Example orientations from EBSD data for twins in this study are given in Figure
2.2. See also Section 2.2.7.
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Figure 2.2: Poles to (001) and {110} in a twinned zircon determined using EBSD (in blue),
showing a characteristic θR = 65◦ for the c axis. The plane of shear P and coincidence of the
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2.2.3 Eshelby Inclusion Theory
The stress state in a region of the zircon crystal with different material properties, or different
amounts of strain relative to the host, when the entire body is subject to load, was modeled
using using Eshelby Inclusion Theory. Calculation of these types of nonhomogeneous stresses
using continuum mechanics was pioneered by Eshelby (1957) for isotropic elastic materials
and further developed by for anisotropic materials by Mura (1982). The theory has been applied
to several classic mechanical behaviors including plasticity, cracks, precipitates, martensitic
transformations and thermal expansions (Mura, 1982), as well as the homogeneous nucleation
of a twin (Lee and Yoo, 1990; Lebensohn and Tomé, 1993; Christian and Mahajan, 1995;
Meyers et al., 2001). The premise of the theory is when inclusions adopt a certain geometry,
the stress is definite and lends itself to either a closed-form expression, in the case of isotropic
elasticity, or otherwise an integral for which a numerical approximation is reasonable.
The inclusion itself is defined as a region of a host, which is an otherwise homogenous
medium. The inclusion is necessarily subject to a certain amount of strain, termed an eigen-
strain (Mura, 1982). This strain is resisted by its host, causing a stress disturbance. The eigen-
strain is stress free, and could be caused by thermal expansion, a phase change or plastic de-
formation. Eshelby (1957) highlights this fact in his original terminology, “stress-free strain.”
The stress disturbance σi j can be expressed as a function of the eigenstrain ε∗kl:
σi j = Ci jkl(εkl − ε∗kl) (2.1)
ε is the total strain which is dependent on the geometry of the inclusion and the elastic stiffness.
This is sometimes termed the constraining strain, to highlight that it is the resistance of the host
to the inclusion’s eigenstrain. Ci jkl is an expression of the stiffness tensor for the host material,
relating the stress and strain of the material. Implicit in Equation 4.1 is a frame of reference
which makes the formulation of ε∗kl straightforward. Thus Ci jkl must be the expression of the
stiffness tensor in that basis. The elastic part of the strain ei j is:
ei j = εkl − ε∗kl; (2.2)
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For an ellipsoidal inclusion in an infinite medium, it turns out that εkl is uniform (Eshelby,
1957). We can express it as a function of the eigenstrain using Eshelby’s tensor S :
εi j = S i jklε∗kl (2.3)
Therefore σi j is uniform within the inclusion itself and we can rewrite Equation 4.1 using
Equation 4.3 as:
σi j = Ci jkl(S i jklε∗kl − ε
∗
kl) (2.4)
The strain energy per unit volume, which follows from Hooke’s law, is:
w = (1/2)σi jei j (2.5)
The eigenstrain, by its nature, does not contribute directly to the elastic strain energy. There-
fore, from Equation 4.2, we have:
w = −(1/2)σi jε∗i j (2.6)
In a similar fashion, nonhomogeneous stress in the host can be obtained by an inhomo-
geneity under an applied load. In this context, an inhomogeneity refers to a region of the body
with distinct material properties. The inhomogeneity is modeled with an equivalent inclusion,
whose eigenstrain must be solved for at a given applied load, by equating the stresses within
and outside the inclusion (Eshelby, 1957). As formulated by Mura (1982), we have:
C∗i jkl(ε
0
kl − εkl) = Ci jkl(ε
0
kl − εkl − ε
∗
kl) (2.7)




i jkl is the stiffness of the inhomogeneity,
necessarily different from that of the, host Ci jkl. The right-hand side of Equation 2.7 follows
from Equation 4.4 for an inclusion. The left-hand side acheives the same stress by simple
application of Hooke’s law using the inclusion’s stiffness. The equivalent eigenstrain ε∗kl can
then be used in Equation 4.4 as for an inclusion.
An inhomogeneity may itself be subject to an eigenstrain, as would be the case for a twin.
This is termed an inhomogeneous inclusion. In this case the uniform eigenstrain of the inclu-
sion εpkl must be accounted for and Equation 2.7 becomes:
C∗i jkl(ε
0
kl − εkl − ε
p
kl) = Ci jkl(ε
0
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kl, into Equation 2.8,
which reduces it back to Equation 2.7. The terms are then rearranged to solve for ε∗∗kl . Equation
4.3 becomes:





and thus ε∗∗kl can be used as the eigenstrain in Equation 4.4 to calculate the stress.
2.2.4 Eshelby tensors
Recalling the stress-free nature of an eigenstrain, there is no elastic response to the intrinsic
deformation which is prescribed. That same deformation, however, does create displacements
in the host, which are elastic in nature. Eshelby (1957) visualized this with a thought exper-
iment, wherein the inclusion was separated from the body, strained separately, then returned
and allowed to relax to some degree.
In general, the resulting displacements ui at a point x are related to the eigenstrain by a
tensor Ti jkl:
ui(x) = Ti jklC jlmnε∗nmxk (2.10)
Ti jkl is sometimes called the Green Interaction Tensor (Lebensohn et al., 1998) or simply the
Green Tensor (Jiang, 2014), owing to its relation with a Green’s Function which prescribes
an impulse response. Ti jkl is in fact an integral of the inverse the Fourier transform of such a
Green’s Function, as shown by Lebensohn et al. (1998). The final expression is sufficient for
the purposes of this work. One such expression from Jiang (2014), which holds for anisotropic









(a1z1)2 + (a2z2)2 + (a3z1)3
sin θdθdφ (2.11)
(θ, φ) are angular coordinates covering the region of the ellipsoid. a1, a2 and a3 are the semiaxes
of the ellipsoid. Ai j(z) = Ci jmnzmzn is the Christoffel stiffness tensor (Jiang, 2016). z is a unit
vector in the direction with orientation of (θ, φ)
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Equation 4.8 must be solved using a numerical approximation, typically a Gaussian quadra-














where f (θ, φ) is the integrand from Equation 4.8
Once Ti jkl has been calculated, determining the Eshelby Tensor S i jkl is straightforward.
Taking a derivative of Equation 2.10 we have:
∂u j
∂xi
= (1/2)(Ti jkl + T jikl)Ci jmnε∗mn (2.13)












and substituting Equation 2.10 we have:
εi j = (1/4)(Ti jkl + T jikl + Ti jlk + T jilk)Cklmnε∗mn (2.15)
Finally, from Equation 4.3 we have:
S i jkl = (1/4)(Ti jkl + T jikl + Ti jlk + T jilk) (2.16)
2.2.5 Free energy of twinning
The free energy G, related to the formation of a metastable twin embryo, is the sum of the
elastic strain energy of the constrained twin W = Ωw, an elastic interaction energy U = Ωu and
the inelastic energy of the twin interface Γ = Aγ (Lee and Yoo, 1990; Christian and Mahajan,
1995).
G = W + E + Γ (2.17)
Γ arises as a result of the twin lamella assuming a definite shape that cannot be coherent in all
areas. The value of Γ is the integral of the surface energy γ over the entire area of the twin
interface. γ is not necessarily constant over the whole interface, since a definite, ellipsodal
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shape is imposed on the embryo. Nevertheless, constant γ is a frequent assumption (Lee and
Yoo, 1990; Lebensohn and Tomé, 1993; Meyers et al., 2001). In these calculations, we assign
γ the maximum possible value, i.e. the energy required to break all the bonds in a given area.
A twin embryo introducted into an otherwise homogeneous medium, changes W and E
from above. Thus:
∆G = ∆W + ∆U + Γ (2.18)
An expression for ∆W, the change in elastic strain energy due to the introduction of the ellip-
soid. Thus it is the change in strain energy between an inhomogeneity (εPi j = 0) with constants
C∗i jkl and an inhomogeneous inclusion with the same constants and ε
P
i j > 0 Taken as a function
of the volume of the ellipsoid, using Equation 4.5:
∆w = (1/2)σ0i jε
∗∗
i j − (1/2)σi jε
P
i j (2.19)
∆U is the difference between the elastic interaction energy when introducing a change in elastic
constants. Taken as a function of ellipsoid volume, we have:
∆u = −(1/2)σ0i jε
∗∗





The terms in Equations 2.19 and 2.20 and are each a function of the dimensions of the twin
embryo. When a change in the geometry of the twin embryo causes ∂∆G to tend towards 0, an
embryo assuming that geometry would instantly become stable. In other words, it is possible to
find a embryo geometry to minimize ∆G. For an oblate ellipsoid with semiaxes a1 = a3 >> a2,
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This analysis yields σ0i j, the external applied stress required to stabilize an embryo of a given
size. Since it is often found that ∆G > 0 at equilibrium, the value of this free energy may be
thought of as an activation energy which will stabilize the twin embryo. This thermodynamic
anaylsis is common in the study of homgeneous twinning (Lee and Yoo, 1990; Lebensohn and
Tomé, 1993; Christian and Mahajan, 1995; Meyers et al., 2001).
Considering the largest dimesion of the ellipsoid, the minimum size of the host that can fit
an embryo would be equal to that ellipsoid’s largest dimension. Thus, the semiaxis length a1 is
taken as a measure of minimum grain size. It is also observed in experiment that the twinning
stress is inversely proportional to the crystal size (Lebensohn and Tomé, 1993). Thus we have
arrived at a method of determining the minimum stress required to nucleate a twin in a crystal
of a given size.
If the difference between Ci jkl and C∗i jkl is neglected the foregoing reduces to an analytic





















Where µ and ν are in the appropriate orientation. The approximation is quasi isotropic, in the
sense that the elastic constants don’t change for the rotated twin, but are specific to a particular
orientation of the host This approximation holds if ε12 is much greater than the applied strain
ε012 These approximate values are useful to set the evaluation limits for the full solution, e.g. in
terms of a and k.
2.2.6 Calculation inputs and intermediate values
Ellipsoids and Orientations
Oblate ellipsoids with axes a1 = a3 , a2 were used in the calculation. In order to formulate
the eigenstrain of the twin εP easily, ellipsoid axes [x1x2x3] are chosen based on the geometry
of the twin. The x1 direction is aligned with η1. The x2 direction is aligned with the normal
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to κ1. The x3 direction is mutually perpendicular The convention of setting x2 normal to the
twinning plane is used by Lebensohn and Tomé (1993), but is not universal. This orientation
is vizualized in Figure 2.3.
Figure 2.3: Orientation of the modeled ellipsoid within its host and the applied stress acting on
the whole.
In order to find the saddle point in Equation 2.24, a range of (a1, k) is required. The range of
aspect ratios k = a2/a1 was chosen using a median value equal to the quasi-isotropic solution
at τ = 2 GPa, kc = 0.0108. The range used is thus 0.0025 < k < 0.0225 The range of semiaxis
lengths a1 used is 0 ≤ a1 ≤ 4 µm, within approximately 50% on the isotropic solution.
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Reference Elastic Constants
Elastic constants were evaluated by Dutta and Mandal (2012), at various pressures p ≤ 24 GPa.
The elastic constants in the orientation of the host Ci jkl and twin C∗i jkl can be derived from these
values. Published elastic constants are typically expressed, however, as a 6x6 matrix Cmn. This
matrix representation is known as Voigt notation and arises from the symmetry of Ci jkl. Values
for zircon at the relevant ambient pressures p are given in Table 2.2
Table 2.2: Reference elastic constants CRi j for zircon in Voigt notation as determined by Dutta
and Mandal (2012) at p = 4 and p = 8 GPa
p C11 C33 C44 C66 C12 C13
GPa GPa GPa GPa GPa GPa GPa
4 463.932 506.917 116.169 44.008 71.382 160.454
8 504.990 528.496 119.016 50.687 94.282 174.012
Equations 4.1-2.15 require the multidimensional array expression Ci jkl. C∗i jkl is also more
straightforward to rotate and invert than Ci j, which is necessary for some intermediate appli-















This reference basis is crystallographic in nature. Elastic constants such as those in Table
2.2, however, are frequently reported in the literature without an explicit reference basis. It
must be deduced by looking at the symmetries in the elastic constants. It turns out that eR3 is
typically aligned to the foremost axis of symmetry (Malgrange et al., 2014). For this reason,
the constants are sometimes termed to be in the symmetric representation (Lee and Yoo, 1990)
In the case of zircon, which belongs to Laue class 4, e3 would be aligned with the 4-fold
axis of symmetry, which is the c axis. The 4-fold rotation creates a new basis, e′1 = e2, e
′
2 = −e1,
e′3 = e3, and which creates the correct symmetry in Ci jkl and by extension Ci j. For example,
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C1313 = C2323 or C55 = C44. The reference basis is therefore:























The elastic constants of the same material, in different orientations, are expressions of the same
tensor, in a different basis. C = C. Equating the tensor in two different bases we have:









C = Cpqrs ep ⊗ eq ⊗ er ⊗ es
Using this equality and substituting the directional cosines λmn = (em · eRn ), we can solve for
Ci jkl:
Cpqrs = λpiλq jλrkλslCRi jkl (2.28)
The basis of interest is constructed from the ellipsoid axes given in Section 2.2.6. These are
given in crystal coordinates and must first be converted to sample coordinates using the stan-
dard root tensor gi j and its reciprocal g∗i j = g
−1
i j . The diagonal entries of this tensor correspond









e3 = e1 ⊗ e2 (2.29)







Using the correct twin mode, we obtain:
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To get the elastic constants C∗i jkl for the ellipsoid, another rotation is required. From Equa-
tion 2.28:
C∗pqrs = ApiAq jArkAslCi jkl (2.30)








Substituting λ and Ci jkl from Table 2.2 into Equation 2.28 yields the new elastic constants listed
in Table 2.3. A MATLAB script performing this rotation is given in Appendix A.7.1.
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Table 2.3: Elastic constants Ci j of zircon in various orientation, in Voigt notation. Symmetric
constants given by Dutta and Mandal (2012) at p = 4 GPa
Constant Symmetrical Matrix Twin
CR (GPa) C (GPa) C∗ (GPa)
C11 463.932 361.3429 361.3429
C22 463.932 443.6737 443.6737
C33 506.917 311.6550 311.6550
C44 116.169 139.3331 139.3331
C55 116.169 173.1109 173.1109
C66 44.008 122.9517 122.9517
C36 0 -28.6511 28.6511
C26 0 47.4154 -47.4154
C16 0 41.1071 -41.1071
C13 160.454 205.3750 205.3750
C12 71.382 167.2367 167.2367
C23 160.454 178.7280 178.7280
C45 0 -36.3181 36.3181
Calculated Eshelby Tensors
The number of nodes n required for Equation 4.10 to converge is not known a priori. Thus the
calculation must be performed repeatedly, with increasing n until, the difference in subsequent
||T || was less than a specified tolerance. The tolerance ∆||T || ≤ 10−4 was chosen. This tolerance
gives a good agreement with closed-form expressions for S i jkl when Equation 4.10 is evaluated
for isotropic materials. A sample MATLAB script demonstrating this agreement is given in
Appendix A.5.
Determining the value of n for which ||T || converges is time consuming, with the number
of evaluations for each variable equal to
∑
n = n(n + 1)/2. From inspection of Equation 4.10,
we would expect Ti jkl to change with the different modeled values of k and Ci jkl. In practice,
determining n by convergence was done for a discrete number of k. A program which calculates
both n and the values of S i jkl for the reference constants CRi jkl is included in Appendix 2.2.6.
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The generated values of S i jkl could be rotated into the correct values for the matrix orientations
using some of transformation matrices given here. In the script used to calculate the free energy
surface (Appendix A.7.1), however, where the number of nodes is assumed S i jkl was simply
calculated using the correct Ci jkl. The values for S i jkl in the matrix orientation at k = 0.01 are
given in Table 2.4.
Table 2.4: Values of the Eshelby Tensor S i jkl for zircon Ci jkl in the matrix orientation, with
k = 0.01
ijkl 1111 1212 1313 2222 2323 3333
S i jkl 0.4796 0.2360 0.2820 0.5279 0.2563 0.4438
ijkl 2233 1133 1122 3322 2211 3311
S i jkl 0.0621 0.1155 0.0299 0.0691 0.0258 0.1183
To model the range of aspect ratios desired, the number of nodes chosen corresponds to
that calculated for the value of k closest to the quasi-isotropic approximation kc = 0.00108.
In this case n = 819. The same value of n was used for all other aspect ratios. While this
approximation for n deteriorates rapidly with 1/k, the quasi-isotropoic approximation for k
fairly accurataly determines the anisotropic value. Therefore calculations of Ti jkl around the
median value of k, where the local minimum is sought, should be sufficiently accurate.
Twin eigenstrain
Recalling classical twin theory, the shear acts in the twinning plane κ1, in the shear direction η1
Therefore, in terms of the chosen ellipsoid axes, the shear operates on the surface normal to x2










+ 0 = 0.9282 (2.31)
Since the traction is operating in a positive direction on a negative coordinate surface, the strain
is positive. Alternately, a formula from Christian and Mahajan (1995) for the shear s of a twin
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where t is the tetragonality, |a/c| = 5.914/6.551 = 0.9028, yielding an identical result. Thus










The surface energy γ was chosen by counting the number of Si-O and Zr-O bonds across the
(112) plane in a unit cell and using bond energies from Tossell and Vaughan (1992) and Loock
and Simard (1998). In this case there are 16 Si-O bonds and 6 Zr-O bonds in an area of 51 Å
2
,
giving γ = 24 J m−2 (Figure 2.4).
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Figure 2.4: Zircon unit cell showing bonds and the orientation of 112 planes. The unit cell
is oriented with the c axis in a vertical direction. Zr atoms are shown as large spheres and O
atoms as small spheres SiO44 – tetrahetra are shaded with a transparency.
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2.2.7 Twin samples and analyses
For comparison with the model, we selected natural samples of non-metamict, shocked zircon
from a region of relatively low shock pressure. Zircons that best met these criteria are in
lower crustal xenoliths recovered from kimberlite pipes that erupted through the outer, low-
shock-pressure region of the giant Vredefort impact structure of South Africa, nearly 1.9 Gy
after the impact event (Moser et al., 2009). The host rocks for these zircons are cm-sized
Archean, gt-cpx-plg granulite xenoliths that were part of the lower crust of the Kaapvaal craton.
Equilibrium phase assemblage calculations suggest presssures for this assemblage in excess
of 1 GPa, (Mansur et al., 2014). The samples would have experienced both the shock-wave
passage as well as localized mylonitization due to crater modification (Moser et al., 2009).
They would have resided at sufficient temperatures such that the zircons were non-metamict at
the time of impact (Moser et al., 2009). The approximate distance from the centre of impact
and shock pressure experienced are 80 km and 2–5 GPa, respectively (Turtle and Pierazzo,
1998). Zircon grains were located within thin sections using a scanning- electron microscope
equipped with an energy-dispersive (EDS) spectrometer. An automated search routine was set
up to image the entire sample and count the areas returning a chemical composition similar
to zircon, as described elsewhere (Moser et al., 2011). An example of a twinned crystal is
shown in Figure 2.5. Here the twin widths are such that they cause conspicuous interference
patterns in cross-polarized light. Individual zircon grains were imaged using EBSD, revealing
the lattice orientations in the sample (Figure 2.6. These orientations are given a color using
a scheme from Nolze and Hielscher (2016). EBSD data reduction was performed using the
MTEX Toolbox, described in the previous reference.
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Figure 2.5: A twinned zircon crystal from the Vredefort sample under cross-polarized light,
with twins revealed by conspicuous interference patterns.
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Figure 2.6: Observations of zircon twins in electron-backscatter diffraction (EBSD)
(a) EBSD map with colors assigned to orientations per Nolze and Hielscher (2016)
(b) Inverse pole figure (IPF) showing the relative orientation of each color. These are the projections of
the crystal directions parallel to sample axis z, or the normal to the sample surface (IPF-Z).
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2.3 Results and Discussion
2.3.1 Homogeneous nucleation stresses
Equation 2.24 was used to find the dimensions of a twin embryo which would be stabilized by
τ12 = 2 GPa. The ∆G surface for and its saddle are shown in Figure 2.7. This figure was also
generated in Jones et al. (2018), however there are differences in the integration scheme and
some errors regarding transformation which led to that figure and therefore some difference
in the results. In particular, the equilibrium size a1 is one order of magnitude smaller and the
overall value of the activation energy is about one order of magnitude lower. Solutions to the
individual, local extrema in Equation 2.24 are shown in Figure 2.8.
It turns out that the quasi-isotropic approximation in Equation 2.26 underestimates the ∆G
by less than one order of magnitude, The corresponding estimates a1 and k, however are much
better. It is therefore possible to use those equations to develop a relationship between stress
and grain size. For a range of stresses τ12 betwee 10 MPa and 10 GPa, the range of critical
embryo sizes which represent a minimum grain size, are plotted in in Figure 2.9. This figure
also differs from the one in Jones et al. (2018), since the quasi-isotropic scheme was used to
evalate it here. Alternately, the modeled τ12 can be thought of as a minimum for that grain size,
since it would be possible to nucleate a twin of an embryo size smaller than the grain diame-
ter, at higher stress. As noted for other materials (Meyers et al., 2001), there is an increase in
equilibrium stress with decreasing grain size. Each point on this graph is essentially a saddle
from Equation 2.24 for the given imposed stress. We note that at a reasonable limit for the
maximum stress experienced in Tectonism, 100 MPa, the corresponding grain size is approx-
imately 1 mm, consistent with the lack of observed zircon twins in tectonites. The conditions
experienced by the sample fall in general within the predictions of the relationship.
To examine the second-order pressure dependence, stresses were calculated using the stiff-
ness tensors corresponding to maximum and minimum zircon shear moduli, µ for p < 24 GPa.
The shear modulus relating a shear stress in the 12 direction with the twin strain in the 12 direc-
tion is µt = C1212, noting that here C is in the correct matrix orientation. µt reaches a maximum
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in the range of applied pressures at p = 8 GPa and a minimum at p = 4 GPa (Timms et al.,
2017). In the range of τ12 modeled, the maximum difference due to this pressure dependence
is negligible (Figure 2.9).
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Figure 2.7: Surface of ∆G as a function of embryo semiaxis a1 and aspect ratio k2 = a2/a1 for
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Figure 2.8: ∆G as a function of embryo semiaxis a1 and aspect ratio k2 = a2/a1 for an imposed
τ12 = 2 GPa at P = 4 GPa, showing calculated and estimated local extrema.
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Figure 2.9: Minimum homogeneous twin nucleation stresses in zircon as a function of grain
size. Stresses are plotted for maximum (blue) and minimum (red) µt. An approximate division
of the stress fields into tectonic and shock deformation is indicated by a dashed line at 100 MPa.
The range of shear stresses experienced and grain sizes for the sample is indicated by a box
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2.3.2 Comparison with Natural Samples
Modeled shock pressures pu for the sample are 2–5 GPa in the host rock (Turtle and Pierazzo,
1998). To compare τ with the shock pressure, we use the following approximation from Schei-
dler (1996):


















and the following fundamental relationship in uniaxial strain:




Here, pu and ph are the pressures for equivalent volumetric strain (V0/V − 1) under uniaxial
(shock) and hydrostatic conditions, respectively. B0 and µ0 are the bulk and shear moduli
at ph = 0. σl is the longitudinal stress, which can be calculated using the elastic constant
C1111 and the strain ε11 = (1 − V/V0). Using compressibility data for zircon from Dutta and
Mandal (2012) and Özkan and Jamieson (1978) the range of shear stresses experienced by
polycrystalline zircon under the modeled pu given in Turtle and Pierazzo (1998) is 1–3 GPa.
Nearly 500 zircon crystals were found within three thin sections of the low shock-pressure
sample. These range in grain size from 4–540 µm. Twins were found in 6 of 62 crystals greater
than 80 µm in size. The twinned crystals occur both as inclusions within other phases and
within the matrix. From Figure 2.9, the minimum nucleation stress at 80 µm is τ12 ≤ 320 MPa.
The corresponding aspect ratio k2 = 0.0018 would give twin embryo widths of 144 nm. This
is fairly close to the observed widths, and is on the right order of magnitude to cause the
interference patterns under crossed-polarized light (Figure 2.5). However, the nucleation stress
is low compared to the shear stress estimate, suggestig that nuclei a1 were smaller than the
grain diameter and therefore embryo widths also smaller.
Although the geometries predicted by this model are reasonable, the absolute values of the
energy are high. At τ = 2 GPa, a reasonable amount of shear stress for the sample, we have
elastic strain energy on the order of ∆w = 1 × 108 J m−3. This is a relatively large number. For
example, thermal activation would require temperatures of approximately 2500 ◦C. It should
be mentioned, however, that thermal activation is not widely accepted as an energy source
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for twinning, mainly because twinning is observed to be favored at very low temperatures
(Christian and Mahajan, 1995). In any event, it is not likely that thermal activation contributes
in the case of the low pressure samples since these would not have been heated significantly
(∆T < 50 ◦C) during impact (Turtle et al., 2003).
The volume of crust beneath the Vredefort impact structure containing zircon twins would
therefore be quite extensive, since low pressure gradients extend as far away from the centre
as 80 km (Turtle and Pierazzo, 1998). To give an idea of the yield of this process, only 10% of
crystals of the appropriate size were twinned in our sample. The limited yield itself is likely due
to orientation effects, which are to be expected for any shear-based deformation mechanisms
in anisotropic media. The shock-exclusive origin of zircon twins fits with the deformation
sequence observed at Vredefort, as seen through zircon microstructures. Twinning and slip are
mutually exclusive ways of straining a crystal and the crystals from the same suite of samples
deformed during the ‘tectonic-like’ crater modification stage show deformation dominantly by
slip (Moser et al., 2009). In addition, observations of surface samples closer to the center of
the impact show twins that are overprinted by slip due to the crater modification stage (Moser
et al., 2011).
2.4 Conclusions
Observations of twinning in zircon from nature are broadly consistent with a model of homo-
geneous twin nucleation. We have found natural twin samples at what would be considered
low shock pressures, where the shear stress τ is approximately 1–3 GPa. This is consistent
with the predicted pressure independence inherent to the model and to plastic deformation in
general. The critical value involved in twin nucleation is that of shear stress. It is likely that
these twins nucleated at smaller sizes, then grew to their current, maximum size. The model
can be extended to a variety of applied shear stresses, yielding a piezometric relationship with
grain size. In samples from nature we predict minimun nucleation stresses of 0.3–2.0 GPa.
For deformation in an impact regime, in general, where the range of shear stresses is between
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100 MPa and 10 GPa, the corresponding maximum grain sizes for nucleation are 1–1000 µm,
covering most reasonable sizes of zircon.
The results of this model are the first quantitative estimates on the conditions of formation
of zircon twins. These magnitudes of shear stress are restricted to impact regimes, which is
consitent with the lack of zircon twins found in tectonites. The pressure independence of the
model also suggests that they form under a broader range of impact pressures than is currently
estimated. With growing recognition of these twins on Earth and in Lunar crust, and their
persistence in zircon of almost 2 Gy, zircon twins are not only a reliable but also likely a
widespread and long-lived indicator of shock metamorphism.
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Recent observations of plastic deformation in zircon (ZrSiO4) (Reddy et al., 2006; Moser et al.,
2009; Piazolo et al., 2012; MacDonald et al., 2013; Kovaleva et al., 2014) have shed a new
light on what is commonly held as a very hard and refractory material. Consequentially, the
assumption of a geochemically-closed system has been called into question. This deforma-
tion behavior is difficult to quantify however, especially in regards to how much deformation
might affect the suitability of a zircon crystal to retain its isotopic signatures. Of particular
interest is the amount of deformation required to affect closure temperatures in the U-Pb sys-
tem, for which zircon is a benchmark geochronometer. Experimental studies of bulk zircon
deformation are primarily targeted towards the high-temperature regime, relevant to its use as
an industrial refractory material (Wygant, 1951; Giminez et al., 1992; Shi et al., 1997; Goretta
et al., 2001). The upper limit of the high-temperature regime is the peritectoidal dissociation
(ZrSiO4 
 ZrO2 + SiO2) temperature, 1673 ± 10 ◦C (Kaiser et al., 2008). The lower limit is
approximately one half homologous temperature, or ∼ 900 ◦C. The phenomenological mod-
els developed for this regime have therefore few applications to the crust, but may be relevant
for the mantle. At crustal temperatures, particularly in the upper crust, zircon displays inher-
ent brittleness (Boullier, 1980; Lancelot et al., 1983; Sturm, 1999; Steyrer and Sturm, 2002;
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Sturm and Steyrer, 2003; Jandačka et al., 2011), however it is capable of certain amount of
plastic deformation when subjected to the constraining effect of triaxial compression and el-
evated temperature (Reddy et al., 2006; Moser et al., 2009; Piazolo et al., 2012; MacDonald
et al., 2013; Kovaleva et al., 2014). Room temperature data of zircon deformation is typically
acheived through microindentation (Rice, 1970; Shi et al., 1997; Rendtorff et al., 2012; Suarez
et al., 2015; Nakamori et al., 2017) and, more recently, nanoindentation (Chakoumatos et al.,
1991; Beirau et al., 2016, 2018) Earlier tests using microindentation were commonly perfomed
on sintered zircon polycrystal, where the porosity may affect the hardness. Hardness values in
sufficiently dense sinters and single crystals range from 10–20 GPa, based on the depth of the
indentation (Rice, 1970; Chakoumatos et al., 1991; Shi et al., 1997; Rendtorff et al., 2012;
Suarez et al., 2015; Beirau et al., 2016; Nakamori et al., 2017; Beirau et al., 2018). The range
suggests that zircon strain hardens in the in the typical indentation testing regime, where strain
rates are 10−1 − 101 s−1 and temperatures are 0–500 ◦C.
Nanoindentation testing is a useful technique to characterize plastic deformation of brittle
material such as zircon since it invokes a large triaxial compressive local stress in the vicinity of
the indentation thus promoting plastic deformation before, or concurrent with, microcracking.
(Fischer-Cripps, 2004) Expending energy via plasticity at the expense of crack nucleation is
favored by geometric constraint, since the volume under stress is small and, consequently,
cracks have less defects to nucleate at and more difficulty reaching a free surface. Typically,
nanoindentation hardness tests are performed with three-faceted, diamond, pyramid indenters
also known as Berkovich indenters. The tip radius of a typical indenter is on the order of
100 nm. During the test the indentation force P and depth h are measured continuously (Figure
3.3). The indentation hardness H is the mean contact pressure between the sample and indenter
pm and is expressed as:




Where A(h) is the residual, projected contact area of the indentation perpendicular to the in-
dentation loading direction and is normally expressed as a polynomial function of h, obtained
by performing indentations, of various depths, on a reference material of known hardness.
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Analysis of P vs h during the elastic unloading stage of the indentation test (Figure 3.3) al-
lows estimation of the reduced elastic modulus Er of the indenter-sample system after Doerner










Where β ' 1.05 is a correction parameter accounting for the three-sided geometry of a Berkovich











Where ν is the Poisson ratio of the indented material while Ei and νi are the elastic modulus
and Poisson ratio of the indenter (Fischer-Cripps, 2004).
If any plastic deformation occurs, H is also related to the equivalent yield stress Y of the
indented material. Although the stress state beneath the indenter is complex, the relationship
between Y and H is simple for ductile materials such as metals, namely H = CY , where
C ' 3 is known as the constraint factor (Fischer-Cripps, 2004). In the case of materials, such
as zircon, where indentation occurs by concurrent brittle, elastic, and plastic deformation, the
following relationship has been proposed based upon finite element modeling of the indentation






Equation 3.4 is clearly very useful for deducing equivalent yield stress Y from nanoindentation
test data and, in this paper, we will demonstrate its application for zircon within the tectonic
temperature range.
The objectives of this research are threefold. First is improving the phenomenological
models of zircon deformation To this end, we have experimentally determined the hardness
of zircon, using nanoindentation techniques, varying the strain, temperature, dwell times and
indentation direction relative to the crystal. These data represent the behavior of an idealized
zircon body and are particularly pertinent to more detailed modeling addressing zircon’s be-
havior in non-homogeneous deformation, using for example micromechanical methods. They
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also demonstrate some size-independent aspects of zircon’s deformation behavior, including
its anisotropy and temperature dependence. Second, as a qualitative prelude to such modeling,
is predicting plastic versus brittle behavior in accessory zircon by considering the hardness as
a measure of the relative competence. The zircon hardness is thus compared to that of common
rock-forming minerals in the crust in order to determine those rock types which would be con-
ducive to plastic deformation in zircon Third is testing these predictions using some examples
of deformed zircon. The results of this research will help to narrow the search for deformed
zircon potentially bearing age constraints on deformation and metamorphism.
3.2 Methods
3.2.1 Sample preparation
Zircon samples from two separate locales and with a large difference in grain size were tested.
Approximately 1 kg of 70-mesh (210 µm) zircon “sand” was obtained from the Tronox Miner-
als Sands company of Australia, for the first sample. This sand is approximately 96% pure by
mass and is a refined product from a paleo-beach, heavy minerals deposit. The second sample
is comprised of several centimeter-size zircon crystals from alkali basalts in Phum Throm (near
Ban Lung), Ratanakairi Province, Cambodia. Crystals from this sample with well-developed
facets were indexed by eye and cut using a wafering saw as close as possible to major crys-
tallographic planes. The orientation was later confirmed using electron backscatter diffraction
(EBSD).
The Tronox sand was further purified using a Frantz isodynamic magnetic separator. A few
grams of separate were obtained. From this quantity, half was annealed in air at 1100 ◦C for
12 hours and the other half set aside for testing without heat treatment. Annealing times are
comparable to those used by Özkan (1976) to restore the elastic properties in crystals affected
by metamictization. The Cambodia crystals were annealed separately, at the same temperature.
Crystals from the Tronox sample were mounted in Buehler Epo-Kwik epoxy for cold in-
dentation and Omega CC cement compound for high-temperature indentation. Crystals were
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arranged at random on a flat surface and mount material was infilled around them. The entire
mount was subsequently polished using a succession of grits of abrasive powders and pastes
on a rotary polisher, followed by vibratory oxide polishing down to a 0.025 µm grit size. Pol-
ish quality was checked periodically throughout the vibratory polish stage using a diffracting
prism attachment in an optical microscope. Target facets of the Cambodia crystals were pol-
ished prior to mounting using a similar sequence of grits and were later bonded to a small
cement stub to facilitate nanoindentation hardness testing. Indexing of the polished surface
selected for indentation was confirmed using EBSD. Tested crystal planes are listed in Table
3.1
In addition, several samples of naturally-deformed zircon (“Lace”) were chosen to evaluate
some of the qualitative predictions derived from these experiments. The host rocks are zircon-
bearing Archean, garnet-clinopyroxene-plagioclase granulite xenoliths that were part of the
lower crust of the Kaapvaal craton and brought to surface by the Lace Kimberlite. The samples
would have deformed under both the shock-wave passage as well as non-shock loads during
subsequent crater modification. Their collection, petrology and deformation is described in
Moser et al. (2009). Separate thin sections were prepared of two xenoliths of similar compo-
sition. A mylonitic texture is observed in both sections, dominated by large porphyroclasts of
garnet. Zircon is found in these sections both in the mylonitic matrix and as inclusions in the
garnet porphyroclasts.
3.2.2 Indentation
Indentation was performed using a Microtest II nano indentation hardness tester from Micro-
materials Limited (Wrexham, UK) at the settings listed in Table 3.3. Room-temperature, and
high-temperature tests were undertaken. The Microtest II consists of a vertically mounted pen-
dulum with a Berkovich diamond indenter attached to the lower end and an electromagnetic
actuator attached to the upper end. In indentation mode, a current in the coil causes the pen-
dulum to rotate about its pivot so that the diamond penetrates the specimen surface. Displace-
ment of the diamond is measured by means of a parallel plate capacitor For high-temperature
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tests, a hot stage is constructed from a small heater capable of maximum temperatures of ap-
proximately 450 ◦C and a thermally insulating block. In these experiments the tip was not
heated and equilibrium between tip and sample was approached by holding the tip near contact
with the sample surface for some time before indentation The entire instrument is located in
a temperature-controlled and vibration-damped cabinet. Each of the indent P-h curves was
inspected. Indents whose P-h curves had obvious strain jumps or were otherwise malformed
were not included in aggregate statistics. An example set of typical P-h curves at 25 ◦C and
450 ◦C is given in Figure 3.3
3.2.3 Electron-backscatter diffraction
Electron-backscatter diffraction (EBSD) was performed on several samples described above,
using a Hitachi SU-6600 electron microscope. In the naturally-deformed samples, data reduc-
tion identified both the phases surrounding the zircon and the amount of lattice distortion in




Results of the nanoindentation hardness testing are summarized in the tables below. An SEM
image of an example “run” is given in Figure 3.1 and an image of a single indentation at
high magnification is given in Figure 3.2. These show the typical geometry of the indent:
an indenter-similar pyramid with minor radial fracture. The reproducibility of the indents is
shown in an an example set of hardness- depth curves (Figure 3.3). A dependence between
the modulus and hardness is observed at room temperature but not high temperature. For the
high-temperature experiments, where there is no such trend, this figure gives an impression of
the increased variability of the average hardness.
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Figure 3.1: SEM image of a typical “run” of indentations
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Figure 3.2: SEM image a single indentation
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Figure 3.3: Load-depth P-h and strain-rate-depth ε̇-h curves at 25 ◦C and 450 ◦C
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The derivative dh/dt was calculated by fitting a curve to the depth-time data and performing
a numerical derivative of that curve. The order of ε̇i among all experiments is between 100 −
101 s−1.
The average hardness as a function of sample locale and orientation is given in Table 3.1.
A slight variation in hardness with orientation is observered, in particular among Cambodia
crystals where the tested orientations have rational indices The average of each orientation for
both the Cambodia and Tronox grains are similar, despite different ranges in orientation.
Table 3.1: Aggregate statistics as a function of sample attribute for heat-treated crystals. The
reported uncertainty is a 95% confidence interval.
Orientation Runs Indents H (GPa) Er (GPa) Y (GPa)
(001) 2 24 14.81 ± 0.78 223.18 ± 6.75 6.20 ± 0.37
(010) 15 135 12.97 ± 0.28 212.31 ± 2.68 5.29 ± 0.16
Avg Cambodia 17 159 13.25 ± 0.28 213.95 ± 2.56 5.43 ± 0.15
(146̄) 6 57 13.34 ± 0.41 208.08 ± 3.58 5.51 ± 0.21
(410) 5 48 14.17 ± 0.61 239.96 ± 6.22 5.74 ± 0.29
(566) 6 57 12.82 ± 0.21 222.17 ± 2.39 4.12 ± 0.11
Avg Tronox 17 162 13.40 ± 0.25 222.48 ± 3.08 5.44 ± 0.13
The heat treatment of the sample is shown in its own table (Table 3.2). Here a marked dif-
ference is visible in the treated and untreated sample. This suggests that the treatment removed
significant amounts of defects contributing to the strain hardening of the sample.
The average hardness as a function of instrument settings depth and dwell time, as well
as temperature, is given in Table 3.3. There is little change in hardness among each of the
categories. A slight difference is observed due related to the change in dwell time, indicating
that a minor amount of creep is possible. The smaller indentations are harder than their larger
counterparts, as expected based on typical indentation size dependence and strain hardening,
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Table 3.2: Aggregate statistics as a function of heat treatment. The reported uncertainty is a
95% confidence interval.
Treatment Runs Indents H (GPa) Er (GPa) Y (GPa)
Treated 34 321 13.33 ± 0.19 218.26 ± 2.06 5.44 ± 0.10
Untreated 6 48 15.22 ± 1.12 161.56 ± 7.50 7.10 ± 0.63
but only marginally so. This indicates that the heat treatment successfully annealed many of the
defects contributing to strain hardening. The depth-hardness relationship in particular is also
plotted with measurements from other experiments showing good agreement in Figure 3.4.
Table 3.3: Aggregate statistics as a function of nanoindentation device setting for heat-treated
crystals. The reported uncertainty is a 95% confidence interval.
Runs Indents H (GPa) Er (GPa) Y (GPa)
Dwell Time at Maximum Load 0 s 11 108 13.36 ± 0.36 218.47 ± 3.93 5.45 ± 0.18
Dwell Time at Maximum Load 10 s 15 138 12.89 ± 0.22 218.63 ± 2.68 5.18 ± 0.10
Nominal Indentation Depth 350 nm 18 167 13.43 ± 0.28 221.34 ± 3.16 5.47 ± 0.14
Nominal Indentation Depth 500 nm 16 154 13.21 ± 0.26 214.91 ± 2.48 5.40 ± 0.14
Indentation Temperature 25 ◦C 22 205 13.32 ± 0.21 221.04 ± 2.46 5.40 ± 0.10
Indentation Temperature 450 ◦C 12 116 13.35 ± 0.37 213.34 ± 3.51 5.50 ± 0.21
A better indication of the strain hardening is seen when the depth data is discriminated by
temperature (Table 3.4). The average hardness as a function of both sample attribute and defor-
Table 3.4: Aggregate statistics as a function of nanoindentation device setting for heat-treated
crystals. The reported uncertainty is a 95% confidence interval.
h (nm) T (◦C) Runs Indents H (GPa) P (mN)
350 25 11 102 13.50 ± 0.36 44.68 ± 0.91
350 450 7 65 13.33 ± 0.44 43.58 ± 0.68
500 25 11 103 13.13 ± 0.23 79.50 ± 1.15
500 450 5 51 13.38 ± 0.62 78.06 ± 2.03
mation conditions is given in Table 4.5. Here we observe that the mangnitude of the size effects
and temperature effects described previously vary across sample orientation. For example, the
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Figure 3.4: Hardness H versus depth h for indentations performed in this study and others. The
trendline indicates an indentation-size dependence and shows that the current results fit within
the trend.
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(410) plane experiences the largest size effect and the (146̄) plane experiences next to none.
As well the Cambodia sample and Tronox samples experience different temperature depen-
dence, where Tronox displays the intuitive decrease with temperature and Cambodia displays
the reverse. However, again, the magnitude of these differences is small, on the same order
of magnitude the differences in overall averages. The variations with temperature are rouglyl
2% of the average hardness, and the two hardnesses for Cambodia at different temperature are
nearly within each other’s 95% confidence interval. Some of the difference may also be due
to variance in the heat conduction of the two mounts, since the temperature is not measured at
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point of indentation.
Table 3.5: Aggregate hardness H GPa statistics as a function of both sample attribute and
device setting. The reported uncertainty is a 95% confidence interval.
Cambodia Tronox (010) (14-6) (410) (566) (001)


















































































The notable areas of hardness variability include between heat-treated and non-heat-treated
samples (Table 3.2), and among different indenter directions relative to the crystal (Table 3.1).
Negligible differences are observed by varying temperature (Table 3.3), although this is mostly
due to the obscuring effects of the variability. At low temperature the effect of indenter depth
becomes apparent (Table 3.4) and we observe a stronger dependence on elastic modulus which
suggests the deformation is more elastic in character. Indents on prismatic faces (010) and
near-prismatic faces (410) are the most elastic in character at low temperature. The variance of
the average hardness increases is roughly equal to the spread of the room temperature data due
to its relationship with the elastic modulus (Figure 3.5). The decrease in hardness with dwell
time is noticeable, but small, suggesting creep did not play a large part in the deformation.
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Figure 3.5: Hardness H versus elastic modulus E for indents on treated samples. A curve
for perfectly elastic deformation beneath a Berkovich indenter is superimposed, which follows
from Equations 3.2 and 3.1.

































A bimodal distribution of plastic strain in zircon was found in the Lace sample. This corre-
sponds to the relative location of the zircon in porphyroclast or matrix, similar to that observed
by Moser et al. (2009) in the original description. The mylonitic texture of the host is vis-
ible in a Back-Scattered Election (BSE) image, where garnet porphyroclasts stand out from
the matrix (Figure 3.6) Zircon from the matrix are typically deformed both plastically and
brittlely (Figures 3.7b 3.7e, whereas zircon which occur as inclusions within garnet show no
brittle deformation and limited to no slip-related plasticity (Figure 3.7h). More than 98% of the
misorientations in some zircon in garnet were at or below the precision of each EBSD pixel,
approximately is 0.5 degrees. Zircon throughout the sample may contain twins, however, these
were not generated by the same strain episode which imparted most of the deformation by slip,
which is more strongly partitioned. (Moser et al., 2009, 2011). The amount of plasticity in ma-
trix zircon crystals with comparable adjacent phases is variable, with this variation likely owing
to an orientation dependence. Crystals with the maximum observed strain in their respective
environments are shown here. For the matrix zircon, little difference was found in the maxi-
mum strain observed in garnet-quartz-diopside-rich areas of the matrix and more Diopside-rich
areas of the matrix. The plasticity is mostly in the form of slip, which is extensive enough that
the dislocation arrangement is approaching that of subgrains.
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Figure 3.6: SEM image (BSE) of the host rock containing the Lace zircons. The length of the
section is approximately 30 mm.
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Figure 3.7: Various modes of zircon deformation in competent and mixed-competence matrices






(a) Mixed-competence matrix (b) Local misorientation























(d) Mixed-competence matrix (e) Local misorientation





















(g) Competent matrix (h) Local misorientation
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3.4 Discussion
3.4.1 Ideal zircon deformation
Plastic deformation
In ionic solids, the resistance to plasticity is chiefly by lattice friction (Frost and Ashby, 1982)













where µ is the shear modulus, ν is Poisson’s ratio, d is the natural spacing of atomic planes
parallel to the slip plane and |b| is the magnitude of the Burgers vector. Using bulk values
µ = 109 GPa, and ν = 0.293 from Özkan and Jamieson (1978), and an average ionic value of
d/|b| = 0.5 (Suzuki and Takeuchi, 1988) we have τ ∼ 3.6 GPa. Using the Von Mises Yield
Criterion that gives Y ∼ 4.2 GPa. This is quite close to the value of the yield obtained in these
experiments (Tables 3.1, 3.3, 3.2), τ ∼ 5 GPa. The difference is likely due to the contribution
of some dislocation- dislocation interactions to the hardness, i.e. strain hardening. This seems
especially likely since heat treatment of the samples reduced the hardness considerably (Table
3.2); It should be noted that Equation 3.6 is quite sensitive to the ratio d/|b|, although reason-
able values 0.5-0.7 give a yield on the same order of magnitude as that measured in this study.
It is interesting to note that the yields obtained here and predicted by Equation 3.6 are higher
than the yield in shock compression determined by Mashimo et al. (1983). Our hardness data,
however, is on trend with values measured in other indentation experiments (Figure 3.4).
The yield data calculated here are plotted with other measurements in Figure 3.8. As can be
seein in the figure, these data significantly extend the range of the low-temperature plasticity
regime, where lattice friction would operate, up to temperatures of ≥ 450 ◦C.
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Figure 3.8: Experimental observations of zircon yield stress (Wygant, 1951; Mashimo et al.,
1983; Giminez et al., 1992; Goretta et al., 2001), alongside values calculated here, showing a
reduction in the measurement gap. A theoretical boundary between Regimes 1 and 2 is shown
by a dashed black line. Two possible boundaries between Regimes 1 and 4 are shown by
dashed blue lines.
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Plastic anisotropy
The observed plastic anisotropy is minor. The maximum anisotropy in H is ∼ 2 GPa and this
adequately represents the plastic value since Y in this regime is dominated by H (Equation 3.4).
This is notably at least an order of magnitude less than the corresponding elastic anisotropy
as measured here (Table 3.1). The values of elastic modulus measured here, however, are
significantly less than those measured directly by Ozkan (Özkan and Jamieson, 1978) and those
derived from ab initio calculations (Dutta and Mandal, 2012). A correlation between hardness
and elastic modulus anistoropy exists for (010) and (410) (Table 3.6) where the indents are
strongly elastic in character (Table 3.4). The other observed anisotropy is therefore expected to
reflect an underlying orientation dependence of plasticty relating to a limitation of slip systems
to accomodate plastic strain (Kocks, 1970). The only direct observation of slip systems in
zircon, however, are from Leroux et al. (1999) who imaged dislocation motion in the prismatic
{010}〈100〉 system. It is seen in (Table 3.6) that, the hardness decreases with the goodness of
orientation with respect to this system, as represented by the Schmid factor. However other
slip systems are likely at play since the hardness values are not significantly higher for some
indentations in the (010) plane itself. A more complete picture of the orientation dependence
of plasticity would require probing for other possible slip systems, for example using TEM.
Table 3.6: Experimental values of plastic and elastic anisotropy in treated crystals.
Indentation Plane m {010}〈100〉 H Er
(001) 0 14.81 ± 0.78 223.18 ± 6.75
(410) 0.2353 14.17 ± 0.61 239.96 ± 6.22
(146̄) 0.4395 13.34 ± 0.41 208.08 ± 3.58
(010) 0 12.97 ± 0.28 212.31 ± 2.68
(566) 0.4745 12.82 ± 0.21 222.17 ± 2.39
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Brittle deformation
The brittleness observed in zircon during nanoindentation is due to its very low fracture tough-
ness (Lee and Tromp, 1995; Jandačka et al., 2011). The type of cracks observed are raidal
cracks, formed by the hoop stress and likely shallow (Fischer-Cripps, 2004). These are some-
times called Palmqvist cracks after Palmqvist (1957). The timing of these cracks in the se-
quence of indentation is a difficult problem to treat theoretically and is typically determined
with finite-element analyses. In general, radial cracks, such as the ones observed in Figure 3.2
are found to occur in glasses (Fischer-Cripps, 2004; Cook, 2019). These glasses are character-
ized by the ratio E/H ∼ 10. Analysis of the stress state of radial cracks for single-crystal MgO,
where E/H = 40, suggests they form in the opposite phase, that is upon loading (Cook, 2019).
At room temperature, we determine that E/H = 15 for zircon, (Figure 3.5) suggesting
a glass-like behavior of the cracks. However for crystlline zircon the glass analogy may not
hold, especially since the cracks appear to be crystallographically controlled. For example,
in Figure 3.2, we observe that the radial cracks do not align completely with the corners of
the indentation, suggesting they are instead aligned with a nearly-coincident crystallographic
plane. The values of elastic modulus measured here, however, are significantly less than those
measured directly by Özkan and Jamieson (1978) and those derived from ab initio calculations
(Dutta and Mandal, 2012), even taking orientation into account. An idea of the modulus for
various orientations is given by the values of C1111 from Table 4.5. Thus the expected E/H
ratio for zircon is higher and could correspond to MgO.
In general, Lawn et al. (1980) show that the fracture toughness Kc, has the following em-
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Here xv = 0.015, and a = 1.50 µm, l = 1.39 µm and c = 2.89 µm are dimensions of the crack
and indent measured from Figure 3.2. This gives Kc = 0.891 MPa m0.5, in good agreement with
theoretical results (Lee and Tromp, 1995).
Deformation regime
The observed behavior is elastic-plastic-brittle, with the plastic character increasing with tem-
perature. This is evidenced by three observations. First, consistent indent shapes, geometrically
similar to the three-sided, Berkovich indenter itself, were obtained. Second, closer SEM analy-
sis of the indents indicates signs of plasticity occuring at the regions of indenter-sample contact
and radial cracking at the corners of the indentation (Figures 3.1, 3.2). Finally, significant plas-
ticity is also suggested by the depth dependance of the hardness (Figure 3.4), similar to that
observed in more ductile materials (Nix and Gao, 1998). The form of the curve in Figure 3.4,
in particular, is similar to that for materials which strain harden (Nix and Gao, 1998). It is evi-
dent, however, that the hardness is largely unaffected by strain rate or temperature (Table 3.3)
although, notably, the character of the deformation does change with temperature (Figure 3.5) .
This is to be expected since the experiment temperatures are well below the creep temperature,
900 ◦C, observed in compression tests by Wygant (1951).
It is not immediately obvious whether these behaviors belong to the high-strain rate regime
or the low-temperature plasticity regime (Regimes 1 and 4 from Chapter 1). The yield stresses
measured here, in excess of those measured by (Mashimo et al., 1983) in shock compression,
suggest that the data could belong to the high-strain rate regime (Figure 3.8). The lattice-
friction control on the stress, and the relative temperature independence are also consistent
withthis regime. However, strain rates in shock deformation may be much higher than the
observed indentation strain rates ≤ 1 × 101 s−1. It is likewise not immediately obvious whether
the dislocation motion in the case of these experiments was subject to viscous drag.
While these results do not settle the issue of the boundary bewteen the two low-temperature
regimes, because similar mechanisms underly these regimes, the results are still applicable to
the low-temperature plasticity regime. The latter regime would better represent the behavior of
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zircon in the crust. Thus we expect zircon to display largely rate-independent and somewhat
strain-independent elastic-plastic-cracking behavior in the range of continental lithospheric
temperatures, with the amount of plastic deformation increasing with temperature. This would
degenerate into creep deformation at sufficiently high temperatures (Figure 1.2). This bound-
ary close enough to the same transitition point for the rock-forming minerals controlling the
rheology of the lithosphere, which may be used as the lower boundary of this zircon behavior.
3.4.2 Deformation of accessory zircon
Boudinage analogy
Zircon does not occur in sufficient volume in the crust for ideal polycrystal or single-crystal
material behavior (Equation 3.6) to adequately predict its deformation when directly compared
to bulk tectonic stresses. Rather, zircon occurs mainly as an accessory mineral, occupying
less than 1% of the volume of the host rock and often measuring less than the average grain
size of the host by an order of magnitude. Therefore the modeling of this deformation is
essentially a composites problem, where the zircon is an inhomogeneity (or inhomogeneous
inclusion) within a matrix with the properties of the host rock (Mura, 1982). A well-known
and analogous example of composites behavior is the process of boudinage, once the initial
separation has occurred. In boudinage, we define two phases, competent and incompetent. The
competent phase is the one which is more resistant to deformation in a particular regime, in an
ideal sense. In purely-plastic and elastic-plastic regimes the relative competence is quantified
by the yield stress Y . In the elastic-plastic-brittle regime, the hardness H is an equivalent
measure, as it can be seen from Equation 3.4 that Y in this regime is dominated by H, though
we expect that there is a larger contribution from E at lower temperatures (Figure 3.5). The
effect of anisotropy is expected to be second order and will likely be seen in relative yields of
deformed crystals in any one deformed rock.
Contrast in H is shown to be a principal factor in determining the amount of plastic defor-
mation, alongside the fracture toughness, in numerical modeling of boudinage (Lloyd, 1981).
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In a simple elastic-plastic model, with wide contrast between the competence of the phases,
the competent phase accomodates its strain by elastic deformation, whereas the less competent
phase continues to flow in a ductile manner. The lower the contrast in competence, the more
chance for local plastic deformation in the competent phase owing to an inhomogeneous stress
distribution, although this would be greatly dependent on the shape of the inhomogeneity. In
an elastic-plastic-brittle scenario, local tensile stresses within this distribution may cause the
competent phase to fracture instead of yield, if the tensile strength is the lesser of the two.
Quantitatively, our determinations of Y and E could be used in such modeling, however this is
outside the scope of this paper.
Relative zircon competence
Qualitatively, the relative competence of zircon and the matrix phases can be used to make
predictions about the tendency of accessory zircon to behave in a brittle or ductile manner as
the entire rock is deformed. We have plotted this relationship for various minerals commonly
associated with zircon (Figure 3.9). In making these predictions we note that zircon and the
rock-forming minerals all fall into the same elastic-plastic-brittle deformation regime during
hardness testing. We have observed that zircon is capable of limited plasticity and brittle frac-
ture during nanoindentation (Section 3.4.1) and that there is a depth dependence to its hardness.
The same, limited plasticity and depth dependence of hardness has also been observed in py-
roxenes (Smedskjaer et al., 2008) and feldspars (Huang et al., 1985). The depth dependence
of hardness observed in all these minerals indicates a certain amount of strain hardening. This
can also be seen in the ratio of the nanoindentation hardness to the microindentation hardness,
where materials which strain harden deviate from parity, as plotted in Figure 3.9. Note the
difference in treated and untreated zircon, where the heat-treated samples strain harden less
and are therefore closer to parity. This is due to the interaction of geometrically-necessary
dislocations in a small volume during nanoindentation (Nix and Gao, 1998).
As indicated in Figure 3.9, incompetent matrices would be those comprised of materials
such as quartz, feldspar or steel. In such matrices, brittle or elastic behavior in zircon is ex-
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Figure 3.9: Comparison of the depth dependence of hardness for various minerals, with data
from (Whitney et al., 2007)


























pected (Figure 3.10). Occurences of the brittle behavior of zircon in matrices dominated by
quartz and feldspar are numerous (Boullier, 1980; Lancelot et al., 1983; Sturm, 1999; Steyrer
and Sturm, 2002; Kimura et al., 2002; Sturm and Steyrer, 2003; Klimas et al., 2003). Funda-
mentally, this is due to the lack of significant confining pressure developed in the zircon in a
softer matrix, which increases the brittle nature of the elastic-plastic-cracking deformation. At
p = 0, the fracture toughness KIc in zircon is approximately 0.82 MPa m0.5 (Lee and Tromp,
1995). The tensile fracture strength therefore is less than the lattice friction (Equation 3.6) for
any intrinsic crack lengths larger than 2.7 µm.
In matrices of higher competence relative to zircon, such as ones dominated by olivine
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Figure 3.10: Transverse fracture in a zircon in an incompetent matrix, supported by biotite and
quartz, from Fulcher (2015)
or garnet, the confining pressure is increased and the deformation takes on a more plastic
character. These would only likely be the case in mantle rocks, or for zircon inclusions within
these minerals. Observations of zircon inclusions within garnet from deformed rocks, however,
have shown little plastic deformation (Moser et al., 2009). This is likely because the possible
directions of strain are limited by the surrounding material and the deformation of these crystals
is a micromechanical problem in its own right. Plasticity in these zircon has been observed at
very high strain rates, under shock loading, where the grains deform by twinning (Chapter 1).
In a matrix containing phases of mixed competence relative to zircon, where the effective
hardness is somewhere between the extremes of its members, we expect a mix of both be-
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Table 3.7: Examples of accessory zircon deformation in matrices of varying competence
Matrix Hardness Matrix Competence Supporting Phases Behavior Figure
Most Competent Gt Limited Slip 3.7h
Mixed-competence Gt,Cpx,Kfs,Qz Slip and Fracture 3.7e
Mixed-competence Cpx,Qz,Zir Slip and Fracture 3.7b
Least Incompetent Qz,Bt Transverse Fracture 3.10
haviors. In many types of deformation, zircon may experience some vorticity and translation
within its host. It would therefore experience a temporal variation in nearest neighbour min-
eralogy which would enhance each type of behavior. Observations of zircon exhibiting plastic
and brittle deformation in such environments have been more recently reported (Moser et al.,
2009; Piazolo et al., 2012; MacDonald et al., 2013; Kovaleva et al., 2014).
Irrespective of the relative competence, the plasticity is expected to be enhanced with tem-
perature. Zircon from a nominally incompetent matrix, with extensive fractures, was found
to contain some plastic deformation by Reddy et al. (2006). This is likely due to the elevated
temperature of deformation but may also have to do with the extreme ratio between the grain
size of the matrix and the zircon. Most models of stress concentration in composites will have
an optimal matrix fraction and grain size for increasing the localized stress (Mitra, 1978). The
plasticity could also be enhanced by softening the zircon through annealing. The hardness of
the heat-treated sample is significantly less than the untreated sample (Table 3.2) which changes
which phase would be considered competent (Figure 3.9). If the defects contibuting to the
strain hardening are radiogenic, it is possible that strain hardening and the subsequent hardness
could be decreased at ambient temperatures sufficient to equilibrate the repair of radiogenic
damage over geologic timescales (Nasdala et al., 2002). However the annealing performed
on the sample is also expected to have reduced the quantity of non-radiogenic defects and the
total reduction of hardness due to each type of defect cannot be surmised. These scenarios are
summarized in Table 3.7.
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Comparison with natural samples
Mixed-competence and competent matrices from the natural sample display the expected range
of plasticity and fracture (Figures 3.7e, 3.7b). Where zircon occurs as an inclusion in garnet,
which is competent, the plasticity is diminished as expected, to the point of being undetectable
(Figure 3.7h). There is also no brittle failure in those zircon, further in line with expectation.
The natural sample was deformed at lower-crustal temperatures in the range of 400–500 ◦C
(Moser et al., 2009), and the average competence of matrix phases is very close to, almost
above that of zircon. The extensive plastic deformation in zircon from this sample, therefore,
is the product of very favorable conditions. Similar rocks from the lower crust should be tar-
geted in the search for deformed zircon. The relative competence of various phases at elevated
temperatures, could fine-tune this search as there is likely a trade-off between temperature and
possible applied stresses, especially in typical rocks. This could be the subject of future model-
ing. At this point, it is clear that deformation-related changes related isotopic and trace-element
content is most likely to succeed in rocks dominated by competent and usually mafic minerals.
3.5 Conclusions
As determined through nanoindentation, the yield stress Y of an ideal zircon polycrystal is
approximately 4 GPa in an elastic-plastic-cracking regime. This is far greater than typically
available tectonic stresses. This value does not decrease significantly in the temperature range
of the crust. There is minor plastic anisotropy, with the [001] direction being the hardest.
Qualitatively, significant plastic deformation in accessory zircon is expected to occur in rocks
where the hardness of the matrix approaches that of the zircon itself. Quantitatively, these areas
could be determined using various approaches from micromechanics and the data presented in
this paper.
Zircon is a very hard material, harder than many of the rock-forming minerals with which
it is often found. Zircon’s hardness varies little with temperature for T ≤ 450 ◦C. The amount
of plastic deformation, however, will increase gradually with temperature until zircon’s creep
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temperature, 900 ◦C, after which point it will increase rapidly. Thus plastic deformation be-
comes easiest towards the base of the crust, where large differential stresses can be supported
by rheologically hard rocks, whose minerals have a comparable hardness to zircon itself and
ambient temperatures increase. Above the creep temperature, the relative hardnesses may yet
give an indication of the relative amounts of plastic deformation. However, the relationship
between plastic deformation and potential Pb loss is obscured at these temperatures, since the
same enhanced diffusion causing the creep deformation also contributes to flux of Pb out of the
crystal in the absence of defects. Thus the search for zircon whose U-Pb ages may have been
affected by deformation should turn to regions of the lower crust where the necessary stress
concentrations can be found.
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Chapter 4
Phase change to reidite
4.1 Introduction
Zircon is a tetragonal zirconium silicate mineral (ZrSiO4) which belongs to the 4/mmm point
group and is found throughout continental crust. Reidite is a polymorph of ZrSiO4 which
is also tetragonal, but belongs to the 4/m point group and is marked by a more pronounced,
inverted tetragonality. The volumetric strain between the zircon and reidite unit cells, using
the unit cells from Dutta and Mandal (2012a) and Dutta and Mandal (2012b) is -0.10. The
cation configurations in both unit cells are very similar. Reidite was synthesized in experiment
as early as the 1960s (Reid and Ringwood, 1969) and later found in natural impact settings
(Glass and Liu, 2002). Observations of natural reidite from the Stac Fada and Reis impact
structures are as lamellae occupying numerous different habit planes in the host, with widths
on the scale of 10 µm (Reddy et al., 2015; Erickson et al., 2017). Orientation relationships
were first described by Leroux et al. (1999) for reidite lamellae generated in single-crystal
shock experiments. The {112} planes in the reidite lamellae were found to align with the {100}
planes in its zircon host and the 〈110〉 directions in reidite were likewise aligned with the [001]
direction in zircon. This corresponds to a rotation of the crystallographic axes of approximately
90◦. The correspondence requires shortening of the zircon a and b axes and elongation of
the zircon c axis and shear in its a − b plane (Figure 4.3). The relationship between planes
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is also observed in natural reidite lamellae (Reddy et al., 2015; Erickson et al., 2017). The
presence of transient reidite since reverted back to zircon is also inferred by the observation
of the same rotation between neoblasts in shocked zircon (Cavosie et al., 2016). The latter is
sometimes termed “granular” reidite, owing to the fine-grained nature of the neoblasts bearing
the oriention (Erickson et al., 2017), though no reidite has been observed in this habit.
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Due to its association with impact settings, there have been attempts to use reidite to mea-
sure impact severity, as a sort of thermobarometer (Timms et al., 2012, 2017; Cox et al., 2018).
However the conditions of the reidite-to-zircon phase transformation are not well constrained.
A rough estimate of the pressure using the volumetric strain of the phase transformation and
the average bulk modulus gives Pp = −(Bεv) = −(252 × −0.10) = 25 GPa. The hydrostatic
pressure ph measured at the transition point is somewhat lower, ranging from 10–20 GPa (Table
4.1). Whereas theoretical calculations tend to estimate the value of ph even lower, 5–10 GPa
(Table 4.2). The latter are close to the pressure inferred by the presence of stishovite in the type
sample (Glass and Liu, 2002). Owing to its potential as a piezometer for shock settings, there
have also been several experiments which have tested the behavior in shock directly, yielding
pressures of 20 GPa or more at room temperature (Table 4.3). In fact, ph = 20 GPa is the
often-quoted pressure of reidite formation in a typical impact setting (Erickson et al., 2017).
However, it’s difficult to rely solely on this number, given the wide range of experimental and
theoretical data.
Table 4.1: Experimental determination of the zircon-reidite phase transformation under static
load
Reference P T Material
Reid and Ringwood (1969) 12 GPa 900 ◦C ?
Knittle and Williams (1993) 22.3 GPa 25 ◦C Single-Crystal
Van Westrenen et al. (2004) 19.7 GPa 25 ◦C Powder
Ono et al. (2004) 7.8–11.9 GPa ? Sinter
Ono et al. (2004) 8.5–9.7 GPa 1400–2200 ◦C Sinter
Morozova et al. (2017) 18.6 GPa 25 ◦C Powder
Mihailova et al. (2019) 10 GPa 25 ◦C Sand
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Table 4.2: Theoretical calculations of the zircon-reidite phase transformation by LDA and
GGA.
Reference LDA GGA
Crocombette and Ghaleb (1998) 5 GPa
Farnan et al. (2003) 6.2 GPa 11.6 GPa
Chaplot et al. (2006) 12 GPa
Marqués et al. (2006) 5.3 GPa
Stangarone et al. (2019) 9.13 GPa
Table 4.3: Experimental determination of the zircon-reidite phase transformation under shock
load
Reference P T
Mashimo et al. (1983) 30.3 GPa
Kusaba et al. (1985) 30 GPa
Leroux et al. (1999) 40 GPa
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The mechanism of reidite formation, which might aid in the interpretation of this range
of experimental results, is the subject of some debate. Kusaba et al. (1986) summarizes the
characteristics of the transition. Importantly, the transition is rapid, irreversible without heat-
ing, maintains a consistent orientation relationship and imparts a residual strain on the host.
As well, fine twins are observed within the lamella when examined using TEM (Leroux et al.,
1999). These behaviors are all hallmarks of martensitic transformations. (Wayman, 1964;
Christian, 2002). Martensitic phase transformations are by nature homogeneous, and contain
an element of shear. The martensitic nature of the transformation is agreed on by some authors
(Kusaba et al., 1986; Erickson et al., 2017). Although some suggest an intermediate transfor-
mation to quasi-monoclinic lattice (Marqués et al., 2008; Flórez et al., 2009). Nevertheless
there is some contention that the mechanism could not be martensitic due to inhomogeneous
motion of certain trace elements, (Montalvo et al., 2019).
In an attempt to address these uncertainties, we have calculated the elastic stress, strain and
energy of a lamella undergoing a martensitic phase transformation from zircon to reidite using
methods derived from Eshelby inclusion theory (Mura, 1982; Ledbetter and Dunn, 2000). We
have thereby predicted the habit planes and geometry of the lamella which can be obtained by
minimizing the strain energy. We can also comment on the relative amount of strain energy
required as a result the mechanical nature of the process, versus the ideal activation energy
concerned only with bond energies (Flórez et al., 2009). The results could likewise be ex-
tended to model the behavior of zircon polycrystals, for example in the tests in Table 4.1 or
the deformation zircon as an inhomogeneity in a given rock type. Part of the motivation for
this metholology stems from the similarities between zircon twins and reidite lamellae. First,
they both occur as lamellae and occasionally, reidite lamellae can be found in the same plane
as the twin mirror plane, κ1 = 112 (Erickson et al., 2017). Seond, since both zircon and reidite
have a body-centred, tetragonal bravais lattice, both have the mirror plane κ1 = 112 (Christian
and Mahajan, 1995). Third, observations of reidite lamellae show numerous twins within the
lamella itself (Leroux et al., 1999). These observations of reidite twins by have also sometimes
been been used to equate their pressure of formation with that of true zircon twins (Timms
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et al., 2012). This has some bearing on the debate over whether zircon twins or reidite occur
first in the progression of a typical zircon under shock pressure (Wittmann et al., 2010; Timms
et al., 2017; Cox et al., 2018).
4.2 Methods and Materials
4.2.1 Outline of calculations
The energy and stresses involved in martensitic and non-martensitic phase transformations
from zircon reidite were calculated. For the martensitic transformation, the calculation was in
3 steps:
1. Determine the bain distortion εB, based on observed orientation relationships and an
idealized lattice correspondence.
2. Calculate the total transformation strain ε by solving Equation 4.12. This is equated to
the eigenstrain of an inhomogeneous inclusion εp.
3. Calculate the strain energy using Equation 4.7 for ellipsoids in various orientations.
4.2.2 Eshelby Inclusion Theory
The stress state in a region of the zircon crystal with different material properties, or different
amounts of strain relative to the host, when the entire body is subject to load, was modeled
using using Eshelby Inclusion Theory. Details on the theory are given Section 2.2.3. A short
summary is presented here.
An inclusion is a distinct region of in an otherwise homogenous medium, subject to a
certain amount of stress-free strain, termed an eigenstrain (Mura, 1982). This strain is resisted
by its host, causing a stress disturbance. The stress disturbance σi j can be expressed as a
function of the eigenstrain ε∗kl:
σi j = Ci jkl(εkl − ε∗kl) (4.1)
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ε is the total strain which is dependent on the geometry of the inclusion and the elastic stiffness.
The elastic part of the strain ei j is:
ei j = εkl − ε∗kl; (4.2)
For an ellipsoidal inclusion in an infinite medium, it turns out that εkl is uniform (Eshelby,
1957). We can express it as a function of the eigenstrain using Eshelby’s tensor S :
εi j = S i jklε∗kl (4.3)
Therefore σi j is uniform within the inclusion itself and we can rewrite Equation 4.1 using
Equation 4.3 as:
σi j = Ci jkl(S i jklε∗kl − ε
∗
kl) (4.4)
The strain energy per unit volume, which follows from Hooke’s law, is:
w = (1/2)σi jei j (4.5)
The eigenstrain, by its nature, does not contribute to the elastic strain energy. Therefore, from
Equation 4.2, we have:
w = −(1/2)σi jε∗i j (4.6)
For innhomogeneous inclusions, it is required to determine an equivalent eigenstrain ε∗i j at a
given applied stress σ0 based on the intrinsic eigenstrain of the inohomogeneous inclusion εPi j,
as shown in Section 2.2.3 In the absence of applied stress, Equation 4.6 becomes
w = −(1/2)σi jεPi j (4.7)
4.2.3 Eshelby tensors
The calculation of Eshelby tensors is described in Section 4.2.3. A short summary is presented
here. An expression for the tensor Ti jkl from Jiang (2014), which holds for anisotropic elastic









(a1z1)2 + (a2z2)2 + (a3z1)3
sin θdθdφ (4.8)
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We have:
S i jkl = (1/4)(Ti jkl + T jikl + Ti jlk + T jilk) (4.9)
Equation 4.8 must be solved using a numerical approximation, typically a Gaussian quadrature














4.2.4 Martensitic transformations theory
Martensitic transformations are diffusionless phase transformations marked by shear (Wayman,
1964; Christian, 2002) They may also be accompanied by shuffles, but these are not considered
here. Martensitic transformations are a combination of homogeneous lattice deformation εBi j,
also known as Bain Distortion and a contrasting lattice invariant deformation, εLi j, also homo-
geneous. They are named after the well-known phase change in steel. The total deformation
εi j is given by:
εi j = ε
B
i j + ε
L
i j (4.11)
The lattice invariant strain is so called because it does not affect the shape of the lattice. Such
deformations are typically plastic in nature, i.e. slip and twinning. For reidite, twinning is
observed and an example of these relationships are shown in Figure 4.1.
The effect of these εLi j is to reduce the strain energy of the ellipsoid and the energy barrier
to phase transformation. This is sometimes termed a relaxation of the strain energy and the
lattice invariant strain sometimes called a plastic relaxation strain (Shibata and Ono, 1977). In
an unconstrained medium, the energy should tend to zero. That is det εi j = 0, or
det
(





Where γ is the amount of shear. γ is solved for by taking finding the roots (eigenvalues) of the
characteristic polynomial for εi j. Where the plasticity is twinning, the fraction of twins ft is
related to γ by ft = s/γ, where s is the shear of the twin.
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Figure 4.1: Twinning in reidite (red unit cell) causing a lattice-invariant strain, with the corre-
sponding zircon unit cell indicated (black unit cell)
In a constrained ellipsoid, the strain energy is not zero. The surrounding matrix exerts
strain on the ellipsoid to resist the eigenstrain. It is therefore possible to evaluate the relative
favorability of ellipsoid geometry and orientation in terms of the strain energy.
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4.2.5 Calculation inputs and intermediate values
Ellipsoids and Orientations
Both oblate and prolate ellipsoids with axes a1 = a3 , a2 were used in the calculation. The
range of aspect ratios k = a2/a1 modeled is 1/100 < k < 20. For this problem it is typical to





aligned with certain crystallographic directions of the host (Mura, 1982). A separate set of
axes is more convenient for determining the Bain distortion, the lattice-invariant strain εL and
the total eigenstrain εP. The axes are chosen to align with the standard reference basis (Section





are chosen to align with the other crystallographic axes.
{x1, x2, x3} is needed to treat the various habit planes under study which will have different
principle axes relative to the crytallographic axes. The ellipsoid axes are chosen as follows:
The x2 direction is aligned with the normal to the habit plane. The x3 direction is aligned with
the normal to the crystallographic c-axis that lies in the habit plane. The x1 axis is mutually per-
pendicular. The chosen habit planes correspond to commonly observed habit planes for reidite
(Erickson et al., 2017) and other principal crystallographic directions, i.e: (100), (110), (101),
(001), (111), (112) and (512). The orientations are vizualized in Figure 4.2. These directions
are in crystal coordinates, which must be converted to sample coordinates. Calculation of the
bases follows from Section 2.2.6 and the results are given in Apendix C.1.
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Figure 4.2: Various ellipsoid orientations used in the modeling of the reidite phase transfor-




3}, showing the alignment with the lamella, are shown in the inset
boxes.
Reference Elastic Constants
The elastic constants of zircon, in a reference orientation, are given in Section 2.2.6. This
reference orientation is crystallographic in nature, and as was deduced in Section 2.2.6 has
the x3 direction parallel to crystallographic c. The elastic constants for reidite, determined by
(Dutta and Mandal, 2012b) are given in Table 4.4. A similar orientation can be assumed.
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Table 4.4: Reference elastic constants CRi j for reidite at ambient conditions, in Voigt notation,
as determined by Dutta and Mandal (2012b)
C11 C33 C44 C66 C12 C13
GPa GPa GPa GPa GPa GPa
446.1 365.1 105.1 147.7 195.1 156.9
Rotated Elastic Constants
To analyze possible habit planes for reidite lamellae, it is required to calculate the elastic con-
stants of zircon for a variety of orientations. The change of basis is applied as shown in Section
2.2.6:
Cpqrs = λpiλq jλrkλslCRi jkl (4.13)
The transformation matrices λi j for each habit plane are given in Appendix C.1. The matrix
constants thus obtained are included in Table 4.5.
To model the lamella as an inhomogeneous inclusion, with the elastic constants of reidite






3} axes into some readily deduceable axes
in the reidite. These are x′′2 = (112), x
′′
3 = [1̄1̄1], with x
′′
1 mutually perpendicular. Such a basis







We can then apply the transformations Ai j and λi j in succession to the symmetric constants for
reidite to obtain C∗i jkl. The lamella constants thus obtained using are included in Table 4.6. A
MATLAB script to perform these rotations is included in Appendix A.8.
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Table 4.5: Elastic constants Ci j for zircon in various lamellar orientations. Symmetric constants
given by Dutta and Mandal (2012a).
index Symm (100)z (110)z (101)z (001)z (111)z (112)z (512)z
ijkl (GPa) (GPa) (GPa) (GPa) (GPa) (GPa) (GPa) (GPa)
1111 463.9 506.9 506.9 437.4 463.9 424.8 361.3 474.7
2222 463.9 463.9 311.7 441.8 506.9 378.2 443.7 430.1
3333 506.9 463.9 311.7 463.9 463.9 311.7 311.7 441.4
2323 116.2 44.0 196.3 83.8 116.2 165.8 139.3 74.4
1313 116.2 116.2 116.2 76.4 44.0 146.7 173.1 108.3
1212 44.0 116.2 116.2 162.0 116.2 123.9 123.0 137.9
1312 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 7.9
2312 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -18.1
3312 0.0 0.0 0.0 -44.3 0.0 -30.7 -28.7 24.3
2212 0.0 0.0 0.0 -15.4 0.0 45.5 47.4 -8.3
1112 0.0 0.0 0.0 -6.0 0.0 49.3 41.1 32.3
1113 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -3.4
1123 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 7.9
1133 160.5 160.5 160.5 111.3 71.4 184.5 205.4 149.9
1122 71.4 160.5 160.5 206.3 160.5 168.2 167.2 182.2
2233 160.5 71.4 223.6 120.5 160.5 199.6 178.7 104.5
3323 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -49.6
3313 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 21.6
2213 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -18.1
2223 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 41.7
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Table 4.6: Elastic constants C∗i j for reidite in various lamellar orientations. Symmetric constants
given by Dutta and Mandal (2012b). Note that the lamellar habit plane is defined in terms of
the host zircon.
index Symm (100)z (110)z (101)z (001)z (111)z (112)z (512)z
ijkl (GPa) (GPa) (GPa) (GPa) (GPa) (GPa) (GPa) (GPa)
1111 446.1 500.0 489.0 542.0 500.0 499.5 499.2 446.0
2222 446.1 479.1 431.6 542.1 479.1 330.2 339.0 374.0
3333 147.7 396.1 425.2 149.5 396.1 560.5 555.6 465.1
2323 195.1 119.2 122.9 194.3 119.2 147.9 143.4 137.9
1313 195.1 152.7 119.9 194.7 152.7 85.9 87.0 160.2
1212 156.9 107.5 151.4 61.2 107.5 138.1 139.8 126.4
1312 0.0 -20.3 -19.4 4.6 20.3 -0.7 1.6 15.7
2312 0.0 16.9 -29.6 -5.6 -16.9 -13.3 22.7 -2.4
3312 0.0 104.1 64.4 0.8 104.1 66.1 67.8 110.0
2212 0.0 42.9 15.7 44.0 42.9 117.2 109.1 91.5
1112 0.0 -20.2 46.6 -44.2 -20.2 66.7 64.8 18.0
1113 0.0 -46.8 15.4 3.2 46.8 1.1 -2.3 -13.9
1123 0.0 105.3 106.1 -8.3 -105.3 29.3 -51.3 101.3
1133 105.1 168.4 135.6 105.3 168.4 204.3 198.6 253.2
1122 365.1 166.6 210.5 268.6 166.6 52.4 63.7 76.5
2233 105.1 72.6 76.3 104.6 72.6 143.4 136.1 123.0
3323 0.0 62.8 87.3 -15.0 -62.8 7.2 -14.3 -12.5
3313 0.0 -40.2 -55.9 9.6 40.2 -4.6 9.1 -31.5
2213 0.0 -63.5 -110.1 2.7 63.5 -32.5 56.7 -57.3
2223 0.0 67.0 41.6 -0.8 -67.0 19.6 -33.6 71.5
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Gaussian quadrature
The number of nodes n required for integration of Equation 4.10 by Gaussian quadrature were
determined as described in Section A.6. A program calculate n for the oblate spheroids is given
in Appendix 2.2.6. The required n determined by convergence, with ∆||T || ≤ 10−14 are given in
Table 4.7.
Table 4.7: Nodes required for the convergence of the Gaussian quadrature, at various ellipsoid
aspect ratios
k 20 10 5 1 0.2 0.1 0.05 0.02 0.01
Nodes 181 91 47 16 45 84 165 411 819
For the numerous habit planes of reidite under investigation, evaluation of Equation 4.10
requires various values of Ci jkl. Values from the example program, which are for CRi jkl, can be
rotated by the transformation matrices λi j given in Appendix C.1 to yield the correct tensors for
each habit plane. There are too many permutations to list here. In the script used to calculate
the elastic energy (Appendix A.8), however, where the number of nodes is assumed S i jkl was
simply calculated using the correct Ci jkl.
Bain distortion
In order to accomodate the volume change of the unit cell, using the orientation relationships
specified, a homogeneous deformation of the zircon lattice is required. This is shown in Figure
4.3. This quantity is known as the Bain distortion εB. The a and b axes are contracted and the
c axis is extended. In addition, a shear of the lattice is necessary in the a-b plane. Values for
the Bain distortion are calculated at ambient pressure and shown graphically in Figure 4.3. In
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Figure 4.3: Bain correspondence of the zircon and reidite unit cells. Both the transformation
of the zircon cell to fit the reidite cell and the reverse are indicate. The transformation of the
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Lattice-invariant strain
Observed deformation in reidite generated in shock experiments include fine-scale twins in the
(112)[1̄1̄1] mode (Leroux et al., 1999). εLi j is taken to act in this direction (Figure 4.1). Using
methods from Section 2.2.6, we obtain the shear strain for a reidite twin in the (112)[1̄1̄1]
mode, st = 0.9208. It can be seen that this orientation of εLi j reduces the shear strain in the
zircon a-b plane caused by the Bain distortion (Figure 4.1). Thus:






where ft = s/st is the fraction of twins.













The solution is ft = 0.0143.
Ellipsoid eigenstrain
εBi j and ε
L
i j act at a variable direction to the ellipsoid, as the ellipsoid assumes different habit
planes. Thus the terms of εPi j = ε
B
i j + ε
L
i j vary across habit planes. Some habit planes are
straightforward to visualize. For example, when the lamella lies in the (100) plane, the shear

















This is shown in Figure 4.4. It is also relatively straightforward to determine that for the (001)
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This is visualized in Figure 4.5.
Figure 4.4: Orientation of lattice-invariant strain for the {100} habit, showing strain normal to
x3, in the x2 direction. Zircon unit cell shown in black. Reidite unit cell shown in red.
In general, we employ the same change of basis used to transform the lattice coordinates to
lamellar coordinates derived in Section 4.2.5 in order to find εP in any one orientation.
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Figure 4.5: Orientation of lattice-invariant strain for the (001) habit, showing strain normal to
x1, in the x3 direction. Zircon unit cell shown in black. Reidite unit cell shown in red. Note for
this particular orientation that the x1 and x3 axes are interchangeable.
4.2.6 Natural reidite sample
A zircon grain from the Chesapeake Bay impact structure, the type locality for reidite (Glass
and Liu, 2002) was imaged with various SEM-based techniques (Moser et al., 2011) to compare
with model predictions. The grain is a fragment of a euhedral crystal and was sourced from
drill core from a boreole near the center of the impact structure and separated using standard
mineral separation techniques. For imaging, the crystal was sectioned close to perpendicular




The martensitic transformation was evaluated at ambient conditions, i.e. p = 0. The elastic
strain energies per unit volume w, for the transforamtion ocurring with and without lattice-
invariant strain, are shown in Figures 4.7 and 4.6, respectively. Relaxation by a lattice-invariant
strain varepsilonL is shown to decrease the strain energy in all habit planes. The values of w
indicate a preference towards oblate over prolate ellipsoids, i.e. lamellae over needles. The
lowest-energy configurations are lamellae in the (111) and (512) planes, with very similar ener-
gies. The energy becomes asymptotic for these planes near k = 0.01, which is somewhat larger
than the measured aspect ratio in the sample. The minimum strain energy for for a lamella in
the these orientations is approximately 0.1078 GJ m−3 when relaxed by lattice-invariant strain
and 0.1857 GJ m−3 when unrelaxed.
At external loads σ0i j above 0, the ellipsoids are also subject to a series of interaction ener-
gies, as described in Section 2.2.5. To calculate these energies preciselty, and ∆G thereby, the
elastic constants of reidite C∗i jkl at elevated pressures would need to be known. Although their
calculation is implied in Dutta and Mandal (2012b), the results are not tabluated. Neglecting
the change in C∗i jkl and an inelastic surface energy Γ, values for the free energy of the transition
in the (512) habit plane are given in Figure 4.8. the range of ∆G for (512) is on the order of
1 GJ m−3.
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Figure 4.6: Elastic strain energy per unit volume in an ellipsoid of zircon having undergone a
martensitic transformation to reidite with lattice invariant strain, as a function of ellipsoid habit
plane and aspect ratio, at p = 0.




























Figure 4.7: Elastic strain energy per unit volume in an ellipsoid of zircon having undergone a
martensitic transformation to reidite, without lattice invariant strain, as a function of ellipsoid
habit plane and aspect ratio, at p = 0.
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Figure 4.8: Free energy per unit volume a relaxed martensitic transformation to reidite, as
a function of ellipsoid habit plane and aspect ratio, at p = 0 and with changes to C∗i jkl with
pressure neglected.






























The crystal exterior of the Chesapeake sample is highly deformed and fragmental, yet re-
tains some euhedral facets (Figure 4.9). Lamellae intersect its surface, which appear intenally
banded (Figure 4.10). The crystal interior appears entirely crystalline. Imaging following sec-
tioning and polishing reveals that it is devoid of porous areas of low relief that would otherwise
suggest metamictization (Figure 4.11). The primary igneous zoning is also retained, as can
be observed from cathodoluminescence, where these appear as areas of finely- to coarsely-
alternating brightness (Figure 4.12). Black and pink lamellae are also visible in this image,
some of which contain reidite.
Figure 4.9: SEM image of the Chesapeake Bay zircon whole, showing fragmental nature.
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Figure 4.10: Intersection of a reidite lamella with the sample surface, showing internally
banded structure
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Figure 4.11: SEM image of the Chesapeake Bay zircon in section
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Figure 4.12: Cathodoluminescence image of the Chesapeake Bay zircon in section
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EBSD analysis
The Chesapeake zircon contains both lamellar reidite (Figure 4.13) and zircon neoblasts in an
orientation suggesting they have reverted from reidite (Figure 4.14). The lamellae are non-
uniform, distributed unevenly, and range in aspect ratio in the plane of view from 10:1 to 30:1.
Their trace is approximately [510], at a small angle to the edge of the section which is the
trace of a prismatic face. They are largely concentrated near the edges of the crystal, and away
from the region containing the neoblasts. The reidite lamellae in the vicinity of the neoblasts
are much diminished compared to those near the edge of the grain. The sample also contains
lamellae of non-diffracting ZrSiO4 (Figure 4.16), which are strongly associated with the reidite
lamellae (Figure 4.17). The sample does not contain any zircon twins (Figure 4.15a). The
material surrounding the reidite lamellae is deformed, indicating some plastic recovery strain.
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Figure 4.13: EBSD phase map showing lamellar reidite.
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Figure 4.14: Orientation relationships in zircon
(a) Inset of Figure 4.16 showing neoblasts
in the zircon host, colored according the IPF
HSV
(b) Color key
Figure 4.15: Misorientation in zircon and reidite









(a) Correlated misorientaitons among zircon
subgrains







(b) Correlated misorientaitons among reidite
subgrains
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Figure 4.16: Disposition and nature of quasiamorphous lamellae in the type sample
(a) EBSD band contrast indicating areas of low
diffraction
(b) EDS map of Zr abundance showing the




The martensitic mechanism predicts several aspects of observed reidite phase transforma-
tions. First, it predicts the tendency of reidite to form in flat lamellae, with the transformation
strain being more readily constrained by the host when this geometry is assumed (Figure 4.7).
Needle-like reidite is not expected, except possibly normal to (101), although lamellar orien-
tations have lower energies overall. As is typical for these mechanisms, the habit plane is not
coincident with the correspondence of the unit cells, as observed by Reddy et al. (2015). The
lowest strain energy corresponds to (111) and (512). (512) is commonly observed as a habit
plane for reidite (Erickson et al., 2017), it is also a possible plane including the [510] trace
observed here. Another commonly-observed plane, (112) does not appear to be energetically
favorable. It is likely that there is an ideal orientation which does not correspond to a plane
with rational indices (Ledbetter and Dunn, 2000). This is suggested by the asymptote for the
strain energy for various habits occuring at slightly larger aspect ratios than observed. This is
also suggested by observations from natural samples (Erickson et al., 2017).
4.4.2 Lattice-invariant strain
In principle, the martensitic mechanism would be ideal to attendant deformation of the lamella
itself, as observed by Leroux et al. (1999), with the implication that these are synchronous.
When twins are used to relax the bain distortion, the decrease in elastic strain energy for most
habit nearly 50% for the minimum energy configurations and to a minimum of approximately
10% for the less energetically-favorable orientations (Figures 4.6 and 4.7). Nevertheless, the
calculated twin fraction is relatively low, being a mere 1%. Lattice-invariant strain cannot be
conclusively determined in the natural sample, using the current SEM observations.
There is inconclusive evidence of reidite twins in the misorientation angle distribution,
which indicates large misorientations near 180◦ (Figure 4.15b). While this may be misindexing
of the reidite during EBSD, twins in reidite have been observed using TEM (Leroux et al.,
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1999, e.g.), indicating they may be too small to resolve using EBSD. Furthermore, the reidite
lamellae are strongly associated with areas of poor band contrast (Figure 4.17). Although it has
a similar CL emission to reidite, it cannot be conclusively shown with EBSD that it is reidite
(Figure 4.12). The reason for the poor diffraction may be then due to a fine-scale deformation,
since there does not appear to be any relief in section or damage to the internal zoning that
would suggest metamictization. There is a better indication of micro-scale deformation in the
banding observed on the sample surface (Figure 4.10). It’s not immediately obvious whether
the banding seen those faces would be due to twinning or slip.
Figure 4.17: Inset of Figure 4.16 showing the relationship between the quasiamorphous regions
and reidite.
(a) EBSD phase map showing the reidite
lamella
(b) EBSD band contrast map indicating areas
of poor diffraction
If the quasiamorphous material is not finely divided twins or slip, and is more generally
amorphous, the unrelaxed case (Figure 4.6) would be applicable, since it would be difficult to
impart the necessary lattice invariant shear in the lamella As stated above, this requires almost
double the strain energy in the ideal orientation and therefore is less likely than a holocrystalline
case. This agrees with the general lack of reidite found in metamict areas of zircon (Erickson
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et al., 2017).
4.4.3 Free energy of the transformation
The martensitic transformation causes elastic deformation of surrounding lattice, requiring the
input of an elastic strain energy W. In the presence of an applied stress, there are also inter-
action energies relating to the misfit of the elastic constants (Section 2.2.5). The free energy
energy for the martensitic transformation in an idealized lattice has been calculated by (Flórez
et al., 2009) at ∆G = 130 kJ mol−1 Assuming a molar volume of V = 1.53 × 10−5 m3 mol−1 at
ambient pressure (Dutta and Mandal, 2012a), this is equal to ∆G = 8.50 GJ m−3. The elastic
strain energy is ∆W = 3 − −5 GJ m−3 for (512) in the range of reasonable transition pressures
(Figure 4.8). Supposing the true activation energy is the sum of these two components, this
suggests that ∆W and the accomodation of the reidite inhomogeneity is an important factor
in the overall activation energy. That is, the increased energetic cost to generate reidite as
a discrete lamella in a real crystal, versus the complete transformation of an ideal lattice, is
significant. This would have a bearing on all shear-based mechanisms for the phase transition,
such as Kusaba et al. (1986). Therefore the observed transition pressures are likely more highly
temperature dependent than calculated through atomic simulation, as in Flórez et al. (2009).
This is supported by generally-lower transition pressures observerd at elevated temperature
(Table 4.1).
4.4.4 Alternative mechanisms
Some nonhomogeneous mechanisms of reidite formation have been suggested due to low acti-
vation energies compared to the martensitic transformation. A two-step tranformation, involv-
ing the breaking and reforming of two Zr-O bonds is proposed by Marqués et al. (2008); Flórez
et al. (2009), with an activation energy of 80 kJ mol−1. It has also recently been observed in
experiment on zircon (Mihailova et al., 2019), whereas previously, it had only been observed
in analogous silicates such as vanadates and chromates (Mishra et al., 2010; Errandonea et al.,
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2013). The elastic strain occuring during such a process is not as straightforward as the simple
lattice distortions treated here, or even some more detailed shear-based mechanisms (Kusaba
et al., 1986). Therefore it is unclear whether these energies can be compared to the results of
these simulations
4.4.5 Implications for isotopic makeup
Since reidite would grow without diffusion via this mechanism, it would therefore inherit the
chemical composition of the parent zircon. This is in contrast to an equilibrium transforma-
tion, where species would partition between the two phases in order to minimise of free energy.
Montalvo et al. (2019) claim such partitioning as an objections to the martensitic mechanism.
Although it is not immediately obvious from their data whether the trace element disposition
is not actually related to alteration subsequent to reidite formation, especially since the species
involved are not common common trace elements in zircon. Erickson et al. (2017) claim that
diffusion rates during impact events would be so limited that any such equlibrium transforma-
tion would be untenable, although this is posited in regards to more limited nonhomogeneous
movements at the mechanism level (Flórez et al., 2009, e.g.).
4.4.6 Interpretation of the impact record
A martensitic transformation mechanism has a bearing on the interpretation of reidite abun-
dance as a measure of impact intensity. The activation energy of the phase transformation is
largely dependent on the elastic strain energy at ambient pressure. This relationship is also
expected to hold at elevated pressure. Therefore higher the range in critical pressures involved
is not likely due to reidite habit. It is more likely that these are related to a temperature de-
pendence whereby the remaining activation energy is supplied by thermal fluctuations. This
is supported by some lower transition pressures observerd at elevated temperature (Table 4.1).
Typically, a pressure in the range of 20 GPa is as the transition point, below the highest values
obtained in shock tests (Table 4.3), but above most of the experiments under static load (Table
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4.1). These predictions imply a low temperature and that pressures in excess of the critical
value were needed to overcome the various energies involved in the Current schemes for in-
terpreting the presence of reidite that use a relatively temperature-insensitive phase boundary
derived from this value (Timms et al., 2012, 2017) and must therefore be used with caution.
4.5 Conclusions
A martensitic transformation is likely for the zircon-to-reidite phase transformation. This type
of transformation explains the habit planes and internal deformation observed. The amount of
energy required to distort the lattice in order to accomodate a discrete volume of phase tran-
sition, in a real crystal is significant. This energy alone is on the same order of magnitude
as predicted activation energies for idealized lattices, suggesting that shear-based mechanisms
would have a significant temperature dependence. Quantitative pressure reconstructions in-
ferred from reidite in natural samples should therefore be treated with caution at this point.
Current reconstructions relying on the shock-experiment values in the 20 GPa range may over-
estimate the transition pressure, since these boundaries are mostly temperature independent.
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This modeling and experimentation has sought to explain three well-known examples of zir-
con deformation behavior pertinent to zircon’s use as a geochronometer and in impact recon-
struction. Established methods in materials science have been applied for the first time to
this relatively poorly-characterized material. First, twinning in zircon can be modeled using
a homogeneous nucleation, with the stress state calculated using the Eshelby Formalism. The
calculations presented establish a pressure-independent criterion for twin formation and sup-
port the observation of natural twin samples at what would be considered low shock pressures,
where the shear stress is approximately 1–3 GPa. This greatly increases the estimated range
of zircon twin occurrence in impact processes, which had been previously thought to be in
regions of shock pressure exceeding 10 GPa. The stresses involved in twin nucleation are not
easily acheived during tectonism, which is consistent with the lack of zircon twins found in
tectonites, making twins both a widespread and reliable impact indicator.
Second, values for the ideal plastic, and elastic-plastic-cracking deformation of zircon was
determined using nanoindentation techniques. These tests targeted a region of the the deforma-
tion mechanism map for zircon that, to the best of our knowledge was unknown. The observed
yield stress, approximately 5 GPa is comparable to the Perierls Stress, does not and decrease
significantly in the temperature range of the crust, however the relative amount of plastic defor-
mation does. There is noticeable strain hardening and minor plastic anisotropy, with the [001]
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direction being the hardest. This value could be used to calculate the required bulk stresses for
deforming zircon to levels where deformation-assisted Pb loss is possible, using composites
modeling to determine the relevant stress concentrations. Qualitatively, it expected that plastic
deformation in accessory zircon is expected to occur in rocks where the hardness of the matrix
approaches that of the zircon itself. These conditions are achevied in lower-crustal lithologies,
which also support the large differential stresses required. This region of the crust should there-
fore be targeted by those researchers seeking zircon whose U-Pb ages may have been affected
by deformation.
Finally, a martensitic transformation was determined to be the likely mechanism for the
zircon-to-reidite phase transformation. The habit planes and the internal deformation associ-
ated with the transformation can be explained by this model. Activation energies were found
to be comparable to ideal lattice transformations, suggesting that the energy required to acco-
modate a discrete reidite inhomogeneity is significant. This suggests that shear-based transfor-
mation mechanisms for reidite have a significant temperature dependence. This has bearing on
the quantitative pressure reconstructions inferred from the phase transition.
Appendix A
MATLAB Scripts
A.1 Remarks for the user
These MATLAB scripts are designed to work without any external packages and should run
on versions newer than 9.2. On Linux, MATLAB requires about 4 GiB of memory to run these
scripts. They were not tested in Windows. One known incompatibility with older versions
regarding parfor() is handled, however the script has not been tested on older versions. The
relevant functions from the MTEX project have also been included as necessary.
Optionally, to take full advantage of some features in these scripts, the user should have
the MATLAB Statistics Toolbox and the MATLAB Parallel Computing Toolbox. The Par-
allel Computing Toolbox is strongly recommended when running on a multi-core CPU. The
cross compiler to make mex files is also recommended. In the event that the cross compiler
is not available, the user will need to edit the function inner_sum(), comment out the call to
findDouble_mex() and uncomment the call find_double().
The scripts are written to be verbose on the console and most figures are written direct to
files. This allows the user run the script just fine in a MATLAB shell, as opposed the IDE. The
user could therefore stash the script on a remote (and potentially more powerful) computer that
runs MATLAB and interact with it over an ssh connection. The progam was not tested using
the console in the MATLAB IDE. If there are issues of this kind, or any kind, please contact
the author.
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A.2 Copyright
The scripts here are the copyright of the author except in the following cases:
• The gaussl() function is the copyright of Greg Von Winckel.
• The make_singular() function is the copyright of Feng Cheng Chang
• The rotate_tensor() function is part of the MTEX Toolbox.
• The einstein() function is part of the MTEX Toolbox.
• The inner_sum() function is part of the MTEX Toolbox.
• The find_double() function is part of the MTEX Toolbox.
gaussl() and perturb() were acquired through the MATLAB file exchange. make_singular()
was published under the name mtx_z(). Licenses for the use of the source code are included
in this appendix. The functions from the MTEX Toolbox listed above are released under the
GNU GPLv2 license. A copy of that license is avaliable when you download MTEX, or from
the Free Software Foundation, 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307.
Notwithstanding the above functions, license is hereby granted for private use of the scripts
in this appendix. These scripts come with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY, to the extent
permitted by applicable law.
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A.3 License for the Legendre-Gauss weights and nodes cal-
culator
Copyright (c) 2009, Greg von Winckel
All rights reserved.
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this
list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,
this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation
and/or other materials provided with the distribution
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR
SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER
CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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A.4 License for the singular matrix solver
Copyright (c) 2014, Feng Cheng Chang
All rights reserved.
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this
list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,
this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation
and/or other materials provided with the distribution
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR
SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER
CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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A.5 Example Gaussian Quadrature
This script performs a Gaussian Quadrature of Equation 4.10 for spherical inclusion in an
isotropic elastic material with Poisson Ratio ν = 0.2. The non-zero elements of the Eshelby
Tensor S i jkl for such a material, as determined by closed-form expressions, would be: S 1111 =
S 2222 = S 3333 = 1/2 or S 1212 = S 2323 = S 3131 = 1/4. This script serves to validate the chosen
quadrature tolerance. The user can edit the script to change the tolerance and see the effect
on the computed values of S i jkl. However, the user is cautioned not to do so and increase the




4 % Example calculation of Eshelby tensors using a gaussian quadrature
% intended to show equivalence with Eshelby’s analytical solution.
6 %
8 %
% Copyright (C) 2019-2020 Giancarlo Jones <EMAIL REDACTED>












22 parallelExecute = 1;
else




% Disable parallel execute if you can’t use send() to track progress ,
30 % or concede no progress tracker
%
32








40 str = ’Y’;
end
42
if str == ’Y’
44 parallelTrack = 0;
elseif str == ’N’










% Start a parallel pool if necessary
58 %
60 if parallelExecute && isempty(gcp(’nocreate’))
parpool;
62 end
64 %% Math Setup
66 %
% Dummy Elastic Constants
68 %




74 lambda = 2*mu*nu/(1-2*nu);
76 C = isotropic_stiffness(lambda, mu);
78 %
% Ellipsoid Shape (Sphere)
80 %
82 a1 = 1;
a2 = 1;
84 a3 = 1;
86 %
% Tolerance and limits for quadrature
88 %
90 TOLERANCE = 1e-4;
MAX_NODES = 1000;
92 START_NODES = 1;
94 %% Main Calculation
96 fprintf("\n");
fprintf("nu = 0.2\n\n");
98 fprintf("tol = %e\n\n",TOLERANCE);
100 tic;
102 [S,nodes] = eshelby_gauss(C,a1,a2,a3,TOLERANCE ,...
START_NODES ,MAX_NODES ,parallelExecute ,parallelTrack);
104 time = toc;
106 totalEval = ((nodesˆ2)ˆ2 + nodesˆ2)/2;
108 timeString = datestr(seconds(time),’HH:MM:SS’);
110 fprintf("Converged at n = %3d\n", nodes);
fprintf("\n");
112 fprintf("%d evaluations in %s\n",totalEval , timeString);
fprintf("\n");
114 fprintf("S1111 = %e\n",S(1,1,1,1));
fprintf("S2222 = %e\n",S(2,2,2,2));
116 fprintf("S3333 = %e\n",S(3,3,3,3));
fprintf("\n");
118 fprintf("S1122 = %e\n",S(1,1,2,2));
fprintf("S2233 = %e\n",S(2,2,3,3));
120 fprintf("S3311 = %e\n",S(3,3,1,1));
fprintf("S1133 = %e\n",S(1,1,3,3));




126 fprintf("S2323 = %e\n",S(2,3,2,3));
fprintf("S3131 = %e\n",S(3,1,3,1));
128
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%% Functions in alphabetical order
130
132 function G = christoffel(c,n)
134 %
% Calculate the Christoffel stiffness tensor
136 %
% See Jiang (2014) Equation B3
138 %
140 G = einstein(n, -2, n, -1, c, [1 -1 2 -2]);
142 end
144 function T = einstein(varargin)
146 %
% This function is from the MTEX Toolbox
148 %
% The function name and comment style have been modified to fit the




154 % Perform an einstein sum of the input tensors according to the
% input summation scheme
156 %
158 M1 = 1;
dimT1 = [];
160
% for each tensor in varargin
162
while ˜isempty(varargin) && ˜ischar(varargin{1})
164
% take new vector from varargin
166
M2 = varargin{1};




172 [M2,dimT2] = inner_sum(M2,dimT2);
174 % reorder T1 such that [-rDel ... -3 -2 -1 1 2 3 .. rOut x x x]
176 rOut = max([0,dimT1,dimT2]);
rDel = -min([0,dimT1,dimT2]);
178 rExt = max([0,ndims(M1) - length(dimT1), ndims(M2) - length(dimT2)
]);
180 %
% new order of dimensions for tensor 1
182 % we should start with zero to avoid the cap
%
184
dimT1(dimT1 >0) = dimT1(dimT1 >0) - 1;
186
% dimensions in reserve
188
exp1 = 1:rOut + rDel; exp1(dimT1 + rDel + 1) = [];
190
order1 = [dimT1 + rDel + 1,... the tensor components
192 rOut + rDel + (1:rExt),... none tensor components
exp1];
194
% new order of dimensions for tensor 2
196
dimT2(dimT2 >0) = dimT2(dimT2 >0) - 1; % we should start with zero to
avoid the cap
198 exp2 = 1:rOut + rDel; exp2(dimT2 + rDel + 1) = []; % dimensions in
reserve
order2 = [dimT2 + rDel + 1,... the tensor components
200 rOut + rDel + (1:rExt),... none tensor components
exp2];
202
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M1 = ipermute(M1,order1);
204 M2 = ipermute(M2,order2);
206 % TODO: later use M1 = M1 .* M2;
208 M1 = bsxfun(@times, M1, M2);
210 % setup dimT1
212 dimT1 = [-rDel:-1,1:rOut];
214 end
216 %
% sum over the dimensions to be removed...
218 %




% and remove these leading dimensions
226 %
s = size(M1);
228 M1 = reshape(M1,[s(rDel+1:end) 1 1]);
230 T = M1;
232 end
234 function [S,nodes] = eshelby_gauss(c,a1,a2,a3,tolerance ,minNodes,maxNodes,
parallelExecute ,parallelTrack)
236 % S: 3x3x3x3 double
% nodes: double
238 % c: 3x3x3x3 double
% a1: double
240 % a2: double
% a3: double
242 % tolerance: double
% minNodes: double




248 nodes = minNodes;
delta = 1;
250 fileName = sprintf("%s",’dummy-convergence’);





while nodes < maxNodes
258





264 T = green_gauss_parallel(c,a1,a2,a3,nodes,parallelTrack);
else




270 delta = norm -last;
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280 box on
set(f,’Units’,’Inches’);




286 fprintf("Plot saved to %s.pdf\n",fileName);
288 S1 = einstein(T,[1 2 -1 -2],c,[-1 -2 3 4]);
S2 = einstein(T,[2 1 -1 -2],c,[-1 -2 3 4]);
290 S3 = einstein(T,[1 2 -2 -1],c,[-1 -2 3 4]);
S4 = einstein(T,[2 1 -2 -1],c,[-1 -2 3 4]);
292




function t = euclidean(S)
298
%




304 % S: 4x4x4x4 double
306
t = sqrt(abs(einstein(S,[-1 -2 -3 -4],S,[-1 -2 -3 -4])));
308 end
310 function [a,b] = find_double(x)
312 %
% This function is from the MTEX Toolbox
314 %
% The function name and comment style have been modified to fit the




320 % It is highly recommended to make a mex file out of this and
% call that instead.
322 %
324 d = bsxfun(@minus,x,x’) == 0 & bsxfun(@times,x<0,x’<0);
d = d & ˜tril(ones(size(d)));
326 [a,b] = find(d);




function [points,weights] = gaussl(order,a,b)
332
%
334 % Copyright (C) 2009 Greg von Winckel
% All rights reserved




340 % Calculate the correct points and weights for gaussian integration
% given a number of nodes and integration range
342 %
344 order = order -1;
N1 = order+1;
346 N2 = order+2;




354 y = cos((2*(0:order)’+1)*pi/(2*order+2))+(0.27/N1)*sin(pi*xu*order/N2);
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356 %
% Legendre-Gauss Vandermonde Matrix
358 %
360 L = zeros(N1,N2);
362 %
% Derivative of LGVM
364 %
366 Lp = zeros(N1,N2);
368 %
% Compute the zeros of the N+1 Legendre Polynomial












382 Lp(:,1) = 0;
384 L(:,2) = y;
Lp(:,2) = 1;
386
for k = 2:N1






394 y = y0-L(:,N2)./Lp;
396 end
398 %
% Linear map from[-1,1] to [a,b]
400 %
402 points = (a*(1-y)+b*(1+y))/2;
404 %
% Compute the weights
406 %
408 weights = (b-a)./((1-y.ˆ2).*Lp.ˆ2)*(N2/N1)ˆ2;
410 end
412 function T = green_gauss(c,a1,a2,a3,nodes)
414 %
% Calculate the Green Interaction Tensor via Gaussian quadrature
416 %
% See Jiang 2014 Equation B
418 %
420 step = 0;
422 %
% integration limits, radians
424 %




430 [phiPts,phiWts] = gaussl(nodes,0,maxPhi);
432 thetaSteps = length(thetaPts);
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phiSteps = length(phiPts);
434
T = zeros(3,3,3,3,thetaSteps ,phiSteps);
436




for iPhi = 1:phiSteps
442
step = step + 1;
444

























function T = green_gauss_parallel(c,a1,a2,a3,nodes,parallelTrack)
470
%
472 % Calculate the Green Interaction Tensor via Gaussian quadrature
% Uses the parallel computing toolbox
474 %












488 maxPhi = pi;
490 [thetaPts ,˜] = gaussl(nodes,0,maxTheta);
[phiPts ,˜] = gaussl(nodes,0,maxPhi);
492
thetaSteps = length(thetaPts);
494 phiSteps = length(phiPts);
496 T = zeros(3,3,3,3,thetaSteps ,phiSteps);
498 step = 0;
500 len = fprintf("eval %6d/%6d",step,thetaSteps*phiSteps);
502 parfor iTheta = 1:thetaSteps
504 [parThetaPts ,parThetaWts] = gaussl(nodes,0,maxTheta);




for iPhi = 1:phiSteps
510
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522 %˜ f = einstein(xi, 1, xi, 4, Ainv, [2 3])/rho;
524 %
% kron() + reshape() is faster
526 %
528 f = reshape(kron(xi,kron(xi,Ainv))/rho,[3 3 3 3]);









len = fprintf("eval %6d/%6d",step,thetaSteps*phiSteps);
544 end
546 %




554 function [M,ind] = inner_sum(M,ind)
556 %
% This function is from the MTEX Toolbox
558 %
% The function name and comment style have been modified to fit the












574 ind([a,b]) = [];
576 %
% remember size of matrix
578 %




584 % make a,b the first two dimensions
%
586 order = 1:max([ndims(M) a b]);
order([a b]) = [];
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for l = 1:3ˆnumel(a)




608 % reshape back
%
610




function c = isotropic_stiffness(lambda, mu)
616
%





c1 = lambda*einstein(krond, [1 2], krond, [3 4]);
624
c2 = mu*(einstein(krond, [1 3], krond, [2 4]) + einstein(krond, [1 4],
krond, [2 3]));
626




function M = rotate_tensor(M,R)
632
%
634 % This function is from the MTEX Toolbox
%
636 % The function name has been modified to fit the style of
% this program
638 %
640 rankM = numel(size(M));
642 for ii = 1:rankM
ind = 1:rankM;
644 ind(ii) = -ii;
M = einstein(M,ind,R,[ii -ii]);
646 end
648 end
650 function xi = wave(theta,phi)
652 %
% Mura (1982) calls this a "wave" vector.
654 %
% Jiang (2014) Equation B2
656 %
658 xi = zeros(3,1);
660 xi(1) = cos(theta)*sin(phi);
xi(2) = sin(theta)*sin(phi);
662 xi(3) = cos(phi);
664 end
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A.6 Eshelby Tensors for Zircon Ellipsoids
This script performs a large number of evaluations of f (θ, φ) in Equation 4.10. The convergence
of n, is calculated as are the values S i jkl at that aspect ratio The user is warned that this takes
about 18 hours to complete on the author’s relatively-old, dual P4-Xeon Workstation with 16
GiB of memory. According to system accounting, MATLAB uses about 4 GiB of memory
during execution of the script on Linux. The limiting step appears to be a string manipulation
in findDouble_mex(), so CPUs with improved string instructions (e.g. Nehalem and newer)
may fare better. It is highly recommended, if you have the cross compiler, to compile a mex






% Copyright (C) 2019-2020 Giancarlo Jones <EMAIL REDACTED>
6 %
% Some functions used herein are Copyright (C) their respective owners










text = ’Statistics toolbox not installed. No plots will be generated’;
20
if license(’test’,’statistics_toolbox’)
22 makePlot = 1;
else
24 makePlot = 0;
fprintf("%s\n",text);
26 end










38 % Disable parallel execute if you can’t use send() to track progress ,
% or concede no progress tracker
40 %
42 prompt = ’Cannot display progress of parfor(). Use parfor() anyway? [Y,N]:
’;
44 if verLessThan(’matlab’,’9.2’)
46 str = input(prompt,’s’);




52 if str == ’Y’
parallelTrack = 0;












66 % Start a parallel pool if necessary
%
68











80 C_12 = 71.382;
C_13 = 160.454;
82 C_33 = 506.917;
C_44 = 116.169;
84 C_66 = 44.008;




90 % Aspect Ratios
%
92
%˜ k = [1 1/5 1/10 1/20 1/50 1/100];
94 k = [1 1/5 1/10];
96 %
% Tolerance and limits for quadrature
98 %
100 TOLERANCE = 1e-4;
MAX_NODES = 1000;
102 START_NODES = 1;
104 %
% Other output values
106 %
108 totalEval = 0;
S = zeros(3,3,3,3,length(k));
110 time = zeros(length(k));
112 %% Main Loop
114 nodes = START_NODES;
116 for iK = 1:length(k)
118 % Start the new line on the console with the current aspect ratio
120 fprintf("k = % 2.3f; ", k(iK));
122 %
% Use the aspect ratio to calculate the ellipsiod axes.
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124 %
% Lebensohn ’s convention: a1 // eta1, a2 -| kappa1
126 %
128 a1 = 1;
a2 = k(iK);
130 a3 = 1;
132 %
% Perform and time the calculation of Eshelby tensors, keeping





[sK,newNodes] = eshelby_gauss(C,a1,a2,a3,TOLERANCE ,...
140 nodes,MAX_NODES ,parallelExecute ,parallelTrack);
142 %
% Assuming the numerical value of the aspect ratio is decreasing
144 % (k_i < k_{i+1}), subsequent integrations will converge at ever
% greater numbers of nodes. Therefore it is not necessary to start









totalEval = ((nodesˆ2)ˆ2 + nodesˆ2)/2;
156
% Print the number of nodes used and anticipate coming strains
158
fprintf("n = %4d; ", nodes);
160
% Account for the number of evaluations
162







170 bar = seconds(foo);
timeString = datestr(bar,’HH:MM:SS’);
172
fprintf("\n%d evaluations in %s\n",totalEval , timeString);
174 fprintf("Saved %d convergence plots to this directory\n", length(k));
176 fmt0 = [’%5s ’ repmat(’k= %3.2f ’, 1, length(k)-1), ’k= %3.2f\n’];
















%% Functions in alphabetical order
194
function G = christoffel(c,n)
196
%
198 % Calculate the Christoffel stiffness tensor
% Jiang (2014) Equation B3
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200 %
202 G = einstein(n, -2, n, -1, c, [1 -1 2 -2]);
204 end
206 function v = ctos(x,M)
208 %
% Convert crystal to sample coordinates
210 %
212 v = M*x;
end
214
function v = deflate_stiffness(c)
216
%
218 % Create a matrix representation of the stiffness tensor in
% Voigt Notation
220 %
222 v = zeros(6,6);
c = reshape(c,[9,9]);
224






function T = einstein(varargin)
232
%
234 % Perform the Einstein sum of the input tensors
%
236
% From the MTEX toolkit
238 %
240 M1 = 1;
dimT1 = [];
242
% for each tensor in varargin
244 while ˜isempty(varargin) && ˜ischar(varargin{1})
246 % take new vector from varargin
M2 = varargin{1};




252 [M2,dimT2] = inner_sum(M2,dimT2);
254 % reorder T1 such that [-rDel ... -3 -2 -1 1 2 3 .. rOut x x x]
rOut = max([0,dimT1,dimT2]);
256 rDel = -min([0,dimT1,dimT2]);
rExt = max([0,ndims(M1) - length(dimT1), ndims(M2) - length(dimT2)
]);
258
% new order of dimensions for tensor 1
260 % we should start with zero to avoid the cap
dimT1(dimT1 >0) = dimT1(dimT1 >0) - 1;
262
% dimensions in reserve
264 exp1 = 1:rOut + rDel; exp1(dimT1 + rDel + 1) = [];
266 order1 = [dimT1 + rDel + 1,... the tensor components
rOut + rDel + (1:rExt),... none tensor components
268 exp1];
270 % new order of dimensions for tensor 2
dimT2(dimT2 >0) = dimT2(dimT2 >0) - 1; % we should start with zero to
avoid the cap
272 exp2 = 1:rOut + rDel; exp2(dimT2 + rDel + 1) = []; % dimensions in
reserve
order2 = [dimT2 + rDel + 1,... the tensor components
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278 M2 = ipermute(M2,order2);
280 % TODO: later use M1 = M1 .* M2;
M1 = bsxfun(@times, M1, M2);
282
% setup dimT1
284 dimT1 = [-rDel:-1,1:rOut];
286 end
288 % sum over the dimensions to be removed
for i = 1:rDel
290 M1 = sum(M1,i);
end
292
% and remove these leading dimensions
294 s = size(M1);






function [S,nodes] = eshelby_gauss(c,a1,a2,a3,tolerance ,minNodes,maxNodes,
parallelExecute ,parallelTrack)
302
% S: 3x3x3x3 double
304 % nodes: double
% c: 3x3x3x3 double
306 % a1: double
% a2: double
308 % a3: double
% tolerance: double
310 % minNodes: double
% maxNodes: double
312 % flag: double
314 invK = a1/a2;
last = 0;
316 nodes = minNodes;
delta = 1;
318 fileName = sprintf("%s_%d",’convergence’,invK);





while nodes < maxNodes
326





332 T = green_gauss_parallel(c,a1,a2,a3,nodes,parallelTrack);
else




338 delta = norm -last;
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set(f,’Units’,’Inches’);




354 S1 = einstein(T,[1 2 -1 -2],c,[-1 -2 3 4]);
S2 = einstein(T,[2 1 -1 -2],c,[-1 -2 3 4]);
356 S3 = einstein(T,[1 2 -2 -1],c,[-1 -2 3 4]);
S4 = einstein(T,[2 1 -2 -1],c,[-1 -2 3 4]);
358




function B = twin_basis(n,l,M)
364
%
366 % n 3x1 double normal to lamella
% l 3x1 double shear direction




372 % This depends on your a1 a2 a3.
% It is of paramount importance to put these in the right order.
374 %
% Lebensohn (1993) convention = 1:k:1

























function x = ptod(p,M)
402
%




408 x = G*p;
end
410
function S = ellipsoid_area(a,k)
412
b = a;
414 c = a*k;
416 psi = acos(c/a);
418 m = (aˆ2*(bˆ2-cˆ2))/(bˆ2*(aˆ2-cˆ2));
420 S = 2*pi*cˆ2 + 2*pi*a*b/sin(psi)*(ellipticE(psi,m)*sin(psi)ˆ2 +
ellipticF(psi,m)*cos(psi)ˆ2);
422 end
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424 function V = ellipsoid_volume(a,k)
426 V = 4/3*pi*aˆ3*k;
428 end
430 function e = equiv_eigenstrain(c,S,eigenStrain ,ct,appliedStress)
432
%
434 % Mura 1982 Equation 22.11
%
436
cdiff = ct - c;
438 cinv = invert_tensor4(c);
440 ceff = einstein(cdiff ,[1 2 -1 -2],S,[-1 -2 3 4]) + c;
seff = invert_tensor4(ceff);
442 stress = -einstein(cdiff ,[1 2 -1 -2],cinv,[-1 -2 -3 -4],appliedStress
,[-3 -4]) + einstein(ct,[1 2 -1 -2],eigenStrain ,[-1 -2]);




function t = euclidean(S)
448
% t: double
450 % S: 4x4x4x4 double
452 % computes the euclidean norm of a 4th-order tensor
454 t = sqrt(abs(einstein(S,[-1 -2 -3 -4],S,[-1 -2 -3 -4])));
end
456
function [a,b] = find_double(x)
458
% MTEX toolkit
460 % Not the best bit of code in mtex; use the mex.
462 d = bsxfun(@minus,x,x’) == 0 & bsxfun(@times,x<0,x’<0);
d = d & ˜tril(ones(size(d)));
464 [a,b] = find(d);




function [points,weights] = gaussl(order,a,b)
470
% Copyright (C) 2004 Greg von Winckel
472
order = order -1;

















% Compute the zeros of the N+1 Legendre Polynomial
492 % using the recursion relation and the Newton-Raphson method
494 y0 = 2;
496 % Iterate until new points are uniformly within epsilon of old points
498 while max(abs(y-y0))>eps
500 L(:,1) = 1;




504 Lp(:,2) = 1;
506 for k = 2:N1
L(:,k+1) = ((2*k-1)*y.*L(:,k)-(k-1)*L(:,k-1))/k;
508 end
510 Lp = (N2)*(L(:,N1)-y.*L(:,N2))./(1-y.ˆ2);















function T = green_gauss(c,a1,a2,a3,nodes)
528
%
530 % Green Interaction Tensor
% Jiang 2014 Equation ....





% integration limits, radians
538
maxTheta = 2*pi;
540 maxPhi = pi;




546 phiSteps = length(phiPts);
548 T = zeros(3,3,3,3,thetaSteps ,phiSteps);
550 for iTheta = 1:thetaSteps
552 theta = thetaPts(iTheta);
554 for iPhi = 1:phiSteps
556 step = step + 1;
558 len = fprintf("step = %6d/%6d ",step,thetaSteps*phiSteps);
560 phi = phiPts(iPhi);
562 xi = wave(theta,phi);
564 rho = ((a1*xi(1))ˆ2 + (a2*xi(2))ˆ2 + (a3*xi(3))ˆ2)ˆ(3/2);
566 Ainv = inv(christoffel(c,xi));
568 f = reshape(kron(xi,kron(xi,Ainv))/rho,[3 3 3 3]);





578 T = a1*a2*a3/(4*pi)*sum(sum(T,6),5);
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580 end
582 function T = green_gauss_parallel(c,a1,a2,a3,nodes,parallelTrack)
584 %
% Green Interaction Tensor
586 % Jiang 2014 Equation ....
% Gaussian quadrature








% integration limits, radians
598 %
600 maxTheta = 2*pi;
maxPhi = pi;
602
[thetaPts ,˜] = gaussl(nodes,0,maxTheta);
604 [phiPts ,˜] = gaussl(nodes,0,maxPhi);
606 thetaSteps = length(thetaPts);
phiSteps = length(phiPts);
608




len = fprintf("eval %6d/%6d",step,thetaSteps*phiSteps);
614
parfor iTheta = 1:thetaSteps
616
[parThetaPts ,parThetaWts] = gaussl(nodes,0,maxTheta);
618 [parPhiPts ,parPhiWts] = gaussl(nodes,0,maxPhi);
620 theta = parThetaPts(iTheta);
622 for iPhi = 1:phiSteps
624 step = [iTheta iPhi];
626 phi = parPhiPts(iPhi);
628 xi = wave(theta,phi);
630 rho = ((a1*xi(1))ˆ2 + (a2*xi(2))ˆ2 + (a3*xi(3))ˆ2)ˆ(3/2);
632 Ainv = inv(christoffel(c,xi));
634
%˜ f = einstein(xi, 1, xi, 4, Ainv, [2 3])/rho;
636
%
638 % kron() + reshape() is faster
%
640














654 step = step+phiSteps;
fprintf(repmat(’\b’,1,len));
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function c = inflate_stiffness(v)
668
%
670 % Turn the Voigt representation of the stiffness tensor into
% the full tensor.
672 %


















% find indices to be summed
692 [a,b] = findDouble_mex(ind);








% remember size of matrix
702 sM = size(M);
sM([a,b]) = [];
704
% make a,b the first two dimensions
706 order = 1:max([ndims(M) a b]);
order([a b]) = [];
708 order = [a b order];
M = permute(M,order);
710
% reduces multiple remove dimensions to one
712 M = reshape(M,3ˆnumel(a),3ˆnumel(b),[]);
714 % sum along the diagonal of the first two dimensions
N = zeros(1,1,size(M,3));
716
for l = 1:3ˆnumel(a)




722 M = reshape(N,[sM 1 1]);
724 end
726 function c = invert_tensor4(a)
728 % c: 3x3x3x3 double
% a: 3x3x3x3 double
730
%
732 % Invert the fourth-rank tensor a
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%
734 % See Lebensohn et al. (1998) Equation A12
%
736
b1 = 1/sqrt(6)*[-1 0 0; 0 -1 0; 0 0 2];
738 b2 = 1/sqrt(2)*[-1 0 0; 0 1 0; 0 0 0];
b3 = 1/sqrt(2)*[0 0 0; 0 0 1; 0 1 0];
740 b4 = 1/sqrt(2)*[0 0 1; 0 0 0; 1 0 0];
b5 = 1/sqrt(2)*[0 1 0; 1 0 0; 0 0 0];
742 b6 = 1/sqrt(3)*[1 0 0; 0 1 0; 0 0 1];
744 b = cat(3,b1,b2,b3,b4,b5,b6);
746 M = zeros(6,6);
Z = zeros(3,3,3,3,6,6);
748
for ii = 1:6
750 for jj = 1:6







for ii = 1:6
758 for jj = 1:6















for ii = 1:rankM
774 ind = 1:rankM;
ind(ii) = -ii;





function s = twin_shear(eta_2,k_1,M)
782
%
784 % Calculate the shear of a twin based on its mirror plane and
% conjugate shear direction
786 %











function v = voigt_tetra(C_11, C_12, C_13, C_33, C_44, C_66);
800
%
802 % Generate an Voigt stiffness matrix from symmetric tetragonal
% elastic constants
804 %
% For 422, 4mm, 42m, 4/mmm symmetries
806 %
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808 v = zeros(6,6);
810 v(1,1) = C_11;
v(2,2) = C_11;
812 v(3,3) = C_33;
v(4,4) = C_44;
814 v(5,5) = C_44;
v(6,6) = C_66;
816 v(1,2) = C_12;
v(1,3) = C_13;
818 v(2,3) = C_13;
820 v = triu(v) + triu(v,1)’;
822 end
824
function xi = wave(theta,phi)
826
%
828 % Mura calls this a "wave" vector. It shows up in his discussion
% on periodic eigenstrain distributions
830 %
% Jiang (2014) Equation B2
832 %
834 xi = zeros(3,1);
836 xi(1) = cos(theta)*sin(phi);
xi(2) = sin(theta)*sin(phi);





This script changes the basis of the input elastic constants, given in the symmetric orientation,





4 % Rotation of the elastic constants of Zircon into the orientation of
% the twin ellipsoid
6 %
% Copyright (C) 2019-2020 Giancarlo Jones <EMAIL REDACTED>
8 %
% Some functions used herein are Copyright (C) their respective owners





16 %% Math Setup
18 %
% Zircon elastic constants
20 %
22 C_11 = 463.932;
C_12 = 71.382;
24 C_13 = 160.454;
C_33 = 506.917;
26 C_44 = 116.169;
C_66 = 44.008;
28
V = voigt_tetra(C_11, C_12, C_13, C_33, C_44, C_66);
30 C = inflate_stiffness(V);
32 %
% Zircon Unit Cell
34 %
36 M = [1 0 0; 0 1 0; 0 0 0.902];
38 %
% Basis of the twin
40 %
42 KAPPA_1 = [1; 1; 2];
ETA_1 = [-1; -1; 1];










54 % Elastic constants in the basis of the ellipsoid , matrix and twin
%
56





62 CT = rotate_tensor(CM,R);
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68 GT = CT(1,2,1,2)
70 %% Functions in alphabetical order
72 function v = ctos(x,M)
74 %
% Convert crystal to sample coordinates
76 %
78 v = M*x;
end
80
function v = deflate_stiffness(c)
82
%
84 % Create a matrix representation of the stiffness tensor in
% Voigt Notation
86 %
88 v = zeros(6,6);
c = reshape(c,[9,9]);
90






function T = einstein(varargin)
98
%
100 % Perform the Einstein sum of the input tensors
%
102
% From the MTEX toolkit
104 %
106 M1 = 1;
dimT1 = [];
108
% for each tensor in varargin
110 while ˜isempty(varargin) && ˜ischar(varargin{1})
112 % take new vector from varargin
M2 = varargin{1};




118 [M2,dimT2] = inner_sum(M2,dimT2);
120 % reorder T1 such that [-rDel ... -3 -2 -1 1 2 3 .. rOut x x x]
rOut = max([0,dimT1,dimT2]);
122 rDel = -min([0,dimT1,dimT2]);
rExt = max([0,ndims(M1) - length(dimT1), ndims(M2) - length(dimT2)
]);
124
% new order of dimensions for tensor 1
126 % we should start with zero to avoid the cap
dimT1(dimT1 >0) = dimT1(dimT1 >0) - 1;
128
% dimensions in reserve
130 exp1 = 1:rOut + rDel; exp1(dimT1 + rDel + 1) = [];
132 order1 = [dimT1 + rDel + 1,... the tensor components
rOut + rDel + (1:rExt),... none tensor components
134 exp1];
136 % new order of dimensions for tensor 2
dimT2(dimT2 >0) = dimT2(dimT2 >0) - 1; % we should start with zero to
avoid the cap
138 exp2 = 1:rOut + rDel; exp2(dimT2 + rDel + 1) = []; % dimensions in
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reserve
order2 = [dimT2 + rDel + 1,... the tensor components




144 M2 = ipermute(M2,order2);
146 % TODO: later use M1 = M1 .* M2;
M1 = bsxfun(@times, M1, M2);
148
% setup dimT1
150 dimT1 = [-rDel:-1,1:rOut];
152 end
154 % sum over the dimensions to be removed
for i = 1:rDel
156 M1 = sum(M1,i);
end
158
% and remove these leading dimensions
160 s = size(M1);






function B = twin_basis(n,l,M)
168
%
170 % n 3x1 double normal to lamella
% l 3x1 double shear direction




176 % This depends on your a1 a2 a3.
% It is of paramount importance to put these in the right order.
178 %
% Lebensohn (1993) convention = 1:k:1

























function x = ptod(p,M)
206
%




212 x = G*p;
end
214
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function [a,b] = find_double(x)
216
% MTEX toolkit
218 % Not the best bit of code in mtex; use the mex.
220 d = bsxfun(@minus,x,x’) == 0 & bsxfun(@times,x<0,x’<0);
d = d & ˜tril(ones(size(d)));
222 [a,b] = find(d);




function c = inflate_stiffness(v)
228
%
230 % Turn the Voigt representation of the stiffness tensor into
% the full tensor.
232 %


















% find indices to be summed
252 [a,b] = findDouble_mex(ind);








% remember size of matrix
262 sM = size(M);
sM([a,b]) = [];
264
% make a,b the first two dimensions
266 order = 1:max([ndims(M) a b]);
order([a b]) = [];
268 order = [a b order];
M = permute(M,order);
270
% reduces multiple remove dimensions to one
272 M = reshape(M,3ˆnumel(a),3ˆnumel(b),[]);
274 % sum along the diagonal of the first two dimensions
N = zeros(1,1,size(M,3));
276
for l = 1:3ˆnumel(a)




282 M = reshape(N,[sM 1 1]);
284 end
286 function M = rotate_tensor(M,R)
288 % MTEX Toolkit
290 rankM = numel(size(M));
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292 for ii = 1:rankM
ind = 1:rankM;
294 ind(ii) = -ii;
M = einstein(M,ind,R,[ii -ii]);
296 end
298 end
300 function s = twin_shear(eta_2,k_1,M)











function v = voigt_tetra(C_11, C_12, C_13, C_33, C_44, C_66);
314
%
316 % Generate an Voigt stiffness matrix from symmetric tetragonal
% elastic constants
318 %
% For 422, 4mm, 42m, 4/mmm symmetries
320 %
322 v = zeros(6,6);
324 v(1,1) = C_11;
v(2,2) = C_11;
326 v(3,3) = C_33;
v(4,4) = C_44;
328 v(5,5) = C_44;
v(6,6) = C_66;
330 v(1,2) = C_12;
v(1,3) = C_13;
332 v(2,3) = C_13;
334 v = triu(v) + triu(v,1)’;
336 end
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A.7.2 Free Energy
This script combines the functions shown above to generate the ∆G surface for a twin in Figure





% Copyright (C) 2019-2020 Giancarlo Jones <EMAIL REDACTED>
6 %
% Some functions used herein are Copyright (C) their respective owners










text = ’Statistics toolbox not installed. No plots will be generated’;
20
if license(’test’,’statistics_toolbox’)
22 makePlot = 1;
else
24 makePlot = 0;
fprintf("%s\n",text);
26 end










38 % Disable parallel execute if you can’t use send() to track progress ,
% or concede no progress tracker
40 %
42 prompt = ’Cannot display progress of parfor(). Use parfor() anyway? [Y,N]:
’;
44 if verLessThan(’matlab’,’9.2’)




52 if str == ’Y’
parallelTrack = 0;



























80 C_12 = 71.382e+9;
C_13 = 160.454e+9;
82 C_33 = 506.917e+9;
C_44 = 116.169e+9;
84 C_66 = 44.008e+9;




90 % Zircon Unit Cell
%
92
M = [1 0 0; 0 1 0; 0 0 0.902];
94
%




100 s_0 = t*[0 0.5 0; 0.5 0 0; 0 00 0];
102 %
% Surface Energy (J/m2)
104 %
106 g = 24;
108 %
% Basis of the twin
110 %
112 KAPPA_1 = [1; 1; 2];
ETA_1 = [-1; -1; 1];




% Eigenstrain of the twin
120 %
122 s = twin_shear(ETA_2,KAPPA_1,M);
124 % expressed in the ellipsoid coordinate system
e_P = zeros(3,3);




130 % Elastic constants in the basis of the ellipsoid , matrix and twin
%
132
Q = [-1 0 0; 0 1 0; 0 0 -1];
134
CM = rotate_tensor(C,B’);
136 CT = rotate_tensor(CM,Q);
138 %
% Other output values
140 %
142 totalEval = 0;
144 %% Calculate Isotropic Approximation
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146 st = 0.5*s;
Gi = CM(1,2,1,2);








156 vc = ellipsoid_volume(rc,kc);
158 Gc = wc*vc*st + ac*g;




166 k = linspace(0.0025, 0.0225, 10);
168 %
% Empirical relationship between aspect ratio and nodes
170 %




176 % Lamella Sizes (mm)
%
178
r = linspace(0, 2e-5, 20);
180 %˜ r = linspace(0, 1e-5, 25);
182 %% Main Loop
184 for iK = 1:length(k)
186 % Start the new line on the console with the current aspect ratio
188 fprintf("k = % 5.4f; ", k(iK));
190 %
% Use the aspect ratio to calculate the ellipsiod axes.
192 %
% Lebensohn ’s convention: a1 // eta1, a2 -| kappa1
194 %
196 a1 = 1;
a2 = k(iK);
198 a3 = 1;
200 % Perform and time the calculation of Eshelby tensors
202 tic;
204 S = eshelby_gauss_lite(CM,a1,a2,a3,nodes,parallelExecute ,parallelTrack)
;
206 time(iK) = toc;
208 % Account for the number of evaluations
210 totalEval = totalEval + nodesˆ2;
212 % Calculate the elastic part of free energy, per unit volume
214 U(iK) = elastic_potential_energy(CM, S, e_P, CT, s_0);
216 for iR = 1:length(r)
218 a = ellipsoid_area(r(iR),k(iK));
v = ellipsoid_volume(r(iR),k(iK));
220
G(iK,iR) = v*U(iK) + a*g;
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230 foo = sum(sum(time));
bar = seconds(foo);
232 timeString = datestr(bar,’HH:MM:SS’);
234 fprintf("\n%d evaluations in %s\n",totalEval , timeString);
236 %% Figures
238 %



























268 plot(r(iR),mR, ’ko’, ’MarkerFaceColor’,’k’);
xlabel(’a_1 (m)’);
270 ylabel(’\Delta G (J)’);











282 xlabel(’k = a_1/a_2’);
ylabel(’\Delta G (J)’);






%% grain size plot
290
kcr = @(t) ((1-nu)/(2-nu))*(2/pi)*(t/(Gi*si));
292 wcr = @(t) -(2*t-((2-nu)/(1-nu)*(pi*kcr(t))/2*Gi*si));











304 %% Functions in alphabetical order
306 function G = elastic_potential_energy(CM, S, e_P, CT, s_0)
308 %
% Lee (1990) section II
310 %
312 % Equivalent eigenstrain with external stress = 0
e_T1 = equiv_eigenstrain(CM, S, e_P, CT, zeros(3,3));
314
% Equivalent eigenstrain with external stress > 0
316 e_T2 = equiv_eigenstrain(CM, S, e_P, CT, s_0);
318 % Stress disturbance
s_i = inclusion_stress(CM, S, e_T1);
320
% Lee 1990 equation (6)
322 wa = -0.5*einstein(s_i, [-1 -2], e_P, [-1 -2]);
324 % Lee 1990 equation (7)
wb = 0.5*einstein(s_0, [-1 -2], e_T2, [-1 -2]);
326
% Lee 1990 equation (10)
328 ea = -einstein(s_0, [-1 -2], e_P, [-1 -2]);
330 % Lee 1990 equation (11)
eb = -einstein(s_0, [-1 -2], e_T2, [-1 -2]);
332
% Total energy
334 G = wa + wb + ea + eb;
336 end
338 function G = christoffel(c,n)
340 %
% Calculate the Christoffel stiffness tensor
342 % Jiang (2014) Equation B3
%
344




function v = ctos(x,M)
350
%





358 function v = deflate_stiffness(c)
360 %
% Create a matrix representation of the stiffness tensor in




366 c = reshape(c,[9,9]);
368 b = [1 5 9 6 3 2];
370 v = c(b,b);
372 end
374 function T = einstein(varargin)
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376 %
% Perform the Einstein sum of the input tensors
378 %




384 dimT1 = [];
386 % for each tensor in varargin
while ˜isempty(varargin) && ˜ischar(varargin{1})
388
% take new vector from varargin
390 M2 = varargin{1};
dimT2 = varargin{2};




% reorder T1 such that [-rDel ... -3 -2 -1 1 2 3 .. rOut x x x]
398 rOut = max([0,dimT1,dimT2]);
rDel = -min([0,dimT1,dimT2]);
400 rExt = max([0,ndims(M1) - length(dimT1), ndims(M2) - length(dimT2)
]);
402 % new order of dimensions for tensor 1
% we should start with zero to avoid the cap
404 dimT1(dimT1 >0) = dimT1(dimT1 >0) - 1;
406 % dimensions in reserve
exp1 = 1:rOut + rDel; exp1(dimT1 + rDel + 1) = [];
408
order1 = [dimT1 + rDel + 1,... the tensor components
410 rOut + rDel + (1:rExt),... none tensor components
exp1];
412
% new order of dimensions for tensor 2
414 dimT2(dimT2 >0) = dimT2(dimT2 >0) - 1; % we should start with zero to
avoid the cap
exp2 = 1:rOut + rDel; exp2(dimT2 + rDel + 1) = []; % dimensions in
reserve
416 order2 = [dimT2 + rDel + 1,... the tensor components
rOut + rDel + (1:rExt),... none tensor components
418 exp2];
420 M1 = ipermute(M1,order1);
M2 = ipermute(M2,order2);
422
% TODO: later use M1 = M1 .* M2;
424 M1 = bsxfun(@times, M1, M2);





% sum over the dimensions to be removed
432 for i = 1:rDel
M1 = sum(M1,i);
434 end
436 % and remove these leading dimensions
s = size(M1);
438 M1 = reshape(M1,[s(rDel+1:end) 1 1]);
440 T = M1;
442 end
444 function S = eshelby_gauss_lite(c,a1,a2,a3,nodes,parallelExecute ,
parallelTrack)
446 % S: 3x3x3x3 double
% nodes: double
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448 % c: 3x3x3x3 double
% a1: double
450 % a2: double
% a3: double
452 % tolerance: double
% minNodes: double




458 T = green_gauss_parallel(c,a1,a2,a3,nodes,parallelTrack);
else
460 T = green(c,a1,a2,a3,nodes);
end
462
S1 = einstein(T,[1 2 -1 -2],c,[-1 -2 3 4]);
464 S2 = einstein(T,[2 1 -1 -2],c,[-1 -2 3 4]);
S3 = einstein(T,[1 2 -2 -1],c,[-1 -2 3 4]);
466 S4 = einstein(T,[2 1 -2 -1],c,[-1 -2 3 4]);
468 S = 1/4*(S1 + S2 + S3 + S4);
470 %
% Some bug somewhere is switching 2 and 3.
472 % e.g. S_1122 is swapped with S_1133 and so on.
%





function B = twin_basis(n,l,M)
480
%
482 % n 3x1 double normal to lamella
% l 3x1 double shear direction




488 % This depends on your a1 a2 a3.
% It is of paramount importance to put these in the right order.
490 %
% Lebensohn (1993) convention = 1:k:1

























function x = ptod(p,M)
518
%








function S = ellipsoid_area(a,k)
528
b = a;
530 c = a*k;
532 psi = acos(k);
534 m = (aˆ2*(bˆ2-cˆ2))/(bˆ2*(aˆ2-cˆ2));
536 S = 2*pi*cˆ2 + 2*pi*a*b/sin(psi)*(ellipticE(psi,m)*sin(psi)ˆ2 +
ellipticF(psi,m)*cos(psi)ˆ2);
538 end
540 function V = ellipsoid_volume(a,k)
542 V = 4/3*pi*aˆ3*k;
544 end
546 function e = equiv_eigenstrain(c,S,eigenStrain ,ct,appliedStress)
548
%
550 % Mura 1982 Equation 22.11
%
552
cdiff = ct - c;
554 cinv = invert_tensor4(c);
556 ceff = einstein(cdiff ,[1 2 -1 -2],S,[-1 -2 3 4]) + c;
seff = invert_tensor4(ceff);
558 stress = -einstein(cdiff ,[1 2 -1 -2],cinv,[-1 -2 -3 -4],appliedStress
,[-3 -4]) + einstein(ct,[1 2 -1 -2],eigenStrain ,[-1 -2]);




function t = euclidean(S)
564
% t: double
566 % S: 4x4x4x4 double
568 % computes the euclidean norm of a 4th-order tensor
570 t = sqrt(abs(einstein(S,[-1 -2 -3 -4],S,[-1 -2 -3 -4])));
end
572
function h = ezgscatter(x,y,z)
574
%
576 % makes gscatter() handle like surf()
%
578
% x 1xn double
580 % z 1xm double
% y nxm double
582
lx = length(x);
584 ly = length(y);
%˜ lz = length(z);
586
x = repmat(x,1,ly);
588 y = repmat(y,lx,1);
y = reshape(y,[],lx*ly);
590 z = reshape(z,[1,lx*ly]);
592 h = gscatter(x’,z’,y’);
594 end
596 function [a,b] = find_double(x)
598 % MTEX toolkit
% Not the best bit of code in mtex; use the mex.
600
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d = bsxfun(@minus,x,x’) == 0 & bsxfun(@times,x<0,x’<0);
602 d = d & ˜tril(ones(size(d)));
[a,b] = find(d);
604 a = a’; b = b’;
606 end
608 function [points,weights] = gaussl(order,a,b)
610 % Copyright (C) 2004 Greg von Winckel
612 order = order -1;
N1 = order+1;
614 N2 = order+2;
616 xu = linspace(-1,1,N1)’;
618 % Initial guess
620 y = cos((2*(0:order)’+1)*pi/(2*order+2))+(0.27/N1)*sin(pi*xu*order/N2);
622 % Legendre-Gauss Vandermonde Matrix
624 L = zeros(N1,N2);
626 % Derivative of LGVM
628 Lp = zeros(N1,N2);
630 % Compute the zeros of the N+1 Legendre Polynomial









640 Lp(:,1) = 0;
642 L(:,2) = y;
Lp(:,2) = 1;
644
for k = 2:N1






652 y = y0-L(:,N2)./Lp;
654 end
656 % Linear map from[-1,1] to [a,b]
658 points = (a*(1-y)+b*(1+y))/2;
660 % Compute the weights
662 weights = (b-a)./((1-y.ˆ2).*Lp.ˆ2)*(N2/N1)ˆ2;
664 end
666 function T = green_gauss(c,a1,a2,a3,nodes)
668 %
% Green Interaction Tensor
670 % Jiang 2014 Equation ....
% Gaussian quadrature
672 %
674 step = 0;
676 % integration limits, radians





682 [phiPts,phiWts] = gaussl(nodes,0,maxPhi);
684 thetaSteps = length(thetaPts);
phiSteps = length(phiPts);
686
T = zeros(3,3,3,3,thetaSteps ,phiSteps);
688




for iPhi = 1:phiSteps
694
step = step + 1;
696

























function T = green_gauss_parallel(c,a1,a2,a3,nodes,parallelTrack)
722
%
724 % Green Interaction Tensor
% Jiang 2014 Equation ....
726 % Gaussian quadrature












740 maxPhi = pi;
742 [thetaPts ,˜] = gaussl(nodes,0,maxTheta);
[phiPts ,˜] = gaussl(nodes,0,maxPhi);
744
thetaSteps = length(thetaPts);
746 phiSteps = length(phiPts);
748 T = zeros(3,3,3,3,thetaSteps ,phiSteps);
750 step = 0;
752 len = fprintf("eval %6d/%6d",step,thetaSteps*phiSteps);
754 parfor iTheta = 1:thetaSteps
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756 [parThetaPts ,parThetaWts] = gaussl(nodes,0,maxTheta);




for iPhi = 1:phiSteps
762










774 %˜ f = einstein(xi, 1, xi, 4, Ainv, [2 3])/rho;
776 %
% kron() + reshape() is faster
778 %
780 f = reshape(kron(xi,kron(xi,Ainv))/rho,[3 3 3 3]);









len = fprintf("eval %6d/%6d",step,thetaSteps*phiSteps);
796 end
798 %




806 function e = inclusion_strain(S,eigenStrain)
808 %
% See Mura (1982) Equation 11.15
810 %




function s = inclusion_stress(c,S,eigenStrain)
818
totalStrain = inclusion_strain(S,eigenStrain);
820 elasticStrain = totalStrain - eigenStrain;
822 %
% See Mura (1982) Equation 2.3
824 %
826 s = einstein(c, [1 2 -1 -2], elasticStrain , [-1 -2]);
828 end
830 function c = inflate_stiffness(v)
832 %
% Turn the Voigt representation of the stiffness tensor into
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834 % the full tensor.
%
836 % Useful for typical published values, i.e. those in the symmetric
% representation
838 %
840 c = zeros(9,9);
842 b = [1 6 5 6 2 4 5 4 3];
844 c = v(b,b);
846 c = reshape(c,[3,3,3,3]);
848 end
850 function [M,ind] = inner_sum(M,ind)
852 % MTEX toolkit
854 % find indices to be summed
[a,b] = findDouble_mex(ind);




862 ind([a,b]) = [];
864 % remember size of matrix
sM = size(M);
866 sM([a,b]) = [];
868 % make a,b the first two dimensions
order = 1:max([ndims(M) a b]);
870 order([a b]) = [];
order = [a b order];
872 M = permute(M,order);
874 % reduces multiple remove dimensions to one
M = reshape(M,3ˆnumel(a),3ˆnumel(b),[]);
876
% sum along the diagonal of the first two dimensions
878 N = zeros(1,1,size(M,3));
880 for l = 1:3ˆnumel(a)
N = N + M(l,l,:);
882 end
884 % reshape back




function c = invert_tensor4(a)
890
% c: 3x3x3x3 double
892 % a: 3x3x3x3 double
894 %
% Invert the fourth-rank tensor a
896 %
% See Lebensohn et al. (1998) Equation A12
898 %
900 b1 = 1/sqrt(6)*[-1 0 0; 0 -1 0; 0 0 2];
b2 = 1/sqrt(2)*[-1 0 0; 0 1 0; 0 0 0];
902 b3 = 1/sqrt(2)*[0 0 0; 0 0 1; 0 1 0];
b4 = 1/sqrt(2)*[0 0 1; 0 0 0; 1 0 0];
904 b5 = 1/sqrt(2)*[0 1 0; 1 0 0; 0 0 0];





910 Z = zeros(3,3,3,3,6,6);
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912 for ii = 1:6
for jj = 1:6




918 L = inv(M);
920 for ii = 1:6
for jj = 1:6




926 c = sum(sum(Z,5),6);
928 end
930 function M = rotate_tensor(M,R)
932 % MTEX Toolkit
934 rankM = numel(size(M));
936 for ii = 1:rankM
ind = 1:rankM;
938 ind(ii) = -ii;
M = einstein(M,ind,R,[ii -ii]);
940 end
942 end
944 function s = twin_shear(eta_2,k_1,M)
946 %
% Calculate the shear of a twin based on its mirror plane and




952 m = ptod(k_1,M)/norm(ptod(k_1,M));
954 %
% See Christian and Mahajan (1995) Equation 8
956 %
958 s = norm(2*(m-1/(dot(g,m))*g));
960 end
962 function v = voigt_tetra(C_11, C_12, C_13, C_33, C_44, C_66);
964 %
% Generate an Voigt stiffness matrix from symmetric tetragonal
966 % elastic constants
%






974 v(2,2) = C_11;
v(3,3) = C_33;
976 v(4,4) = C_44;
v(5,5) = C_44;
978 v(6,6) = C_66;
v(1,2) = C_12;
980 v(1,3) = C_13;
v(2,3) = C_13;
982





988 function xi = wave(theta,phi)
990 %
% Mura calls this a "wave" vector. It shows up in his discussion
992 % on periodic eigenstrain distributions
%
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A.8 Martensitic transformation
A.8.1 Elastic Constants
This script changes the basis of the input elastic constants, given in the symmetric orientation,
into the matrix and lamella orientations used in Chapter 4. The values in Tables 4.5 and 4.6
are generated by this script. This program also generates the eigenstrains for each lamella




% Rotation of the elastic constants of Zircon and reidide into the
5 % orientation a given lamella habit plane
%
7 % Copyright (C) 2019-2020 Giancarlo Jones <EMAIL REDACTED>
%
9 % Some functions used herein are Copyright (C) their respective owners












23 C_12_Z = 71.382;
C_13_Z = 160.454;
25 C_33_Z = 506.917;
C_44_Z = 116.169;
27 C_66_Z = 44.008;








37 C_12_R = 365.1;
C_13_R = 105.1;
39 C_33_R = 147.7;
C_44_R = 195.1;
41 C_66_R = 156.9;




47 % Zircon Unit Cell
%
49
M_Z = [1 0 0; 0 1 0; 0 0 0.902];
51
%
53 % Reidite Unit Cell
%
55
M_R = [1 0 0; 0 1 0; 0 0 2.208];
57
%
59 % Habit Planes (x2)
%
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61
n1 = [1; 0; 0]; % a-disc
63 n2 = [1; 1; 0]; % 110-disc
n3 = [1; 0; 1]; % 101-disc
65 n4 = [0; 0; 1]; % c-disc
n5 = [1; 1; 1]; % 111-disc
67 n6 = [1; 1; 2]; % 112-disc





73 % Direction in habit plane normal to c (x3)
%
75
s1 = [0; 1; 0];
77 s2 = [1; -1; 0];
s3 = [0; 1; 0];
79 s4 = [1; 0; 0];
s5 = [1; -1; 0];
81 s6 = [1; -1; 0];















97 % Redite twin axes
%
99
KAPPA_1 = [1; 1; 2];
101 ETA_1 = [-1; -1; 1];
ETA_2 = [1; 1; 1];
103 A = transform_r(KAPPA_1,ETA_1,M_R);
105 %
% Reidite twin strain
107 %
109 s = twin_shear(ETA_2,KAPPA_1,M_R)
e_0 = s*[0 0.5 0; 0.5 0 0; 0 0 0];
111
%








121 CT = zeros(3,3,3,3,length(zLabel));
123 for iZ = 1:length(zLabel)
125 x2 = X2(:, iZ);
x3 = X3(:, iZ);
127
Q = transform_z(x2, x3, M_Z);
129
%
131 % WARNING: rotate_tensor() right multiplies!
%
133 % Old->New? Pass Q’ = (e_new . e_old)’
% New->Old? Pass Q = (e_new . e_old)
135 %
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137 %˜ e_L = Q’*e_0*Q;
e_L = rotate_tensor(e_0,Q’)
139
%˜ e_Bz = Q’*e_B*Q;
141 e_Bz = rotate_tensor(e_B,Q’)
143 [˜,s] = make_singular(e_Bz,e_L)
145 cmZ = rotate_tensor(C_Z, Q’);
ctZ = rotate_tensor(C_RtZ, Q’);
147 ctZ = rotate_tensor(ctz, A’);
149 CM(:,:,:,:, iZ) = cmZ;







157 % Include the symmetric constants in the printout
%
159
zLabel = [{’Symm’}, zLabel];
161 CM = cat(5,C_Z,CM);
CT = cat(5,C_R,CT);
163
fmt0 = [’%5s ’ repmat(’%6s ’, 1, length(zLabel)-1), ’%6s\n’];





















































223 %% Functions in alphabetical order
225 function B = bain()




231 BAIN_UNIT_CELL_b = 6.153;
BAIN_UNIT_CELL_c = 6.635;
233 BAIN_gamma = 6;
235 %˜ BAIN_UNIT_CELL_beta = 82;
237 e11 = log(BAIN_UNIT_CELL_a/a);
e12 = tand(BAIN_gamma);
239 e22 = log(BAIN_UNIT_CELL_b/a);
e33 = log(BAIN_UNIT_CELL_c/c);
241




function v = ctos(x,M)
247
%





255 function v = deflate_stiffness(c)
257 %
% Create a matrix representation of the stiffness tensor in




263 c = reshape(c,[9,9]);
265 b = [1 5 9 6 3 2];
267 v = c(b,b);
269 end
271 function T = einstein(varargin)
273 %
% Perform the Einstein sum of the input tensors
275 %




281 dimT1 = [];
283 % for each tensor in varargin
while ˜isempty(varargin) && ˜ischar(varargin{1})
285
% take new vector from varargin
287 M2 = varargin{1};
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dimT2 = varargin{2};




% reorder T1 such that [-rDel ... -3 -2 -1 1 2 3 .. rOut x x x]
295 rOut = max([0,dimT1,dimT2]);
rDel = -min([0,dimT1,dimT2]);
297 rExt = max([0,ndims(M1) - length(dimT1), ndims(M2) - length(dimT2)
]);
299 % new order of dimensions for tensor 1
% we should start with zero to avoid the cap
301 dimT1(dimT1 >0) = dimT1(dimT1 >0) - 1;
303 % dimensions in reserve
exp1 = 1:rOut + rDel; exp1(dimT1 + rDel + 1) = [];
305
order1 = [dimT1 + rDel + 1,... the tensor components
307 rOut + rDel + (1:rExt),... none tensor components
exp1];
309
% new order of dimensions for tensor 2
311 dimT2(dimT2 >0) = dimT2(dimT2 >0) - 1; % we should start with zero to
avoid the cap
exp2 = 1:rOut + rDel; exp2(dimT2 + rDel + 1) = []; % dimensions in
reserve
313 order2 = [dimT2 + rDel + 1,... the tensor components
rOut + rDel + (1:rExt),... none tensor components
315 exp2];
317 M1 = ipermute(M1,order1);
M2 = ipermute(M2,order2);
319
% TODO: later use M1 = M1 .* M2;
321 M1 = bsxfun(@times, M1, M2);





% sum over the dimensions to be removed
329 for i = 1:rDel
M1 = sum(M1,i);
331 end
333 % and remove these leading dimensions
s = size(M1);
335 M1 = reshape(M1,[s(rDel+1:end) 1 1]);
337 T = M1;
339 end
341 function [M,s] = make_singular(A,D)
343 %
% Given A and D, find s and M such that
345 % M = A+D*s and M is singular.
%




351 % A double 3x3
% D double 1x3 or 3x3
353 %
355 r = eig(inv(A)*D);
357 [mr,j] = max(abs(r));
359 s = -1/r(j);
361 M = A+D*s;
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363 end
365 function B = transform_r(n,l,M)
367 %
% n 3x1 double normal to lamella
369 % l 3x1 double shear direction













389 e3 = cross(e1,e2);
391 B = [e1 e2 e3];
393 end
395 function B = transform_z(n,l,M)
397 %
% n 3x1 double normal to lamella
399 % l 3x1 double shear direction













419 e1 = cross(e3,e2);
421 B = [e1 e2 e3];
423 end
425 function x = ptod(p,M)
427 %
% Convert a plane normal to a vector
429 %
431 G = inv(M)’;
x = G*p;
433 end
435 function [a,b] = find_double(x)
437 % MTEX toolkit
% Not the best bit of code in mtex; use the mex.
439
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d = bsxfun(@minus,x,x’) == 0 & bsxfun(@times,x<0,x’<0);
441 d = d & ˜tril(ones(size(d)));
[a,b] = find(d);
443 a = a’; b = b’;
445 end
447 function c = inflate_stiffness(v)
449 %
% Turn the Voigt representation of the stiffness tensor into
451 % the full tensor.
%
453 % Useful for typical published values, i.e. those in the symmetric
% representation
455 %
457 c = zeros(9,9);
459 b = [1 6 5 6 2 4 5 4 3];
461 c = v(b,b);
463 c = reshape(c,[3,3,3,3]);
465 end
467 function [M,ind] = inner_sum(M,ind)
469 % MTEX toolkit
471 % find indices to be summed
[a,b] = findDouble_mex(ind);




479 ind([a,b]) = [];
481 % remember size of matrix
sM = size(M);
483 sM([a,b]) = [];
485 % make a,b the first two dimensions
order = 1:max([ndims(M) a b]);
487 order([a b]) = [];
order = [a b order];
489 M = permute(M,order);
491 % reduces multiple remove dimensions to one
M = reshape(M,3ˆnumel(a),3ˆnumel(b),[]);
493
% sum along the diagonal of the first two dimensions
495 N = zeros(1,1,size(M,3));
497 for l = 1:3ˆnumel(a)
N = N + M(l,l,:);
499 end
501 % reshape back










for ii = 1:rankM
513 ind = 1:rankM;
ind(ii) = -ii;
515 M = einstein(M,ind,R,[ii -ii]);
end




function s = twin_shear(eta_2,k_1,M)
521
g = ctos(eta_2,M)/norm(ctos(eta_2,M));
523 m = ptod(k_1,M)/norm(ptod(k_1,M));
525 %
% Christian and Mahajan 1995 Equation (8)
527 %
529 s = norm(2*(m-1/(dot(g,m))*g));
531 end
533 function v = voigt_tetra(C_11, C_12, C_13, C_33, C_44, C_66);
535 %
% Generate an Voigt stiffness matrix from symmetric tetragonal
537 % elastic constants
%






545 v(2,2) = C_11;
v(3,3) = C_33;
547 v(4,4) = C_44;
v(5,5) = C_44;
549 v(6,6) = C_66;
v(1,2) = C_12;
551 v(1,3) = C_13;
v(2,3) = C_13;
553
v = triu(v) + triu(v,1)’;
555
end
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A.8.2 Elastic Strain Energy
This script combines the functions shown above to generate the strain energy plots for a marten-




4 % Copyright (C) 2019-2020 Giancarlo Jones <EMAIL REDACTED>
%
6 % Some functions used herein are Copyright (C) their respective owners







text = ’Statistics toolbox not installed. No plots will be generated’;
16
if license(’test’,’statistics_toolbox’)
18 makePlot = 1;
else
20 makePlot = 0;
fprintf("%s\n",text);
22 end










34 % Disable parallel execute if you can’t use send() to track progress ,
% or concede no progress tracker
36 %
38 prompt = ’Cannot display progress of parfor(). Use parfor() anyway? [Y,N]:
’;
40 if verLessThan(’matlab’,’9.2’)




48 if str == ’Y’
parallelTrack = 0;












62 % Start a parallel pool if necessary
%
64
if parallelExecute && isempty(gcp(’nocreate’))
66 parpool;










76 C_12_Z = 71.382;
C_13_Z = 160.454;
78 C_33_Z = 506.917;
C_44_Z = 116.169;
80 C_66_Z = 44.008;








90 C_12_R = 365.1;
C_13_R = 105.1;
92 C_33_R = 147.7;
C_44_R = 195.1;
94 C_66_R = 156.9;
C_16_R = 67.1;
96
V_R = voigt_4m(C_11_R, C_12_R, C_13_R, C_33_R, C_44_R, C_66_R, C_16_R);
98 C_R = inflate_stiffness(V_R);
100 %
% Zircon Unit Cell
102 %
104 M_Z = [1 0 0; 0 1 0; 0 0 0.902];
106 %
% Reidite Unit Cell
108 %
110 M_R = [1 0 0; 0 1 0; 0 0 2.208];
112 %
% Habit Planes (x2)
114 %
116 n1 = [1; 0; 0]; % a-disc
n2 = [1; 1; 0]; % 110-disc
118 n3 = [1; 0; 1]; % 101-disc
n4 = [0; 0; 1]; % c-disc
120 n5 = [1; 1; 1]; % 111-disc
n6 = [1; 1; 2]; % 112-disc
122 n7 = [5; 1; 2]; % 512-disc
124 X2 = cat(2,n1,n2,n3,n4,n5,n6,n7);
126 %
% Direction in habit plane normal to c (x3)
128 %
130 s1 = [0; 1; 0];
s2 = [1; -1; 0];
132 s3 = [0; 1; 0];
s4 = [1; 0; 0];
134 s5 = [1; -1; 0];
s6 = [1; -1; 0];
136 s7 = [1; -5; 0];
138 X3 = cat(2,s1,s2,s3,s4,s5,s6,s7);











% Redite twin axes
152 %
154 KAPPA_1 = [1; 1; 2];
ETA_1 = [-1; -1; 1];









% Expressed in the same basis as the Bain distortion
166
e_0 = s*[0 0.5 0; 0.5 0 0; 0 0 0];
168
%






176 % Aspect Ratios
%
178
k = [20, 10, 5, 1, 1/5, 1/10 1/20 1/50 1/100];




186 knownNodes = [181, 91, 47, 16, 45, 84, 165, 411, 819];















204 time = zeros(lenK,lenZ);
w1 = zeros(lenK,lenZ);




210 % Main Loop
%
212
for iZ = 1:lenZ
214
%
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x2 = X2(:, iZ);
222 x3 = X3(:, iZ);
224 Q = transform_z(x2, x3, M_Z);
226 %
% WARNING: rotate_tensor() right multiplies!
228 %
% Old->New? Pass Q’ = (e_new . e_old)’
230 % New->Old? Pass Q = (e_new . e_old)
%
232
%˜ e_L = Q’*e_0*Q;
234 e_L = rotate_tensor(e_0,Q’);





CM = rotate_tensor(C_Z, Q’);
242 CT = rotate_tensor(C_R, Q’);
CT = rotate_tensor(CT, A’);
244
for iK = 1:lenK
246
%
248 % Continue console output with the current aspect ratio
%
250
strLen = fprintf("k = % 5.2f; ", k(iK));
252
%
























totalEval = totalEval + nˆ2;
278
%





w1(iK,iZ) = inhomog_strain_energy(CM, S, e_P, CT, zeros(3,3));
286
%





w2(iK,iZ) = inhomog_strain_energy(CM, S, e_P, CT, zeros(3,3));
294
%
296 % Set the console to overwrite the previous aspect ratio
%











308 bar = seconds(foo);
timeString = datestr(bar,’HH:MM:SS’);
310
fprintf("\n%d evaluations in %s\n",totalEval , timeString);
312
G1 = min(w1,[],’all’);
314 G2 = min(w2,[],’all’);
316 fprintf("w_min (relaxed) = %f GJ/m3\n",G1);























340 f2 = figure;
h = ezgscatter(log10(k),zLabel,w2);













%% Functions in alphabetical order
356
function w = inhomog_strain_energy(CM, S, e_P, CT, s_0)
358







366 % Mura 25.3
%
368
w = -0.5*einstein(s_i, [-1 -2], e_P, [-1 -2]);
370
end
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372
function B = bain()
374
a = 6.551;
376 c = 5.914;
378 BAIN_UNIT_CELL_a = 5.611;
BAIN_UNIT_CELL_b = 6.153;
380 BAIN_UNIT_CELL_c = 6.635;
BAIN_gamma = 6;
382
%˜ BAIN_UNIT_CELL_beta = 82;
384
e11 = log(BAIN_UNIT_CELL_a/a);
386 e12 = -tand(BAIN_gamma);
e22 = log(BAIN_UNIT_CELL_b/a);
388 e33 = log(BAIN_UNIT_CELL_c/c);
390 B = [e11 e12 0 ;e12 e22 0; 0 0 e33];
392 end
394 function v = ctos(x,M)
396 %
% Convert crystal to sample coordinates
398 %
400 v = M*x;
end
402
function v = deflate_stiffness(c)
404
%
406 % Create a matrix representation of the stiffness tensor in
% Voigt Notation
408 %
410 v = zeros(6,6);
c = reshape(c,[9,9]);
412






function T = einstein(varargin)
420
%
422 % Perform the Einstein sum of the input tensors
%
424
% From the MTEX toolkit
426 %
428 M1 = 1;
dimT1 = [];
430
% for each tensor in varargin
432 while ˜isempty(varargin) && ˜ischar(varargin{1})
434 % take new vector from varargin
M2 = varargin{1};




440 [M2,dimT2] = inner_sum(M2,dimT2);
442 % reorder T1 such that [-rDel ... -3 -2 -1 1 2 3 .. rOut x x x]
rOut = max([0,dimT1,dimT2]);
444 rDel = -min([0,dimT1,dimT2]);
rExt = max([0,ndims(M1) - length(dimT1), ndims(M2) - length(dimT2)
]);
446
% new order of dimensions for tensor 1
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448 % we should start with zero to avoid the cap
dimT1(dimT1 >0) = dimT1(dimT1 >0) - 1;
450
% dimensions in reserve
452 exp1 = 1:rOut + rDel; exp1(dimT1 + rDel + 1) = [];
454 order1 = [dimT1 + rDel + 1,... the tensor components
rOut + rDel + (1:rExt),... none tensor components
456 exp1];
458 % new order of dimensions for tensor 2
dimT2(dimT2 >0) = dimT2(dimT2 >0) - 1; % we should start with zero to
avoid the cap
460 exp2 = 1:rOut + rDel; exp2(dimT2 + rDel + 1) = []; % dimensions in
reserve
order2 = [dimT2 + rDel + 1,... the tensor components




466 M2 = ipermute(M2,order2);
468 % TODO: later use M1 = M1 .* M2;
M1 = bsxfun(@times, M1, M2);
470
% setup dimT1
472 dimT1 = [-rDel:-1,1:rOut];
474 end
476 % sum over the dimensions to be removed
for i = 1:rDel
478 M1 = sum(M1,i);
end
480
% and remove these leading dimensions
482 s = size(M1);






function [M,s] = make_singular(A,D)
490
%
492 % Given A and D, find s and M such that
% M = A+D*s and M is singular.
494 %
% Copyright (C) 2014 Feng Cheng Chang
496 %
498 %
% A double 3x3













function B = transform_r(n,l,M)
514
%
516 % n 3x1 double normal to lamella
% l 3x1 double shear direction




522 % // a2





















function B = transform_z(n,l,M)
544
%
546 % n 3x1 double normal to lamella
% l 3x1 double shear direction

























function x = ptod(p,M)
574
%




580 x = G*p;
end
582
function [a,b] = find_double(x)
584
% MTEX toolkit
586 % Not the best bit of code in mtex; use the mex.
588 d = bsxfun(@minus,x,x’) == 0 & bsxfun(@times,x<0,x’<0);
d = d & ˜tril(ones(size(d)));
590 [a,b] = find(d);




function c = inflate_stiffness(v)
596
%
598 % Turn the Voigt representation of the stiffness tensor into
% the full tensor.
600 %
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% find indices to be summed
620 [a,b] = findDouble_mex(ind);








% remember size of matrix
630 sM = size(M);
sM([a,b]) = [];
632
% make a,b the first two dimensions
634 order = 1:max([ndims(M) a b]);
order([a b]) = [];
636 order = [a b order];
M = permute(M,order);
638
% reduces multiple remove dimensions to one
640 M = reshape(M,3ˆnumel(a),3ˆnumel(b),[]);
642 % sum along the diagonal of the first two dimensions
N = zeros(1,1,size(M,3));
644
for l = 1:3ˆnumel(a)




650 M = reshape(N,[sM 1 1]);
652 end
654 function M = rotate_tensor(M,R)
656 % MTEX Toolkit
658 rankM = numel(size(M));
660 for ii = 1:rankM
ind = 1:rankM;
662 ind(ii) = -ii;
M = einstein(M,ind,R,[ii -ii]);
664 end
666 end
668 function s = twin_shear(eta_2,k_1,M)
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end
680
function v = voigt_4mmm(C_11, C_12, C_13, C_33, C_44, C_66);
682
%
684 % Generate an Voigt stiffness matrix from symmetric tetragonal
% elastic constants
686 %
% For 422, 4mm, 42m, 4/mmm symmetries
688 %
690 v = zeros(6,6);
692 v(1,1) = C_11;
v(2,2) = C_11;
694 v(3,3) = C_33;
v(4,4) = C_44;
696 v(5,5) = C_44;
v(6,6) = C_66;
698 v(1,2) = C_12;
v(1,3) = C_13;
700 v(2,3) = C_13;
702 v = triu(v) + triu(v,1)’;
704 end
706 function v = voigt_4m(C_11, C_12, C_13, C_33, C_44, C_66, C_16);
708 %
% Generate an Voigt stiffness matrix from symmetric tetragonal
710 % elastic constants
%






718 v(2,2) = C_11;
v(3,3) = C_33;
720 v(4,4) = C_44;
v(5,5) = C_44;
722 v(6,6) = C_66;
v(1,2) = C_12;
724 v(1,3) = C_13;
v(2,3) = C_13;
726 v(1,6) = C_16;
v(2,6) = -C_16;
728




%% Functions in alphabetical order
734
function G = christoffel(c,n)
736
%
738 % Calculate the Christoffel stiffness tensor
% Jiang (2014) Equation B3
740 %
742 G = einstein(n, -2, n, -1, c, [1 -1 2 -2]);
744 end
746 function e = equiv_eigenstrain(c,S,eigenStrain ,ct,appliedStress)
748
%
750 % Mura 1982 Equation 22.11
%
752
cdiff = ct - c;
754 cinv = invert_tensor4(c);
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756 ceff = einstein(cdiff ,[1 2 -1 -2],S,[-1 -2 3 4]) + c;
seff = invert_tensor4(ceff);
758 stress = -einstein(cdiff ,[1 2 -1 -2],cinv,[-1 -2 -3 -4],appliedStress
,[-3 -4]) + einstein(ct,[1 2 -1 -2],eigenStrain ,[-1 -2]);




function S = eshelby_gauss_lite(c,a1,a2,a3,nodes,parallelExecute ,
parallelTrack)
764
% S: 3x3x3x3 double
766 % nodes: double
% c: 3x3x3x3 double
768 % a1: double
% a2: double
770 % a3: double
% tolerance: double
772 % minNodes: double
% maxNodes: double






782 S1 = einstein(T,[1 2 -1 -2],c,[-1 -2 3 4]);
S2 = einstein(T,[2 1 -1 -2],c,[-1 -2 3 4]);
784 S3 = einstein(T,[1 2 -2 -1],c,[-1 -2 3 4]);
S4 = einstein(T,[2 1 -2 -1],c,[-1 -2 3 4]);
786
S = 1/4*(S1 + S2 + S3 + S4);
788
%
790 % Some bug somewhere is switching 2 and 3.
% e.g. S_1122 is swapped with S_1133 and so on.
792 %
% Permute the tensor here as a crude fix
794 %
796 end
798 function B = twin_basis(n,l,M)
800 %
% n 3x1 double normal to lamella
802 % l 3x1 double shear direction
% M 3x3 unit cell
804 %
806 %
% This depends on your a1 a2 a3.
808 % It is of paramount importance to put these in the right order.
%
810 % Lebensohn (1993) convention = 1:k:1
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830 e3 = cross(e1,e2);
832 B = [e1 e2 e3];
834 end
836 function t = euclidean(S)
838 % t: double
% S: 4x4x4x4 double
840
% computes the euclidean norm of a 4th-order tensor
842
t = sqrt(abs(einstein(S,[-1 -2 -3 -4],S,[-1 -2 -3 -4])));
844 end
846 function h = ezgscatter(x,y,z)
848 %
% makes gscatter() handle like surf()
850 %
852 % x 1xn double
% z 1xm double
854 % y nxm double
856 lx = length(x);
ly = length(y);
858 %˜ lz = length(z);
860 x = repmat(x,1,ly);
y = repmat(y,lx,1);







function [points,weights] = gaussl(order,a,b)
870
% Copyright (C) 2004 Greg von Winckel
872
order = order -1;

















% Compute the zeros of the N+1 Legendre Polynomial
892 % using the recursion relation and the Newton-Raphson method
894 y0 = 2;
896 % Iterate until new points are uniformly within epsilon of old points
898 while max(abs(y-y0))>eps




904 Lp(:,2) = 1;
906 for k = 2:N1
L(:,k+1) = ((2*k-1)*y.*L(:,k)-(k-1)*L(:,k-1))/k;
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908 end
910 Lp = (N2)*(L(:,N1)-y.*L(:,N2))./(1-y.ˆ2);















function T = green_gauss(c,a1,a2,a3,nodes)
928
%
930 % Green Interaction Tensor
% Jiang 2014 Equation ....





% integration limits, radians
938
maxTheta = 2*pi;
940 maxPhi = pi;




946 phiSteps = length(phiPts);
948 T = zeros(3,3,3,3,thetaSteps ,phiSteps);
950 for iTheta = 1:thetaSteps
952 theta = thetaPts(iTheta);
954 for iPhi = 1:phiSteps
956 step = step + 1;
958 len = fprintf("step = %6d/%6d ",step,thetaSteps*phiSteps);
960 phi = phiPts(iPhi);
962 xi = wave(theta,phi);
964 rho = ((a1*xi(1))ˆ2 + (a2*xi(2))ˆ2 + (a3*xi(3))ˆ2)ˆ(3/2);
966 Ainv = inv(christoffel(c,xi));
968 f = reshape(kron(xi,kron(xi,Ainv))/rho,[3 3 3 3]);





978 T = a1*a2*a3/(4*pi)*sum(sum(T,6),5);
980 end
982 function T = green_gauss_parallel(c,a1,a2,a3,nodes,parallelTrack)
984 %
% Green Interaction Tensor
A.8. Martensitic transformation 209
986 % Jiang 2014 Equation ....
% Gaussian quadrature








% integration limits, radians
998 %
1000 maxTheta = 2*pi;
maxPhi = pi;
1002
[thetaPts ,˜] = gaussl(nodes,0,maxTheta);
1004 [phiPts ,˜] = gaussl(nodes,0,maxPhi);
1006 thetaSteps = length(thetaPts);
phiSteps = length(phiPts);
1008




len = fprintf("eval %6d/%6d",step,thetaSteps*phiSteps);
1014
parfor iTheta = 1:thetaSteps
1016
[parThetaPts ,parThetaWts] = gaussl(nodes,0,maxTheta);
1018 [parPhiPts ,parPhiWts] = gaussl(nodes,0,maxPhi);
1020 theta = parThetaPts(iTheta);
1022 for iPhi = 1:phiSteps
1024 step = [iTheta iPhi];
1026 phi = parPhiPts(iPhi);
1028 xi = wave(theta,phi);
1030 rho = ((a1*xi(1))ˆ2 + (a2*xi(2))ˆ2 + (a3*xi(3))ˆ2)ˆ(3/2);
1032 Ainv = inv(christoffel(c,xi));
1034
%˜ f = einstein(xi, 1, xi, 4, Ainv, [2 3])/rho;
1036
%
1038 % kron() + reshape() is faster
%
1040














1054 step = step+phiSteps;
fprintf(repmat(’\b’,1,len));




1060 % Leave no trace
%
1062





function e = inclusion_strain(S,eigenStrain)
1068
%
1070 % See Mura (1982) Equation 11.15
%
1072




function s = inclusion_stress(c,S,eigenStrain)
1080
totalStrain = inclusion_strain(S,eigenStrain);
1082 elasticStrain = totalStrain - eigenStrain;
1084 %
% See Mura (1982) Equation 2.3
1086 %
1088 s = einstein(c, [1 2 -1 -2], elasticStrain , [-1 -2]);
1090 end
1092 function c = invert_tensor4(a)
1094 % c: 3x3x3x3 double
% a: 3x3x3x3 double
1096
%
1098 % Invert the fourth-rank tensor a
%
1100 % See Lebensohn et al. (1998) Equation A12
%
1102
b1 = 1/sqrt(6)*[-1 0 0; 0 -1 0; 0 0 2];
1104 b2 = 1/sqrt(2)*[-1 0 0; 0 1 0; 0 0 0];
b3 = 1/sqrt(2)*[0 0 0; 0 0 1; 0 1 0];
1106 b4 = 1/sqrt(2)*[0 0 1; 0 0 0; 1 0 0];
b5 = 1/sqrt(2)*[0 1 0; 1 0 0; 0 0 0];
1108 b6 = 1/sqrt(3)*[1 0 0; 0 1 0; 0 0 1];
1110 b = cat(3,b1,b2,b3,b4,b5,b6);
1112 M = zeros(6,6);
Z = zeros(3,3,3,3,6,6);
1114
for ii = 1:6
1116 for jj = 1:6







for ii = 1:6
1124 for jj = 1:6









function xi = wave(theta,phi)
1134
%
1136 % Mura calls this a "wave" vector. It shows up in his discussion
% on periodic eigenstrain distributions
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1138 %
% Jiang (2014) Equation B2
1140 %
1142 xi = zeros(3,1);
1144 xi(1) = cos(theta)*sin(phi);
xi(2) = sin(theta)*sin(phi);

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Hardness values for indents which passed QA/QC.








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































236 Chapter B. Hardness Data
Attributes for each run.
name run˙id display
”Dwell Time” 10 10
”Dwell Time” 11 10
”Dwell Time” 12 10
”Dwell Time” 13 10
”Dwell Time” 14 10
”Dwell Time” 19 10
”Dwell Time” 20 10
”Dwell Time” 24 10
”Dwell Time” 26 10
”Dwell Time” 28 10
”Dwell Time” 29 10
”Dwell Time” 39 10
”Dwell Time” 40 10
”Dwell Time” 41 10
”Dwell Time” 42 10
”Dwell Time” 43 10
”Dwell Time” 44 10
”Dwell Time” 49 10
”Dwell Time” 50 10
”Dwell Time” 51 10
”Dwell Time” 52 10
”Dwell Time” 53 0
”Dwell Time” 54 0
”Dwell Time” 55 0
”Dwell Time” 56 0
”Dwell Time” 57 10
”Dwell Time” 58 10
”Dwell Time” 59 0
”Dwell Time” 60 0
”Dwell Time” 61 0
”Dwell Time” 62 0
”Dwell Time” 63 0
”Dwell Time” 64 0
237
name run˙id display
”Dwell Time” 65 0
”Dwell Time” 66 0
”Dwell Time” 67 0
”Dwell Time” 68 0
”Dwell Time” 69 10
”Dwell Time” 70 10
”Loading Rate” 3 5
”Loading Rate” 4 5
”Loading Rate” 5 5
”Loading Rate” 6 5
”Loading Rate” 7 5
”Loading Rate” 8 5
”Loading Rate” 9 5
”Loading Rate” 10 5
”Loading Rate” 11 5
”Loading Rate” 12 5
”Loading Rate” 13 5
”Loading Rate” 14 1
”Loading Rate” 15 1
”Loading Rate” 16 1
”Loading Rate” 17 1
”Loading Rate” 18 1
”Loading Rate” 19 1
”Loading Rate” 20 1
”Loading Rate” 21 1
”Loading Rate” 22 1
”Loading Rate” 23 1
”Loading Rate” 24 1
”Loading Rate” 25 1
”Loading Rate” 26 1
”Loading Rate” 27 1
”Loading Rate” 28 1
”Loading Rate” 29 1
”Loading Rate” 30 1
238 Chapter B. Hardness Data
name run˙id display
”Loading Rate” 31 1
”Loading Rate” 32 1
”Loading Rate” 33 1
”Loading Rate” 34 1
”Loading Rate” 35 1
”Loading Rate” 36 1
”Loading Rate” 37 1
”Loading Rate” 38 1
”Loading Rate” 39 1
”Loading Rate” 40 1
”Loading Rate” 41 1
”Loading Rate” 42 1
”Loading Rate” 43 1
”Loading Rate” 44 1
”Loading Rate” 45 1
”Loading Rate” 46 1
”Loading Rate” 47 1
”Loading Rate” 48 1
”Loading Rate” 49 1
”Loading Rate” 50 1
”Loading Rate” 51 1
”Loading Rate” 52 1
”Loading Rate” 53 1
”Loading Rate” 54 1
”Loading Rate” 55 1
”Loading Rate” 56 1
”Loading Rate” 57 1
”Loading Rate” 58 1
”Loading Rate” 59 1
”Loading Rate” 60 1
”Loading Rate” 61 1
”Loading Rate” 62 1
”Loading Rate” 63 1
”Loading Rate” 64 1
239
name run˙id display
”Loading Rate” 65 1
”Loading Rate” 66 1
”Loading Rate” 67 1
”Loading Rate” 68 1
”Loading Rate” 69 1
”Loading Rate” 70 1
”Nominal Depth” 2 500
”Nominal Depth” 3 1000
”Nominal Depth” 4 1000
”Nominal Depth” 5 1000
”Nominal Depth” 6 1000
”Nominal Depth” 7 1000
”Nominal Depth” 8 1000
”Nominal Depth” 9 1000
”Nominal Depth” 10 1000
”Nominal Depth” 11 1000
”Nominal Depth” 12 1000
”Nominal Depth” 13 1000
”Nominal Depth” 14 350
”Nominal Depth” 15 500
”Nominal Depth” 16 500
”Nominal Depth” 17 500
”Nominal Depth” 18 500
”Nominal Depth” 19 500
”Nominal Depth” 20 500
”Nominal Depth” 21 350
”Nominal Depth” 22 500
”Nominal Depth” 23 500
”Nominal Depth” 24 500
”Nominal Depth” 25 500
”Nominal Depth” 26 350
”Nominal Depth” 27 500
”Nominal Depth” 28 350
”Nominal Depth” 29 500
240 Chapter B. Hardness Data
name run˙id display
”Nominal Depth” 30 350
”Nominal Depth” 31 500
”Nominal Depth” 32 500
”Nominal Depth” 33 500
”Nominal Depth” 34 500
”Nominal Depth” 35 350
”Nominal Depth” 36 350
”Nominal Depth” 37 500
”Nominal Depth” 38 500
”Nominal Depth” 39 350
”Nominal Depth” 40 500
”Nominal Depth” 41 340
”Nominal Depth” 42 500
”Nominal Depth” 43 350
”Nominal Depth” 44 500
”Nominal Depth” 45 350
”Nominal Depth” 46 350
”Nominal Depth” 47 500
”Nominal Depth” 48 500
”Nominal Depth” 49 350
”Nominal Depth” 50 500
”Nominal Depth” 51 350
”Nominal Depth” 52 500
”Nominal Depth” 53 350
”Nominal Depth” 54 500
”Nominal Depth” 55 350
”Nominal Depth” 56 500
”Nominal Depth” 57 350
”Nominal Depth” 58 500
”Nominal Depth” 59 350
”Nominal Depth” 60 500
”Nominal Depth” 61 350
”Nominal Depth” 62 350
”Nominal Depth” 63 500
241
name run˙id display
”Nominal Depth” 64 500
”Nominal Depth” 65 350
”Nominal Depth” 66 500
”Nominal Depth” 67 350
”Nominal Depth” 68 350
”Nominal Depth” 69 500
”Nominal Depth” 70 350
”Operator Name” 1 ”Vineet Bhakhri”
”Operator Name” 2 ”Vineet Bhakhri”
”Operator Name” 3 ”Ariful Islam”
”Operator Name” 4 ”Ariful Islam”
”Operator Name” 5 ”Ariful Islam”
”Operator Name” 6 ”Ariful Islam”
”Operator Name” 7 ”Ariful Islam”
”Operator Name” 8 ”Ariful Islam”
”Operator Name” 9 ”Ariful Islam”
”Operator Name” 10 ”Aria Khalili”
”Operator Name” 11 ”Aria Khalili”
”Operator Name” 12 ”Aria Khalili”
”Operator Name” 13 ”Aria Khalili”
”Operator Name” 14 ”Aria Khalili”
”Operator Name” 15 ”Aria Khalili”
”Operator Name” 16 ”Aria Khalili”
”Operator Name” 17 ”Aria Khalili”
”Operator Name” 18 ”Aria Khalili”
”Operator Name” 19 ”Aria Khalili”
”Operator Name” 20 ”Aria Khalili”
”Operator Name” 21 ”Aria Khalili”
”Operator Name” 22 ”Aria Khalili”
”Operator Name” 23 ”Aria Khalili”
”Operator Name” 24 ”Aria Khalili”
”Operator Name” 25 ”Aria Khalili”
”Operator Name” 26 ”Aria Khalili”
”Operator Name” 27 ”Aria Khalili”
242 Chapter B. Hardness Data
name run˙id display
”Operator Name” 28 ”Aria Khalili”
”Operator Name” 29 ”Aria Khalili”
”Operator Name” 30 ”Aria Khalili”
”Operator Name” 31 ”Aria Khalili”
”Operator Name” 32 ”Aria Khalili”
”Operator Name” 33 ”Aria Khalili”
”Operator Name” 34 ”Aria Khalili”
”Operator Name” 35 ”Aria Khalili”
”Operator Name” 36 ”Aria Khalili”
”Operator Name” 37 ”Aria Khalili”
”Operator Name” 38 ”Aria Khalili”
”Operator Name” 39 ”Aria Khalili”
”Operator Name” 40 ”Aria Khalili”
”Operator Name” 41 ”Aria Khalili”
”Operator Name” 42 ”Aria Khalili”
”Operator Name” 43 ”Aria Khalili”
”Operator Name” 44 ”Aria Khalili”
”Operator Name” 45 ”Aria Khalili”
”Operator Name” 46 ”Aria Khalili”
”Operator Name” 47 ”Aria Khalili”
”Operator Name” 48 ”Aria Khalili”
”Operator Name” 49 ”Aria Khalili”
”Operator Name” 50 ”Aria Khalili”
”Operator Name” 51 ”Aria Khalili”
”Operator Name” 52 ”Aria Khalili”
”Operator Name” 53 ”Aria Khalili”
”Operator Name” 54 ”Aria Khalili”
”Operator Name” 55 ”Aria Khalili”
”Operator Name” 56 ”Aria Khalili”
”Operator Name” 57 ”Aria Khalili”
”Operator Name” 58 ”Aria Khalili”
”Operator Name” 59 ”Aria Khalili”
”Operator Name” 60 ”Aria Khalili”
”Operator Name” 61 ”Aria Khalili”
243
name run˙id display
”Operator Name” 62 ”Aria Khalili”
”Operator Name” 63 ”Aria Khalili”
”Operator Name” 64 ”Aria Khalili”
”Operator Name” 65 ”Aria Khalili”
”Operator Name” 66 ”Aria Khalili”
”Operator Name” 67 ”Aria Khalili”
”Operator Name” 68 ”Aria Khalili”
”Operator Name” 69 ”Aria Khalili”
”Operator Name” 70 ”Aria Khalili”
”Reviewer Notes” 10 ”BN Tip Too Soft”
”Reviewer Notes” 11 ”BN Tip Too Soft”
”Reviewer Notes” 12 ”BN Tip Too Soft”
”Reviewer Notes” 13 ”BN Tip Too Soft”
”Reviewer Notes” 14 ”Spacing Too Small”
”Reviewer Notes” 15 ”Spacing Too Small”
”Reviewer Notes” 16 ”Spacing Too Small”
”Reviewer Notes” 17 ”Spacing Too Small”
”Reviewer Notes” 18 ”Spacing Too Small”
”Reviewer Notes” 19 ”Spacing Too Small”
”Reviewer Notes” 20 ”Spacing Too Small”
”Reviewer Notes” 21 ”Spacing Too Small”
”Reviewer Notes” 22 ”Spacing Too Small”
”Reviewer Notes” 23 ”Spacing Too Small”
”Reviewer Notes” 24 ”Spacing Too Small”
”Reviewer Notes” 25 ”Spacing Too Small”
”Reviewer Notes” 28 ”Spacing Too Small”
”Reviewer Notes” 29 ”Spacing Too Small”
”Reviewer Notes” 31 ”Spacing Too Small”
”Reviewer Notes” 32 ”Spacing Too Small”
”Stage Temperature” 1 25
”Stage Temperature” 2 25
”Stage Temperature” 3 25
”Stage Temperature” 4 400
”Stage Temperature” 5 25
244 Chapter B. Hardness Data
name run˙id display
”Stage Temperature” 6 400
”Stage Temperature” 7 25
”Stage Temperature” 8 300
”Stage Temperature” 9 400
”Stage Temperature” 10 500
”Stage Temperature” 11 500
”Stage Temperature” 12 500
”Stage Temperature” 13 500
”Stage Temperature” 14 25
”Stage Temperature” 15 25
”Stage Temperature” 16 25
”Stage Temperature” 17 25
”Stage Temperature” 18 25
”Stage Temperature” 19 25
”Stage Temperature” 20 25
”Stage Temperature” 21 450
”Stage Temperature” 22 450
”Stage Temperature” 23 450
”Stage Temperature” 24 450
”Stage Temperature” 25 450
”Stage Temperature” 26 25
”Stage Temperature” 27 25
”Stage Temperature” 28 25
”Stage Temperature” 29 25
”Stage Temperature” 30 450
”Stage Temperature” 31 450
”Stage Temperature” 32 450
”Stage Temperature” 33 450
”Stage Temperature” 34 450
”Stage Temperature” 35 450
”Stage Temperature” 36 450
”Stage Temperature” 37 450
”Stage Temperature” 38 450
”Stage Temperature” 39 450
245
name run˙id display
”Stage Temperature” 40 25
”Stage Temperature” 41 25
”Stage Temperature” 42 25
”Stage Temperature” 43 25
”Stage Temperature” 44 25
”Stage Temperature” 45 450
”Stage Temperature” 46 450
”Stage Temperature” 47 450
”Stage Temperature” 48 450
”Stage Temperature” 49 25
”Stage Temperature” 50 25
”Stage Temperature” 51 25
”Stage Temperature” 52 25
”Stage Temperature” 53 460
”Stage Temperature” 54 460
”Stage Temperature” 55 25
”Stage Temperature” 56 25
”Stage Temperature” 57 25
”Stage Temperature” 58 25
”Stage Temperature” 59 460
”Stage Temperature” 60 460
”Stage Temperature” 61 25
”Stage Temperature” 62 25
”Stage Temperature” 63 25
”Stage Temperature” 64 25
”Stage Temperature” 65 25
”Stage Temperature” 66 460
”Stage Temperature” 67 460
”Stage Temperature” 68 460
”Stage Temperature” 69 25
”Stage Temperature” 70 25
”Testing Machine” 1 NanoTest
”Testing Machine” 2 NanoTest
”Testing Machine” 3 NanoTest
246 Chapter B. Hardness Data
name run˙id display
”Testing Machine” 4 NanoTest
”Testing Machine” 5 NanoTest
”Testing Machine” 6 NanoTest
”Testing Machine” 7 NanoTest
”Testing Machine” 8 NanoTest
”Testing Machine” 9 NanoTest
”Testing Machine” 10 NanoTest
”Testing Machine” 11 NanoTest
”Testing Machine” 12 NanoTest
”Testing Machine” 13 NanoTest
”Testing Machine” 14 NanoTest
”Testing Machine” 15 NanoTest
”Testing Machine” 16 NanoTest
”Testing Machine” 17 NanoTest
”Testing Machine” 18 NanoTest
”Testing Machine” 19 NanoTest
”Testing Machine” 20 NanoTest
”Testing Machine” 21 NanoTest
”Testing Machine” 22 NanoTest
”Testing Machine” 23 NanoTest
”Testing Machine” 24 NanoTest
”Testing Machine” 25 NanoTest
”Testing Machine” 26 NanoTest
”Testing Machine” 27 NanoTest
”Testing Machine” 28 NanoTest
”Testing Machine” 29 NanoTest
”Testing Machine” 30 NanoTest
”Testing Machine” 31 NanoTest
”Testing Machine” 32 NanoTest
”Testing Machine” 33 NanoTest
”Testing Machine” 34 NanoTest
”Testing Machine” 35 NanoTest
”Testing Machine” 36 NanoTest
”Testing Machine” 37 NanoTest
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name run˙id display
”Testing Machine” 38 NanoTest
”Testing Machine” 39 NanoTest
”Testing Machine” 40 NanoTest
”Testing Machine” 41 NanoTest
”Testing Machine” 42 NanoTest
”Testing Machine” 43 NanoTest
”Testing Machine” 44 NanoTest
”Testing Machine” 45 NanoTest
”Testing Machine” 46 NanoTest
”Testing Machine” 47 NanoTest
”Testing Machine” 48 NanoTest
”Testing Machine” 49 NanoTest
”Testing Machine” 50 NanoTest
”Testing Machine” 51 NanoTest
”Testing Machine” 52 NanoTest
”Testing Machine” 53 NanoTest
”Testing Machine” 54 NanoTest
”Testing Machine” 55 NanoTest
”Testing Machine” 56 NanoTest
”Testing Machine” 57 NanoTest
”Testing Machine” 58 NanoTest
”Testing Machine” 59 NanoTest
”Testing Machine” 60 NanoTest
”Testing Machine” 61 NanoTest
”Testing Machine” 62 NanoTest
”Testing Machine” 63 NanoTest
”Testing Machine” 64 NanoTest
”Testing Machine” 65 NanoTest
”Testing Machine” 66 NanoTest
”Testing Machine” 67 NanoTest
”Testing Machine” 68 NanoTest
”Testing Machine” 69 NanoTest
”Testing Machine” 70 NanoTest
”Tip Composition” 1 Diamond
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”Tip Composition” 2 Diamond
”Tip Composition” 3 Diamond
”Tip Composition” 4 Diamond
”Tip Composition” 5 Diamond
”Tip Composition” 6 Diamond
”Tip Composition” 7 Diamond
”Tip Composition” 8 Diamond
”Tip Composition” 9 Diamond
”Tip Composition” 10 ”Boron Nitride”
”Tip Composition” 11 ”Boron Nitride”
”Tip Composition” 12 ”Boron Nitride”
”Tip Composition” 13 ”Boron Nitride”
”Tip Composition” 14 Diamond
”Tip Composition” 15 Diamond
”Tip Composition” 16 Diamond
”Tip Composition” 17 Diamond
”Tip Composition” 18 Diamond
”Tip Composition” 19 Diamond
”Tip Composition” 20 Diamond
”Tip Composition” 21 Diamond
”Tip Composition” 22 Diamond
”Tip Composition” 23 Diamond
”Tip Composition” 24 Diamond
”Tip Composition” 25 Diamond
”Tip Composition” 26 Diamond
”Tip Composition” 27 Diamond
”Tip Composition” 28 Diamond
”Tip Composition” 29 Diamond
”Tip Composition” 30 Diamond
”Tip Composition” 31 Diamond
”Tip Composition” 32 Diamond
”Tip Composition” 33 Diamond
”Tip Composition” 34 Diamond
”Tip Composition” 35 Diamond
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”Tip Composition” 36 Diamond
”Tip Composition” 37 Diamond
”Tip Composition” 38 Diamond
”Tip Composition” 39 Diamond
”Tip Composition” 40 Diamond
”Tip Composition” 41 Diamond
”Tip Composition” 42 Diamond
”Tip Composition” 43 Diamond
”Tip Composition” 44 Diamond
”Tip Composition” 45 Diamond
”Tip Composition” 46 Diamond
”Tip Composition” 47 Diamond
”Tip Composition” 48 Diamond
”Tip Composition” 49 Diamond
”Tip Composition” 50 Diamond
”Tip Composition” 51 Diamond
”Tip Composition” 52 Diamond
”Tip Composition” 53 Diamond
”Tip Composition” 54 Diamond
”Tip Composition” 55 Diamond
”Tip Composition” 56 Diamond
”Tip Composition” 57 Diamond
”Tip Composition” 58 Diamond
”Tip Composition” 59 Diamond
”Tip Composition” 60 Diamond
”Tip Composition” 61 Diamond
”Tip Composition” 62 Diamond
”Tip Composition” 63 Diamond
”Tip Composition” 64 Diamond
”Tip Composition” 65 Diamond
”Tip Composition” 66 Diamond
”Tip Composition” 67 Diamond
”Tip Composition” 68 Diamond
”Tip Composition” 69 Diamond
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”Tip Composition” 70 Diamond
”Tip Geometry Name” 1 Berkovitch
”Tip Geometry Name” 2 Berkovitch
”Tip Geometry Name” 3 Berkovitch
”Tip Geometry Name” 4 Berkovitch
”Tip Geometry Name” 5 Berkovitch
”Tip Geometry Name” 6 Berkovitch
”Tip Geometry Name” 7 Berkovitch
”Tip Geometry Name” 8 Berkovitch
”Tip Geometry Name” 9 Berkovitch
”Tip Geometry Name” 10 Berkovitch
”Tip Geometry Name” 11 Berkovitch
”Tip Geometry Name” 12 Berkovitch
”Tip Geometry Name” 13 Berkovitch
”Tip Geometry Name” 14 Berkovitch
”Tip Geometry Name” 15 Berkovitch
”Tip Geometry Name” 16 Berkovitch
”Tip Geometry Name” 17 Berkovitch
”Tip Geometry Name” 18 Berkovitch
”Tip Geometry Name” 19 Berkovitch
”Tip Geometry Name” 20 Berkovitch
”Tip Geometry Name” 21 Berkovitch
”Tip Geometry Name” 22 Berkovitch
”Tip Geometry Name” 23 Berkovitch
”Tip Geometry Name” 24 Berkovitch
”Tip Geometry Name” 25 Berkovitch
”Tip Geometry Name” 26 Berkovitch
”Tip Geometry Name” 27 Berkovitch
”Tip Geometry Name” 28 Berkovitch
”Tip Geometry Name” 29 Berkovitch
”Tip Geometry Name” 30 Berkovitch
”Tip Geometry Name” 31 Berkovitch
”Tip Geometry Name” 32 Berkovitch
”Tip Geometry Name” 33 Berkovitch
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”Tip Geometry Name” 34 Berkovitch
”Tip Geometry Name” 35 Berkovitch
”Tip Geometry Name” 36 Berkovitch
”Tip Geometry Name” 37 Berkovitch
”Tip Geometry Name” 38 Berkovitch
”Tip Geometry Name” 39 Berkovitch
”Tip Geometry Name” 40 Berkovitch
”Tip Geometry Name” 41 Berkovitch
”Tip Geometry Name” 42 Berkovitch
”Tip Geometry Name” 43 Berkovitch
”Tip Geometry Name” 44 Berkovitch
”Tip Geometry Name” 45 Berkovitch
”Tip Geometry Name” 46 Berkovitch
”Tip Geometry Name” 47 Berkovitch
”Tip Geometry Name” 48 Berkovitch
”Tip Geometry Name” 49 Berkovitch
”Tip Geometry Name” 50 Berkovitch
”Tip Geometry Name” 51 Berkovitch
”Tip Geometry Name” 52 Berkovitch
”Tip Geometry Name” 53 Berkovitch
”Tip Geometry Name” 54 Berkovitch
”Tip Geometry Name” 55 Berkovitch
”Tip Geometry Name” 56 Berkovitch
”Tip Geometry Name” 57 Berkovitch
”Tip Geometry Name” 58 Berkovitch
”Tip Geometry Name” 59 Berkovitch
”Tip Geometry Name” 60 Berkovitch
”Tip Geometry Name” 61 Berkovitch
”Tip Geometry Name” 62 Berkovitch
”Tip Geometry Name” 63 Berkovitch
”Tip Geometry Name” 64 Berkovitch
”Tip Geometry Name” 65 Berkovitch
”Tip Geometry Name” 66 Berkovitch
”Tip Geometry Name” 67 Berkovitch
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name run˙id display
”Tip Geometry Name” 68 Berkovitch
”Tip Geometry Name” 69 Berkovitch
”Tip Semiangle” 1 19.7
”Tip Semiangle” 2 19.7
”Tip Semiangle” 3 19.7
”Tip Semiangle” 4 19.7
”Tip Semiangle” 5 19.7
”Tip Semiangle” 6 19.7
”Tip Semiangle” 7 19.7
”Tip Semiangle” 8 19.7
”Tip Semiangle” 9 19.7
”Tip Semiangle” 10 19.7
”Tip Semiangle” 11 19.7
”Tip Semiangle” 12 19.7
”Tip Semiangle” 13 19.7
”Tip Semiangle” 14 19.7
”Tip Semiangle” 15 19.7
”Tip Semiangle” 16 19.7
”Tip Semiangle” 17 19.7
”Tip Semiangle” 18 19.7
”Tip Semiangle” 19 19.7
”Tip Semiangle” 20 19.7
”Tip Semiangle” 21 19.7
”Tip Semiangle” 22 19.7
”Tip Semiangle” 23 19.7
”Tip Semiangle” 24 19.7
”Tip Semiangle” 25 19.7
”Tip Semiangle” 26 19.7
”Tip Semiangle” 27 19.7
”Tip Semiangle” 28 19.7
”Tip Semiangle” 29 19.7
”Tip Semiangle” 30 19.7
”Tip Semiangle” 31 19.7
”Tip Semiangle” 32 19.7
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”Tip Semiangle” 33 19.7
”Tip Semiangle” 34 19.7
”Tip Semiangle” 35 19.7
”Tip Semiangle” 36 19.7
”Tip Semiangle” 37 19.7
”Tip Semiangle” 38 19.7
”Tip Semiangle” 39 19.7
”Tip Semiangle” 40 19.7
”Tip Semiangle” 41 19.7
”Tip Semiangle” 42 19.7
”Tip Semiangle” 43 19.7
”Tip Semiangle” 44 19.7
”Tip Semiangle” 45 19.7
”Tip Semiangle” 46 19.7
”Tip Semiangle” 47 19.7
”Tip Semiangle” 48 19.7
”Tip Semiangle” 49 19.7
”Tip Semiangle” 50 19.7
”Tip Semiangle” 51 19.7
”Tip Semiangle” 52 19.7
”Tip Semiangle” 53 19.7
”Tip Semiangle” 54 19.7
”Tip Semiangle” 55 19.7
”Tip Semiangle” 56 19.7
”Tip Semiangle” 57 19.7
”Tip Semiangle” 58 19.7
”Tip Semiangle” 59 19.7
”Tip Semiangle” 60 19.7
”Tip Semiangle” 61 19.7
”Tip Semiangle” 62 19.7
”Tip Semiangle” 63 19.7
”Tip Semiangle” 64 19.7
”Tip Semiangle” 65 19.7
”Tip Semiangle” 66 19.7
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name run˙id display
”Tip Semiangle” 67 19.7
”Tip Semiangle” 68 19.7
”Tip Semiangle” 69 19.7
”Tip Semiangle” 70 19.7
”Tip Temperature” 1 25
”Tip Temperature” 2 25
”Tip Temperature” 3 25
”Tip Temperature” 4 25
”Tip Temperature” 5 25
”Tip Temperature” 6 25
”Tip Temperature” 7 25
”Tip Temperature” 8 25
”Tip Temperature” 9 25
”Tip Temperature” 10 610
”Tip Temperature” 11 610
”Tip Temperature” 12 610
”Tip Temperature” 13 610
”Tip Temperature” 14 25
”Tip Temperature” 15 25
”Tip Temperature” 16 25
”Tip Temperature” 17 25
”Tip Temperature” 18 25
”Tip Temperature” 19 25
”Tip Temperature” 20 25
”Tip Temperature” 21 25
”Tip Temperature” 22 25
”Tip Temperature” 23 25
”Tip Temperature” 24 25
”Tip Temperature” 25 25
”Tip Temperature” 26 25
”Tip Temperature” 27 25
”Tip Temperature” 28 25
”Tip Temperature” 29 25
”Tip Temperature” 30 25
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”Tip Temperature” 31 25
”Tip Temperature” 32 25
”Tip Temperature” 33 25
”Tip Temperature” 34 25
”Tip Temperature” 35 25
”Tip Temperature” 36 25
”Tip Temperature” 37 25
”Tip Temperature” 38 25
”Tip Temperature” 39 25
”Tip Temperature” 40 25
”Tip Temperature” 41 25
”Tip Temperature” 42 25
”Tip Temperature” 43 25
”Tip Temperature” 44 25
”Tip Temperature” 45 25
”Tip Temperature” 46 25
”Tip Temperature” 47 25
”Tip Temperature” 48 25
”Tip Temperature” 49 25
”Tip Temperature” 50 25
”Tip Temperature” 51 25
”Tip Temperature” 52 25
”Tip Temperature” 53 25
”Tip Temperature” 54 25
”Tip Temperature” 55 25
”Tip Temperature” 56 25
”Tip Temperature” 57 25
”Tip Temperature” 58 25
”Tip Temperature” 59 25
”Tip Temperature” 60 25
”Tip Temperature” 61 25
”Tip Temperature” 62 25
”Tip Temperature” 63 25
”Tip Temperature” 64 25
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name run˙id display
”Tip Temperature” 65 25
”Tip Temperature” 66 25
”Tip Temperature” 67 25
”Tip Temperature” 68 25
”Tip Temperature” 69 25
”Tip Temperature” 70 25
Attributes for each sample.
name sample˙id display
”Crystal Locale” 1 Tronox
”Crystal Locale” 2 Tronox
”Crystal Locale” 3 Tronox
”Crystal Locale” 4 Tronox
”Crystal Locale” 5 Tronox
”Crystal Locale” 6 Tronox
”Crystal Locale” 7 Tronox
”Crystal Locale” 8 Tronox
”Crystal Locale” 9 Tronox
”Crystal Locale” 10 Tronox
”Crystal Locale” 11 Tronox
”Crystal Locale” 12 Tronox
”Crystal Locale” 13 Tronox
”Crystal Locale” 14 Tronox
”Crystal Locale” 15 Tronox
”Crystal Locale” 16 Tronox
”Crystal Locale” 17 Tronox
”Crystal Locale” 18 Tronox
”Crystal Locale” 19 Tronox
”Crystal Locale” 20 Tronox
”Crystal Locale” 21 Tronox
”Crystal Locale” 22 Tronox
”Crystal Locale” 23 Tronox
”Crystal Locale” 24 Tronox
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”Crystal Locale” 25 Tronox
”Crystal Locale” 26 Tronox
”Crystal Locale” 27 Tronox
”Crystal Locale” 28 Tronox
”Crystal Locale” 29 Tronox
”Crystal Locale” 30 Tronox
”Crystal Locale” 31 Tronox
”Crystal Locale” 32 Tronox
”Crystal Locale” 33 Tronox
”Crystal Locale” 34 Cambodia
”Crystal Locale” 35 Cambodia
”Crystal Locale” 36 Cambodia
”Crystal Locale” 37 Cambodia
”Crystal Orientation” 1 (645)
”Crystal Orientation” 2 (645)
”Crystal Orientation” 3 (610)
”Crystal Orientation” 6 (1-13)
”Crystal Orientation” 7 (-4-10)
”Crystal Orientation” 8 (-6-21)
”Crystal Orientation” 9 (-6-1-1)
”Crystal Orientation” 10 (566)
”Crystal Orientation” 11 (-1-5-4)
”Crystal Orientation” 12 (-522)
”Crystal Orientation” 13 (6-11)
”Crystal Orientation” 14 (14-6)
”Crystal Orientation” 15 (2-43)
”Crystal Orientation” 16 (-501)
”Crystal Orientation” 17 (-3-10)
”Crystal Orientation” 18 (611)
”Crystal Orientation” 19 (63-4)
”Crystal Orientation” 20 (-350)
”Crystal Orientation” 21 (-502)
”Crystal Orientation” 22 (215)
”Crystal Orientation” 23 (3-20)
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name sample˙id display
”Crystal Orientation” 24 (-1-12)
”Crystal Orientation” 25 (621)
”Crystal Orientation” 26 (-2-25)
”Crystal Orientation” 27 (201)
”Crystal Orientation” 28 (160)
”Crystal Orientation” 29 (5-61)
”Crystal Orientation” 30 (256)
”Crystal Orientation” 31 (-2-21)
”Crystal Orientation” 32 (124)
”Crystal Orientation” 33 (1-63)
”Crystal Orientation” 34 (010)
”Crystal Orientation” 35 (0-10)
”Crystal Orientation” 36 (6-45)
”Crystal Orientation” 37 (00-1)
Heat treatment of samples
id sample˙id temperature time medium date
1006 6 1100 12 Air
1007 7 1100 12 Air
1008 8 1100 12 Air
1009 9 1100 12 Air
1010 10 1100 12 Air
1011 11 1100 12 Air
1012 12 1100 12 Air
1013 13 1100 12 Air
1014 14 1100 12 Air
1015 15 1100 12 Air
1016 16 1100 12 Air
1017 17 1100 12 Air
1018 18 1100 12 Air
1019 19 1100 12 Air
1020 20 1100 12 Air
1021 21 1100 12 Air
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1022 22 1100 12 Air
1023 23 1100 12 Air
1024 24 1100 12 Air
1025 25 1100 12 Air
1026 26 1100 12 Air
1027 27 1100 12 Air
1028 28 1100 12 Air
1029 29 1100 12 Air
1030 30 1100 12 Air
1031 31 1100 12 Air
1032 32 1100 12 Air
1033 33 1100 12 Air
1034 34 1100 12 Air
1035 35 1100 12 Air
1036 36 1100 12 Air
1037 37 1100 12 Air
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Run ID: 22 Object ID: 27022

































































































































































































































































































































Run ID: 43 Object ID: 27043

































































































































































































































































































































Run ID: 63 Object ID: 27063
















































































































Run ID: 70 Object ID: 27070
Appendix C
Transformation Matrices
C.1 Reidite Habit Planes
Table C.1: Transformation matrix for each habit plane in sample coordinates
λ(100)i j =







































Convergence of Gaussian Quadrature
268
269
Figure D.1: Convergence of the gaussian quadrature used to evaluate Equation 4.10
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